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PREFACE 

This aonograph is part of a larger Joint proJect of the International 
Developaent Research Centre and the Rockefeller Foundation, involving research 
on gender, technology and developaent in the Third World, conducted in 1986 
and 1987. The brief of the study was to focus on the ways in which different. 
types of community organizations in Africa, both those that are indigenous and 
those externally iaposed, influence the introduction and sustained use of 
agricultural, health and nutrition related technologies. The brief was to be 
carried out within the framework of four tasks: first, the presentation and 
critique of existing conceptual approaches to the subJect; second, a review 
and discussion of aaJor research findings hi1hllghting areas of consensus and 
disagreement; third, the identification of issues and interrelations that have 
not been addressed in previous research; and fourth, discussion of proalsin1 
ways_ to frame the topic for future research, 

I wish to thank Vuyisva Keyi, Research Assistant, for her contribution to 
this study. Her persistence in tracking down sources, and her insights aa an 
an African feminist, anthropologist and foraer nurse, were invaluable in 
shaping questions to be asked of the literature.· "argo Hawley, Reference 
Specialist i.n the IDRC Library, entered the search with enthusiasm, 
imagination and efficiency: her help is shaping data base questions, and the 
constant streaa of printouts from Ottawa to·Toronto, ensured access to a wide 
variety of material. Once again, I owe to Stephen Katz •Y thanks both for 
perceptive suggestions and tactical assistance, and for his support of the 
intensive electronic cottage industry that writing of this kind has becoae. 
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J:NTRODUCTJ:ON 

Technology,. according t.o Chinua Achebe, is an at.ti tude of aind, not. an 
asseabla1e of artefact.a.' The experlence.of Third World societies vith 
veat.ern technology over the past twenty five years has proven the visdqm of 
this stateaent. The aassive transfer of technology -- both as artefact and as 
information -- has often .,_en accoapanied by aisuse, aisallocation or 
misunderstanding in the recipient countries. In particular, it has generated 
negative consequences for woaen, children and coaaunities -- nowhere aore so 
than in Africa. 

Whose fault is this9 The issue has been debated in an endless series of 
publications an~ conferences written or sponsored by donor agencies, acadeaics 
and non-1overnaental or1anizations. To answer the question, and to get beyond 
blaaing either the givers or receivers of the technology, we •ust take 
Achebe's idea a step further, and understand technolo1y as social construct 
and social practice -- the product of a particular society's history. .At t.he 
saae tiae, we aust recognize that new technolo11, arising fro• the political 
and econoaic needs of a particular era of developaent in a particular society, 
generates new forces of production, and new social relations. In other words, 
technological artefacts are the raw material created out. of historical 
experience, which in turn recreate society. 

In the western world, because technological advance and econoaic 
development have gone hand in hand, we do not see the historical and cultural 
specificity of our art.efacts, instead viewing the• as neutral obJects, the 
inevitable products of progress "'stacked conveniently for ease of lifting• (to 
quote Achebe again). We aay now be starting to question the effects of 
certain t.echnolo1ies -- from coaputers to pesticides -- on our society and 
environment; on the whole, however, we still aee technolo1y as a physical 
rather than social presence. Those voices that do pose technolo1y as social 
construct, such as environaental groups, are marginalized by doainant 
perceptions of technology. 

It ls for this reason that we have found it. so difficult. to understand 
the probleas of t.echnolo1y transfer in the Third World. Third World leaders 
and expert• theaaelvea, recruited to our vision of technology as a socially 
neutral force, have also been styaied. Critics within Third World countries 
rarely find a politically legit.iaized means of challenging this vision. Any 
enqulr7 into the probleas of technology tranafer aust thus pay careful 
attention to the conceptual frameworks that shape understanding of the 
relations between the developed vest and the underdeveloped world. In 
particular, we aust criticall7 exaaine the vay in which these frameworks 
define t.he probleas of the Third World. 

I Chinua Achebe, The Trouble With Nigeria. London: Heinemann, 1983, p.19. 
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. Fortunately for developaent in the Third World, and for our 
underatandin1, 1ender has becoae an issue. The feainiat iaperative• has 
forced the search for answers to two key questions re1ardin1 technolo1y 
transfer: first. ve aust ask, 'appropriate' for what. and whoa? Is the out.coae 
enviaa1ed really developaent.? Unless voaen and -- by intiaat.e but not. 
previously self-evident iaplication -- children are unequivocally served, 
society itself has not been served. The 1reat achleveaent of fealnis• in t.ha 
past fifteen 1aars has been an eaer1in1 aoral and scientific couitaent to the 
truth that voaen are half of huaanit.1, and that 1ander relations are as 
fundaaental a -ahapin1 force in society as econoaic relations or political 
structure. Indeed, there is no poUtical econoay that is 1ender-neutral, as 
those who are willing to look discover. In· devalopaent discourse, woaen are 
no lon1er invisible -- even. l.f they do not yet get. equal t.lae. 

Second, the push to evaluate technolo1y transfer in the li1ht of gender 
quest.ions has necessitated the quest.ion: has social reality adequatal7 been 
taken into account? It is no lon1er possible to view technology as artefact., 
or to avoid the difficult task of exaaining our underlyin1 assuaptions about 
Third World societies. The answer to the quest.ion as to whether 1ender has 
been properly taken into account becoaea a test of the aclenUfic accuracy of 

· the study, or the de1ree to which it. la vaiue-laden. 

It ls with these questions that this aono1raph is preoccupied. Iaplicit 
in the mandate of the study is an understandin1 that technolo1ical change is a 
social process. We cannot investigate this process, however, without 
considering the dialectical relationship discussed above. Each eleaent of. 
technological innovation that has been introduced, whether transferred froa 
the western technology coaplex or desi1ned for the perceived needs of Third 
World coaaunities ~ carries with it. assuaptlons re1ardin1 the proper social 

. organization for its use. Coaaunity structures, fro• faally to voaen's 
organizations, have thus not been inert recipients of the technolo1ical 
frei1ht: rather, they have either actively reconfigured themselves to the 
requirements of the technolo1y, or they have reJected or redirected its 
intended use. Only where the technology transfer has been desi1ned on the 
basis of real needs, as perceived by the recipients, and on fully understood 
social relations, has it clearl1 achieved its purpose. 

In Africa, given that aariculture, health and nutrition are lar1ely the 
province of wo .. n, tbia aeans that successful technolo11 transfers in these 
fields are thoae that. eapover woHn, at.rengthenin1 rather than veakenin1 their 
co .. unity involveaent, and their decision-aakin1 authority in villa1e and 
faaUy. All too often the reverse has been true, with profoundl7 ne1at.ive 
consequences: not. onl1 has the new t.echnolo11 not. had it.a desired effect.., but. 
African woaen have found theaaelves with increased workloads, a aore 
subordinate position within the faaily, attenuated coaaunal life with other 
voaen, and lost ri1hts to resources. These circumstances coaproaise voaen's 
abilities to carr1 out. their traditional production, health and nutrition 
responsibilities, let. alone new responslbili ties linked to developaent goals. 

a Feain i sa ls use.d here l n its broadest sense: concern vi th Justice 
and equality for women. 
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Yet previous studies have t.ended t.o focus on·technolog)' adopt.ion, t.o the 
exclusion of questions of "technological aaintenance and operational control" 
CBryceson, 1985: 8>. Fro• such a perspective, it has been possibie for aany 
studies to construe the village and famil)' as 'obstacles' to technological 
change rather than as active decision-•akers regarding its acceptance, 
aodiflcation or reJection. Further, this approach has rendered the effects of 
technolog)' on social relations invisible. 

This is why planning efforts, aided by develop•ent agencies, have so 
often failed. Pari "ohamaadi of the Economic and Social Co .. ission for Asia 
and the Pacific asserts that "in every respect, atteapts to sensitise planners 
and reorient national planning processes to increase women's participation 
have not )'ielded significant result.a; whereas, training woaen for 
participation in local-level decision asking and planning has had 'surprisingly 
quick and.strong iapact" C1984: 80>. Nowhere is such participation aore 
iaportant than in technolo1y transfer issues: woaen, who are the priaar)' 
producers and caregivers in African co .. unities, are the ke)' users of the 
technology that has the aost direct iapact on the econo•ic wellbeing, health 
and nutrition of African f'a•ilies. . .. 

This study. will thus pay particular attention to the dialect.ical nature 
of technology transfer, a process which can either disequip or eapover village 
woaen to engage in genuine developaent. It will go beyond preoccupation with 
the aoaent of transfer to consider the coaplex ways in which new technology 
and society interact. Further, it will take the st.and that the probleaa~new 
technologies are designed to solve .are theaaelves frequently a social 
construct. Africa is not naturally hungry, drought-stricken, short of fuel 
and diseased. As Doyal says with regard to the latter, "contrary to coaaon 
belief, Cthel diseases of underdevelopaent are not necessarily bound up with 
tropical conditions in the geographic or cliaatic sense. Cholera, plague, 
leprosy, smallpox, typhoid, TB and aany intestinal parasites have all thrived 
in western Europe in the past." Conteaporary health probleaa "aust be seen 
not as a 'natural' and unavoidable part. of life in the third world"; rat.her, 
they -should be viewed as a consequence of specific historical develop•ents 
<Doyal, 1979: _100-101>. By reaoving the technology-related probleu of 
agriculture, health and nutrition fro• the real• of the 'natural' to the reala 
of historical and sociological analysis, we aay engender both a aore 
scientific and a aore optiaistic approach to their solution •. 

The literature on woaen and developaent in Africa has aade it abundantly 
clear that an understanding of national and international political econo•y is 
necessar1 for explainin1 the processes at work to disadvantage woaen and 
underaine developaent. · The link between international aarkets, co .. odity 
production and aale control of cash crops, for exaaple, with conco•itant 
negative effects upon wo•en's econoaic and political participation, has been 
docuaent.ed in nuaerous studies. The two chapters on conceptual fraaeworks in 
Part I chart the develop•ent of knowledge within the different loci of 
research and action regarding this broad context, and point to the different 
constructions of the proble•. An iaportant diaension of this overview, 
treated in chapter 1, is a review of the develop•ent of feainist enquiry as a 
new field chal lensing conventional sociai science assuaptions, and a 
consideration of the relation bet.ween this new field of study and African 
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·Studies.. In chapter 2, the continuing invisibility of gender in a nuaber of 
the research/action loci is explored; second, the special probleas and 
'opportunities of health and nutrition research are surveyed; finally, the 
sources of challenge to conservative views regarding developaent, particularly 
challenges fro• African vo•en (often supported by progressive eleaents in 
multilateral and bilateral agencies>, are identified. 

Part. II, on research findings, focuses pri .. rily on the local coaaunity, 
where the subtle interaction of technology and gender relations can be 
explored. Bryceson C1985.; 8) co ... nts that in •oat of the existin1 literature 
on vo•en and. technolo1t, •ule do•ination in its cultural and institutional · 

· sense, is treated as an historical 1iven fact. Havin1 identified the extent 
and incidence of the edge that aen have over voaen in the acquisition and 
control of technology, the analyses rarely offer an in-depth dissection of its 
nature." The local co••unity is the ground upon which this nealected task 
must be carried out. A .. Jor reason for the proble• Bryceson identifies is 
the lack of historical and cultural specificity in •uch of the vo•en and 
technology literature. Yet social scientists -- particularly anthropologists 
and historians -- have done much in recent years to elucidate the subJect of 
gender relations in the context of specific African societies. at different 
points in ti••· Chapter 3 explores the issues regarding technology, gender 
and development around which a consensus has eaerged in the woaen-in-
development <WIDJ and wo•en-and-technolo1y literature. The first part of 
-chapter 4 sets forth an analysis of gender relations in Africa by way of a 
case study on women's self help groups in Kenya. In the course of this 
analysis, an argument is aade for a particular approach to the subJect: 
feainist ·political economy. Synopses of two studies by.African fe•inist 
scholars in the second part of chapter 4 substantiate the case for this 
approach. 

A maJor task f acin1 this study is to show the way in which the coabined 
insights of the WID research and feainist political econo•y mi1ht becoae the 
basis of future research on the technology transfer process. A boundary 
problem exists, not only between areas of scholarship which do not adequately 
interact, but between policy networks, which.frequently have been unable to 
take autual advantage of each other's insights. Accordin1 to Patricia Kutzner 
of the World Hun1er E~ucatlon Service (personal coaaunicatioa, October 1986>, 
the inability of the food policy network to drav resources froa the woaen's 
studies network is a case in point. Part III therefore addresses nev issues 
and.interrelationships vhicb aight direct future enquiry, and overcoae the 
li •itati on of past. approach••. · Chapter 5 sets forth the issues and 
relationships, 1ivin1 exaaples to de•onstrate the efficacy of the approach 
bein1 suggested, while chapter 6 provides five tasks, each using a different 
method, as possible concrete ways to fraae the topic for future research. 

The study has several necessary paraaeters. One is geographic: Africa 
north of the Sahara is excluded froa the review. While there is no sharp 
boundary between black and Arab Africa, and many arguments. can be made for 
historical and cultural continuity between the two, it is an accepted 
convention in African Studies to treat 'Black Africa' as a distinctive 

·geographical and cultural region. For all its diversity, it shares coaaon 
historical the•ea and environ•ental opportunities and constraints. African 
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societies have developed coamon responses to these opportunities and 
constraints, as their ancestral people, divided into four aaJor linguistic 
groups, populated the continent during several thousand years of successful 
migration and settlement. Later, in the aercantile and colonial eras, they 
shared the experience of serious hu .. n losses, and blows to their econoaic and 
political integrity, at the hands of Europeans. 

Central to the nature of African society prior to colonialism was a 
· prominent role for woaen in econoaic production, and a concoai tant 

aocioeconoaic and ideological position that, while subordinate to that of aen, 
appears to have been considerably aore favourable than that of voaen in other 
regions of the world. Since then, woaen have seen a loss of their traditional 
autonomy and authority. One of the central tasks of developaent in Africa 
today is to discover ways in which voaen aay regain previous decision-aaking 
powers and control over resources. 

A second paraaeter is linguistic: English-speaking·Africa is the basis 
for this study, both to liait the aaterial reviewed, and because of less 
proficiency in French than I would. care to adait. I would argue, however, 
that while different colonial and post.colonial strategies have led to soae 
different directions for Francophone and Anglophone Africa, and while the 
French intellectual tradition has led to soae different theories and eaphaaes 
in research, the language of colonialisa did and does not .. ke for substantial 
differences in the experiences recorded here. 

Examples are taken from a number of countries, to illustrate both the 
problems and the fruitful lines of enquiry to be found in the literature. 
Case studies are derived from two countries in particular: Kenya and Nigeria. 
Both are countries for which there exists a large body of scholarship, by 
foreigners and indigenous researchers, including work on gender relations and 
women's position. Both exeaplify the probleas and opportunities for voaea 
inherent in contemporary African gender relations; both have examples of 
pastoral and agricultural societie• facing the dileaaas of developaent. A 
key difference lies in the auch greater degree of urbanization in Nigeria, and 
the extensive involveaent of woaen in trade in that country. A further 
difference is the substantial presence of Islaa in Nigeria, while Kenya has a 
auch aaaller proportion of "usliaa, religious affiliation being largely 
Christian. With regard to research, an abundance of aedical studies have 
been conducted in Nigeria, while there is a relative paucity of thea.in Kenya. 
On the other hand, nuaerous sociological and anthropological studies, 
including soae excellent theoretical work, have been conducted in Kenya, while 
Nigeria's record in the social sciences is leas exciting. 

A third para .. ter i• a aore.haphazard one: the quantity of literature 
about technology and developaent on the one hand and about wo .. n and 
developaent on the other hand is so huge that no literature review can 
encoapass, let alone coaaent meaningfully upon, the entire corpus. This study 
does, however, present an account of the writing that to the best of a, 
knowledge accurately represents the different schools of thought, approaches 
and contents coaprising the literature. The reader will notice that there is 
no categorization of the literature by African and non-African authorship. As 
the review reveals, Africans contribute to each of the conceptual frameworks; 
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ethnicity and race do not fora any basis for· classification. There is no 
'African approach' -- althouah there !!.!. African concerns about western 
domination of African thouaht. 

It is not the intention of this study to denigrate all technoloay 
transfer. Indeed, there are aany cases of technology being adopted 
successfully, and to their great benefit, by woaen and by co .. unities -- fro•· 
safety pins to sewing machines to wells, •ills and cattle dips. The .. ndate 
of the IDRC/Rocke!eller Foundation project, however, entailed a problea to be 
addressed', rat.her than a celebration of technological wonders for the Third 
World. Consequently, a aaJor portion of the effort in this aonoaraph is 
directed at how and why technolol)' transfer falls, and what alght. be done to 
make it succeed. 
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS 



CHAPTER 1 

THE FIELDS OF KNOWLEDGE 

The problea reaarding technology and gender in Africa is not a lack of 
knowled1e, but the fact. that knowled1e is fragaent.ed. Understandin1 is 
structured by different. conceptual fraaevorks that. derive froa the different 
concerns and orient.at.ions of investi1ators in different professions, 
organizations and fields. Further, in auch of the literature on Africa, 
t.echnolo1y it.self is treated -- if at all -- incident.ally or descriptively, as 
artefact. rat.he~ than as active social force. It. is only by surveying the 
1eneral conceptual fraaeworks that we can uncover the assuaptions underlyin1 
different. explanations about technology, gender and developaent.. Whal eaergea 
in the following review is the fact that. in aany explanations, a relationship 
bet.ween gender and t.echnolo1y is not conceptualized at all. 

Another dimension of the fragaent.at.ion of knowledge is the existence of 
different. loci of research and act.ion re1arding Third World developaent in 
general, ·and technology transfer in particular. Knowledge generated within 
each locus is not. always easily shared or even sou1ht. by other loci, alt.hough 
researchers and policy makers move bet.ween them as individuals, bringing 

·insights and information froa one lo the other. The loci aay be classified as 
follows: 

1 > Academi.c research . 

a) Western 

b) African and Third World 

2> nultilateral agencies 

a> United Nations asencies such as: International Labour Or1anization 
<ILO>; Food and Agriculture Organization <FAO>; World Health Or1anizat.ion 
<WHO>; International Research and Trainin1 Institute for the Advancement 
of Woaen UNSTRAW>; United Nat.ions Econoalc Coaalssion for Africa 
CUNECA>; United Nations Institute for Trainin1 and Research CUNITAR>; 
the United Nations Children's Fund CUNICEF>; the United Nations 
Developaent Progra ... <UNDP> and the United Nat.ions Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Or1anization CUNESCO>. 

b> · The financial agencies such as: the W9rld Bank; International 
nonetary Fund CinF>. 

c> African resional organizations such as: Orsanizat.ion of African Unity 
COAU>; Economic Commission for Africa <!CA>; African Research and 
Training Cent.re for Woaen <ATRCW>. 
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31 Bilateral research and development agencies such as: Canadian 
International Development Agency ICIDA>; International Development 
Research Centre <IDRC>; United States Agency for International 
Developaent <USAID>; Swedish International Development Agency <SIDA>; 
Danish International Development Agency <DANIDA>; Research Centre for 
Cooperation With Developing Countries <Yugoslavia -- RCCDC>. 

4 > Non-governmental organizations 

a> Western organizations, such as foundations; church organizations; 
special purpose agencies such as the Equity Policy Center; International 
Planned Parenthood Federati.on; Centre for Development and Population · 
Activities; umbrella organizations such as the Canadian Council for 
International Cooperation; World Hunger Education Service; research 
institutions such as ISIS womens international information and 
communication service. 

b> Third world and African organizations, such as Association of African 
Women for Research and Development (AAWORD>; Development Alternatives 
with Women for a New Era <DAWN group>; country organizations such as 
Women in Nigeria <WIN>, Haendelao ya Wanawake <Kenya), Women.' s Action 
Group, Zimbabwe <WAG>; Women's Research and Documentation Project, 
Tanzania <WRDP>; Babikar Badri Association for Women Studies, Sudan. 

S> ·African governmental institutions 

9 

Hinistries responsible for rural developmen.t, women's affairs etc., such 
as Zimbabwe's Ministry of Co111111unity Development and Women's Affairs; and 
government agencies, such as .the Kenya Women's Bureau. 

No locus is characterized by a single conceptual framework. Each 
participates in a particular set of visions regarding the nature of technology 
transfer problems, however, that must be seen in the context of broad 
developments in social science knowledge over the past twenty years. 

The most familiar classification of approaches is the spectrum of 
assumptions regarding the causes of underdevelopaent <the condition that 
creates technology-transfer as a problem for Africa>. At one end are aany 
African and veatern governaents, and institutions such as the ItlF and World 
Bank, which believe that Africa's problem is lack of participation in 
modernity in all ita aspects; integration into the world aarket economy is the 
route to develop .. nt, and any policies or societal structures that prevent 
such wholesale integration are seen as obstacles to progress. At the other 
end of the spectrum are those who believe that such integration has created a 
dangerous dependency which is itself the source of the problea, in that it 
serves the international capitalist order, and not the developing Third World 
society.' This view is espoused by some African governments, political 

Dependency and underdevelopment theories have a complex history, 
#' stretching from the pioneering work of Andre Gunder Frank (1967> and 

Paul Baran <1968>, through the African contextual applications of 
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economists of the left, and an increasing number of Third World feminists. In 
the first case, the problem of technology is constructed as the problem of 
overcoming obstacles to its adopt.ion; in the second case, the problem of 
technology is constructed as the problem of Baiting its negative impact, and 
rendering it responsive to social needs. · 

Less familiar is the spectrum of assumptions.regarding the nature of the 
gender problem. Feminism, which has provided •uch of the energy for the 
critique of development planning in the last fifteen years, is itself a 
problematic issue. The media image of the western movement has often been 
negative, portraying women as grasping individualists, concerned only for 
their own wellbeing and not for their family, menfolk or society. African 
women themselves have oft.en distanced themselves from western feminist goals 
as they perceive them. 

Setting aside the popular preJudices against. and stereotypes of fe•iniaa, 
it. is pos'sible lo categorize feminist thinking in such a way as to deteraine 
what is and is not. relevant. to an understanding of African gender relations 
and the problems of technology transfer. Resistance to feminist theor7 and 
research by planners, policy makers .and many Third World ~omen steas froa the 
confusion of radical feminism, which is ideologically based and polemical in 
its approach, wilh other forms of feminism., which have a more thorough 
grounding in social science analysis. It is. radical feminism, with i t.s 
assert.ion that. women's oppression is bi~logically based and supercedes all 
other forms of oppression, that has been selected by the media and popular 
prejudice lo st.and for all feminism. The argument. that. all women have been 
oppressed by all men throughout lime and across all cul lures is pessimistic, 
politically unpalatable, and scientifically unsound; it has created an ~asy 
target. for a sexist. backlash against more reasoned feminist posit.ions. 

The latter have sought. t.o describe and theorize the precise ways in.which 
women were and are oppressed in most human societies, in order t.o generate 
models for change based on more egalitarian experiences of the past., and on 
the democratic principles of the present. The following review surveys the 
emergence since the 1960s of Women's Studies as a field of enquiry, on the one 
hand charting the diverse experiences that led to different theoretical 
frameworks, and on the other hand charting the emergence of feminist concerns 
within the field of African Studies -- itself a developing area of social 
science enquiry. · The review reveals that radical thinking about women is not 
necessarily 'left' -- i.e. concerned with issues of social Justice and 

Sa•ir Aain U972), Colin Leys 0975> and Walter Rodney (1972>, to 
the nutrition activism of Susan George U977; 1979> and Frances 
Hoore Lappe <1978; 1980>. In the past ten years there have been 
variations on dependency theory such as the de.pendent development of 
Peter Evans <1979>, while other scholars, such as John Taylor 
<1979>, have challenged the theory for its economisa, arguing 
instead for a 'modes of production' approach. While this huge and 
important area of scholarly debate is beyond the scope of the 
present. study, some of the arguments are dealt with below, in 
section A. 
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redistribution of resources, while radical political econoay is not 
necessarily feainist -- i.e. concerned with issues of gender equality and 
voaen's right.a. Researchers, planners and policy aakers, in seeking to 
develop a framework of analysis with which to structure empirical evidence 
regarding technology and gender, aay avoid the dogaas of both traditions, and 
find a fruitful middle ground on the terrain of what I call feainist political 
economy. 

A. Women's Studies and Africa: a History 

In North America, both Woaen ··s Studies and African Studies have a co .. on 
origin in the great popular aoveaent of the 1960s and early 1970s. The 
ideological impetus provided by the Civil Rights and anti-var aovements _in the 
U.S. fueled the enquiry both into voaen's oppression and into neocolonia'Usa 
in the Third Wor.ld. African Studies itself was generated by a desire for a 
non-racist understanding of African civilization. The new opportunities for 
women scholars at this time, combined with the powerful ideology of the 

·women's aoveaent, blew the doors of acadeaia open, and led to the questioning 
of the very pr~aises of Western social science, not to .. ntion .its 
methodologies and conclusions. 

The first spate of feminist writing in the early 1970s was popular, 
enthusiastic, and froa the gut; soae of it was wildly radical. On the one 
hand, women took the skills and knowledge gained during their liberal educat-
ion in the 1960s and used them to critique that education. and its sacred texts 
C Slocum, 197 5 C 1971 J; "il let t, 1970 > • On the other hand," they took the 
radical political activism of the 1960s and turned it in a new direction. The 
sexism of anti-war activism in particular c•woaen make coffee, not 
revolutions•>, triggered the voaen's aoveaent and its supporting literature --
from !!!_. 1ta1azine to Sisterhood is Powerful <"organ, 1970> and the SCU" 

Manifesto <Solana&, 1970). It is iaportant to talk about this non-acadeaic 
movement because out of it flowed the energy and different directions for the 
different feminist schools of thought, that aatured in the late 1970s and in 
the 1980s. 

The second streaa of feainist writing. eaerged i .. ediately out of the 
first: this was the .acadeaic aoveaent towards Woaen's Studies. Alread7-
establiahed scholars, and graduate students trained traditionally in the 
different disciplines, turned to feainist enquiry. Those of us vho aounted the 
first Woaen's Studies courses in the earl7 1970s had to coab the literature 
for useful texts. A course on African voaen had to rely on the rare non-

. sexist anthropological studies such as Cohen C1969>, a collection of French 
articles hastily put into paperback CPaulae, 1971[ 19601>, and the now-classic 
survey by Ester Boserup <1970). The shortage of aaterials forced us to do our 
own research CVan Allen, 1972; Staap, 1975-1976) and to anthologize our ova 
texts and special Journal issues <Canadian Journal of African Studies, 1972; 
African Studies Review, 1975; Hafkin and Bay, 1976). Some of this work began 
to critique aainstreaa social science (see for example Slocua, 1975>, but most 
of the work of the early 1970s was within the liberal tradition of 'adding 
voaen on' rather than presenting coherent challenges to the social science 
corpus. It was vital work, however, providing as it did the critical aass of 
evidence necessary for new theories of gender ~elations. 
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As for the 'relations between· the activist and acade•ic fe•inists: the two 
1roups were havin1 different life experiences on the whole, and thus foraed 
lvo distinct feainist poiilical cultures. Third World scholars in particular 
were not centrally involved in the issues and slru11les of the activists. Il 
was only when North Aaerican activist attention turned outward lo the Third 
World lat.er in lhe 1970s <the Wo•en's Decade havln1 auch lo do vit.h this 
change>, that 'established' woaen's studies scholars were forced lo face the 
other feainisu <see the criticisu in Davies, 1983; ftor1an, 1984 for 
exaaple>.. 

In African Studies, the 1960s and early 1910s were a tiae of liberal 
scholarshlp as well. The 'sociology of developHnt', or 'aodernhat.lon 
theory.''· follovin1 the tenets of Rostov's St.ages of Econoaic Growth <1971), 
conceptualized society as on a linear path between 'traditional' and 'aodern'. 
This concept.ion saw indi1enous econoaic~ social and ideolo1ical practices as 
'obstacles' lo pro1ress, which was constructed as a cuaulative process of 
expansion. nicro-level studies focussed in a non-critical way on the 
proble.S of faaily and of urban life, often treating t.hea in isolation fro• 
lar1er political and econo•ic processes (for exaaple Hanna and Hanna, 1971). 

This scholarship had lilt.le to say about woaen, except that they occupied 
the sphere of the 'traditional': it was only in this context that they were 
considered legitimate subjects of analysis. But out of this liberal tradition 
arose a radical critique of 'developaentalisa'. Drawin1 inspiration froa the 
Latin American scho·ol of underdevelopaenl theory (for exaaple Frank, 1967>, 
AfrlcanUt.s adopted the premise that African .probleu should not be seen out 
of the historical context of colonialisa and the international capitalist 
econoaic order <see Aain, 1972; Rodney, 1972>. 

The other source of inspiration for the new 'poUtical econoay' school 
was the areal breaklhrou1h in tfarxisa led by the French theorists and others 
in the structural tfarxisl school Clvo texts in this school are Althusser and 
Balibar, 1970; Poulantzas, 1973. Particularl1 useful for Third World analysis 
is Laclau, 1977>. The 'vul1ar lfarxisa' that had doainated the 1930s to the 
1960s, with it.a reductionist focus on the class stru11le of advanced 
capitalisa, had proved relatively sterile in the context of Africa's 
underdeveloped capitalisa. Accordin1 to the new thinkin1, capilalisa in 
Africa is characterised by a nascent class structure, a lack of both a strong 
bourgeoisie and a at.ron1 vorkin1 class, and by the reanant.s of precapitalist 

. society. It is further coaplicated by ethnicity. 

The Review of African Political Econoay <ROAP!>, founded in En1land in 
1974, was the forua for youn1 scholars and graduate students, and for older 
scholars who turned to a socialist. analysis. The significant achieveaent of 
the school of lhou1ht of which this Journal was a part was the theorizing of 
class relations in underdeveloped capitallsa, the fora of capitalisa charac-
teristic of the neocolonial periphery. The way in which pre-capitalist ele-
aents are retained in a doainated and distorted fora in the service of capital 
accumulation was an important part of this analysis. The two opposin1 classes 
are not bourgeoisie and working class, but dependent bour1eoisie and 
peasantry. For the first lime, there was a rigorous theory to explain 
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'African development problems', based on historical analysis of indigenous 
political and economic processes, as well as on an understanding of Africa's 
relations with the West through the aercantile, colonial and post-colonial 
eras <see for exaaple Taylor, 1979; tlamdani, 1976; Leys, 1975; Katz, 1980>. 
Intrinsic to this work was an at.teapt. to understand the poli Ucal econoay of 
precapitalist societies in the Third World. Out of a vigorous debate . 
regarding the applicability of the concept of aode of product.ion has con a 
consensus that African societies were characterized by two aodes of 
production: a t.ri~utary aode of production underpinning the trade-baaed 
kin1doas of Africa; and a co .. unal aode of production characteristic of 
Africa's nuaerous saall-scale, kin-baaed societies CAain, 1974; Terray, 1972; 
Coquery-Vidrovitch, 1975; Cruaaey and Stewart, 1981>.• 

However, women were largely invisible in this polit.ical econoay school of. 
thought <see, for example, as recent a text as Lawrence, 1986: the proceedings. 
of a 1.984 ROAPE conference on the food crisis in Africa). With a few 
except.ions late in the 1970s CConU, 1979; Sacks, 1979; Bryceson, 1980>, .:work 
on women was left to the liberal.scholars, or relegated to anthropology or 
sociolog1 readers on voaen and to 'voaen's panels' at conferences, vhere:.it 
was largely ignored. The potentials of the new political econoay for feainiat 
analysis were vast, but it took until the late 1970s and early 1980s for the 
challenge to be taken up. And it was the liberal feainist scholars who first 
recognized the value of a synthesis of political econoay critique and 
feainisa. The earliest aanifestation was the critique of develop .. nt theory 
taken up _by these scholars, who had been steadily conducting field· resear.ch 
throughout the 1970s. Their eapirical findings proapted them to challenge the 
assumptions underlying the traditional-aodern aodel of progress and to situate 
women's oppression in wider structures of political econoay. (see Elliott, 

ti 1977; Staudt, 1978; Levis, 1980; Buvinic, Lycette and "cGreeve7, 1983; and 
tlarshall, 1984>. This was a time of burgeoning theoretical debates in the 
vest regarding gender, production, and reproduction both in the biological and 
social sense. For example, the question 'what is patriarchy, and is it a valid 
unifying concept for understandin1 voaen's oppression?' was debated froa all 
quarters (see for exaaple Barrett, 1980>~. 

In the context of Africa, however, the different strands were not reall1 
pulled to1ether, and the und•rstanding of voaen's position, and of 1ender 
relations in general., reaained fra1aented. For exaaple, vhile a number of 
scholars talked about •1ost political institutions• and the decline of vo .. n's 
autono•1 and power COke70, 1980; Van Allen, 1976; St.aap, 1986), others took an 

a There is a debate regardlna appropriate terainolo1y for 
precapitalist aodes of production: for exaaple Sacks Cl979) teras 
the latter •1tin corporate aode of production•; "eillassoux Cl972> 
labels it •doaestic aode of production•. For its siaplicity, I 
prefer, with tlaadani C197S>, •coaaunal aode of product.ion". 

The Cross-Cultural Study of Woaen by t1ar1aret Duley and llary Edwards 
<1986), a textbook designed for Third World gender courses, covers 
(albeit sketchily> the aaJor debates of the 1970s and early 1980s, 
and provides selected readings and discussion questions. 
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oppo_sini position, proaulgating a aore negat.ive approach to the past and a 
more optiaistic vision of the present and future, with the prospect of wo .. n 
being released froa their traditional bondage once neocolonial and class 
oppression was overthrown CUrdang, 1979; Cutrufelli, 1983>. "•anwhile, Third 
World scholars, including African woaen, were beginning to aake their voice 
heard, particularly with regard to their dissatisfaction with Western 
'intellectual colonialisa'. Western feainists were seen as being as guilty as 
mainstreaa acadeaics in this regard <Association of African Wo .. n for Research 
and Devel opaent . C AAWORD l 1981 ; 1983) • 

B. P'eainist Theories: a Classif icat.ion 

Fro• the perspective of 1986, we need to investigate what, in this great 
outpouring of ideas, can be used to infora our understanding of African gender 
relat.ions; we uy ask, in turn, what African studies have contributed to the 
aaturing of feainist theory. In this exercise, we should exaaine how to put 
the new political economy theory t.o work for feainist scholarship. 

The most useful rallying point for this exercise is the work of an iaagi-
nat.ive, synthesizing Aaerican feainist theorist, Alison Jaggar·. Ja11ar 
developed a classification of feainist theories Cl977>, which she has 
expounded in an undergraduate textbook with Paula Rothenberg <1984> and in a 
maJor theoretical work (1983). Although the boundaries between her •feainist 
frameworks• are to soae degree arbitrary and unfixed <as she herself adaits>, 
the classification is grounded in a clear understanding of the historical 
con.text of each school of thought. First, she analyses the conservative, 
sexist traditions in scholarship, froa Freudianisa to the sociobiology of 1.0. 
Wilson <l975>, that feainist.s have challenged. Conservat.isa, which reaches 
back as far as Aristotle in social thought, has argued that. a sexual division 
of labour and gender inequality are natural, whether God-given, gene-given or 
psychologically inherent.. Jagaar then surveys four feainist frameworks: 
liberal feainisa; radical feainisa; traditional aarxiaa; and socialist 
feminism. The following discussion builds on Jaggar's fraaeworks, pointing 
out. their limitations and opportunitfes for the cross:...cultural study of woaen. 

1. Liberal feainisa has its roots in the social contract theories of the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries., with their ideals of liberty and equality 
based on aan's rationalit7, and the preaise of a sharp deaarcation between the 
public and private spheres. Takina tlary Wollstonecraft as its startina point 
C1975C1792l>, liberal feainisa looks to John Stuart ftill Cftill and Taylor, 
1983t1851l> and Harriet Taylor (ftill and Taylor, 1983Cl869l) for it.a 
inspiration. Ar1uing froa t.he principles of the social contract and the 
ri1ht.s of the indivi-dual, this feainisa adds woaen on, basins its call for 
equal opportunity and equal rights upon the claia that 'voun, too·, are 
rational', and hence worthy of being the beneficiaries of the social contract. 
In this fraaework, inequalities of wealth and power are not questioned: there 
is no critique of the structures of oppression which created sexist. ideologies 
and inegalitarian laws and practices. 

Liberal feain-iaa flowered during t.he First Nave of feainisa in the late 
19th and early 20th centuries, and was revitalized by 1960s activisa. It 
continues today as a si1nificant force for legal refora and woaen's political 
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participation, and its reforaist vision inspires the struggles of aan1 Third 
World feainist politicians, Jurists and acadeaics. This is the feainisa that 
activated the United Nations Decade for ·woaen, and precisely because it did 
not challen1e underl1in1 assumptions re1ardin1 the structural causes of 1ender 
relations, it has proved an acceptable basis for reform. The docuaent that. 
eaerged from the end-of-decade United Nations conference in Nairobi, •Forward 
Looking Strategies• , 4 exeaplifies this point, in it.a call upon governaents to: 
identify the iapact. that unemployment has on woaen; provide eaplo111ent. equity . 
prograaaes; provide equal .access to all Jobs and training for woaen; iaprove 
the conditions and structure of the foraal and t.nforaal labour aarkets; 
recognize and encourage the saall business initiatives of woun; provide and 
encourage the establishaent of child-care facilities; and encourage, through 
education and public inforaation, the sharin1 of responsibilities for child · 
and doaestic care between voaen and aen• <O'Neil, 1986: 20>.• It is under 
this uabrella that the aaJor proportion of WID research (including the vork on 
woaen and technolo1y> has been carried out. 

2. Radical Feminism exploded into being as a reaction against the sexisa of 
the 1960s radical aoveaent.s discussed earlier. Fundaaentally ideolo1ical,.,in 
its impetus, it does not fora a coherent theory• Rather, it is eclectic, 
borrowing concepts and language froa a several traditions. Notably, it uses 
tfarxist language, applied analogically to woaen 's oppression (Firestone, 
1970>. Herein lies the great. confusion created by radical feainisa: a theory 
explaining woaen as an'oppressed class' appears ttarxist., but is not ttarxi.st in 
a rigorous sense. Further, it allows for an ahistorical approach t.o ·woaen's 
oppression. The premise that. patriarchy is universal, preceding and 
superceding all other forms of oppression, obscures the cultural diversity and 
historical specificity of human societies. Furthermore, like conservatisa, it. 
reduces gender relations t.o a natural division baaed in biology. Yet the 
notion of global patriarchy has a powerful appeal to feainist.s, and continues 
to compete for scholarl1 allegiance. As such, it iapedes feainist. pro1ress in 
understanding and acting upon woaen's oppression, particularly in the Third 
World. It is in this reala that Western feainisa at.ands accused of 
et.hnocent.risa. The aoaent of truth occurred in 1980 vhen African woaen walked 
out of the Copenhagen aid-Decade conference because the Western f eainlsts 
presuaed to lecture the• on clltoridectoay as a 'barbaric patriarchal cust.oa'. 

4 

• 

The adoption of this docuaent, however constrained by the status 
quo, was in itself a triuaph, given the failure of the previous two 
Unit.ad Nat.ions Decade conferences to coae to a consensus on 
resolutions t.o put forward. 

O'Neil has been Deput1 Head of Stat.us of Woaen Canada, and 
represent.ad Canada on the UN St.at.us of Woaen Co .. ission. She pla78d 
a proainent political role in obtainin1 a consensus aaong delegates 
for the docuaent. In fairness, the last point does get at the heart 
of gender inequities. It. will be interesting to see whet.her 
governaents who have signed this docuaent. will indeed·pay auch 
attention to this particular provision. The others reaain, however, 
classically liberal positions, as I have su1gest.ed. 
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Radical feainis• has aade an invaluable contribution however, precisely 
because of its. ideological power. Because it is a direct response to Western 
society's experience, its critique of, and action on, Weet.ern sexisa is highl1 
relevant.. Particularly iaportant is it.a work on sexual violence and 
pornography (such as Brovnailler, 1976>. It has also led the crusade a1ainst 
sax t.ourisa in Asia. Above all, it contributed the insight that. 'the personal 
is political', thereby creating the political space within which gender 
relations could becoae a legitiaate subJect of analysis. 

3. Traditional "arxisa has, since Ea19ls's iaportaat treatise on the faaily, 
private property and the state U970C1884J>, reJect.ed the idea of a biolo1lcal 
basis to gender differences. Scholars interested in social revolution (e.g. 
in tfozaabique or Cuba> sought t.o apply ftarxist. theory t.o an understanding of 
woHn 's oppression. Not in.terested in either Western feainiat struggles or iD 
the liberal Third World scholarship on voaen, they ar1ued that voaen'a 
oppression is a function of class oppression, which supercedes all other foras 
of oppression CUrdang, 1979•>. Such an approach is fat.ally flawed in its 
reduct.ionisa: gender relations are reduced to relations of production. 
Critics of the application of 'vulgar ttarxisa' to gender relations have argued 
that. ttarxist theory is 'sex-blind', and incapable of theorizing the autonoay 
of gender relations in human society <Hart.aann, 1'981). The contribution of 
this framework, however, is its insistence on a shift froa a focus on the 
individual that characterises both liberal and radical feainis• as well as 
conserv~tisa, lo a focus on the structures of oppression: st.ate, faaily and 
class. Furt.heraore, theoretical ttarxisa provides the underpinnin1 for the 
fourth fraaework, socialist feainiSa. We should note that few feminist 
scholars now work fro• traditional Harxist. understandin1 of gender relations. 

4. Socialist. feainis•. According to Jaggar, socialist feainisa coabines the 
rigorous hislorical materialist aethod of ttarx and Engels with the radical 
feminist insi1hts that 'lhe personal is political' and that gender oppression 
cuts across class lines. Throu1h this synthesis, Jtarxist concepts are 
expanded t.o take account of the specificity of 1ender relations, and the 
biological reduct.ionisa of radical feainisa is tranacended (Jaggar, 1983>. 
This fraaework draws ·widely fro• cross-cultural and historical studies, which 
provide the eapirical rav aaterial for a ri1orous theorization of 1ender 
relations. It is no accident. that anthropolo1iat.a are at the cutting edge of 
theoretical enquir7 within the fraaework. 

In the context of African studies, the boundary between socialist 
feainlsa and liberal feainisa is blurred. Soae WID studies, whether overtly 

• I do not wish to condean Stephanie Urdan1's work out of hand. In 
this study and aore recent. ones CUrdang, 1985) she has perfor•ed a 
valuable service in describing colonial and independence 1overnment. 
policy towards woaen in Portuguese speaking Africa, and has given 
vivid, i.nsider accounts of woaen's stru11le in these societies. 
"ore docuaentary work of this kind in other re1ions of Africa would 
be welcome. Her work is largely descriptive, however, and includes 
no analysis of sex-gender systeas. 
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inspired by tlarxist anal7sis or not, take account of class relations, the 
·iaportance of relations of production, and the coaplex relation between the 
econoaic and social realu. In particular, the1 reco1ni:ze the concept of 
contradiction as central to gender relations. Further, they are not satisfied 
with siapllatic univer•al explanations laying all probleaa at the door Df an 
ahistorical condition known as 'patrlarch7'. In their detailed eapirical 
studies, they have encountered a coaplexil1 of gender relations and of women's 
positions that belies the siaplistic sex-class division of radical fe•lnism. 
In the last slx to eight years, the insights from the studies within this 
combined tradition have added a sharp edge of analytical rigour to the large 
body of liberal scholarship. ·Toda7, in assessing feminist scholarship on 
gender relations in Africa, lt ls appropriate to designate a framework that 
identifies this synthesis. I term it feminist political economy. 

C. Feminist .Political Economy and the StudY of African Women 

The power of feminist political econom1 comes froa it.a ability to recru·it 
non-feminist theories <including tlarxis•> to its proJect. Gayle Rubin's 
germinal work <1975> took the sexist ideas of Freud Con the psychoanalytic 
theory of fe11ininlt1> and of anthropologist Levi-Strauss (on kinship syateas 
and women-exchange) and developed them into a theor1 of "the political econoay 
of sex". Central-to her thesis, and to work building on it (for exaaple, 
Collier and Rosaldo, 1981; Stamp, 1986>, is a concept of relations between 
women and men that are 1rounded in biological 1ender but are expressed at the 
level of societ1 in concrete, historically specific wa7s. The "sex-gender 
system" in any societ1 Cto use Rubin's useful term> ls closely linked to 
relations of production, but ls separate from them and. not reducible to thea. 

Gender relations are not siaply an aspect of aode of production; though 
certain t)'Pes of gender relations are associated with certain modes of 
production and to certain forces of production <technology and work organiza-
tion>. For example, the ~bridewealth" sex-gender system of Africa is linked to 
the coaaunal aode of production that characterized precapitalist society, and 
to its hoe technology (Staap, 1986). Similarly, the dowry sex-gender syste• 
can be associated with the plou1h technology and tributary aode of .production 
that characterized Asia. With regard to conteaporary political econoay, 
studies are beginning to eaerge which docuaent the differential impact of. 
capitaliaa on ••n and woaen (for exaaple Robertson and Berger, 1986; Canadian 
Woaan Studlea/les cahlers de la fe .. e, 1986; RFR/DRF, 1982>. Soae of this 
work 18 developing a ri1orous approach to the relation between aex-gender 
s7steaa and relations of production. A nuaber of these studies are by African 
voaen COke70, 1980; "unteaba, 1982; lfbilinyi, 1984; AfonJa, 1986a; 1986b; 
Obbo, 1986, to naae Just a few). · 

The relevance of the fealnist political econoay approach takes on 
concreteness and i .. ediacy in the context of current efforts to reinsert woaen 
into the heart of African Studies, both in new field work, and in an 
interpretive reading of older, sexist texts CSee Clark, 1980). Examples of 
the phenoaena that aay nov be1ln to be adequately theorized are polygyny, and, 
as sugiested above, dowry and bridewealth. Regarding the latter, the approach 
allows analysis of the custom in terms of a contractual relation that in 
former tiaes signalled the social and economic worth of woaen, and provided 
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t.he bas·i s for a aeasure of power (St.sap, 1986 > • In the present., however, t.hi s 
custom has becoae articulated with capitalist relations of production • 

. Bridewealth, foraerly not a 'price', has becoae a capitalist. transaction 
putting a price on the heads of daughters. The contract. is thus now a 
co .. odit.y transaction, and as such, is oppressive of, rather than eapowering 
for, woaen. In Ziababve, feminists have ude the legal abolition of lobola 
Cbridevealt.h> a priority CSee Kazeabe and Kol, 1986, for an exaaple of this 
concern, and for a succinct. analysis of the couodificat.ion of lobola). 7 

Feainist. political econoay t.hus rescues history; but. it also has 
implications for action. By counterina the negative iasae given to ilany 
African woaen in the past., through the restoration of voaen's centrality and 
relative autonoay in aost precolonial, precapit.alist societies, it. engenders 
optiaisa for the future. The record of voaen's achieveaent in t.he past asps 
out the possibilities for overcoaing the particular foraa of oppression that 
developed in t.he capitalist era. Further, certain current achieveaents of 
women can be understood in a new liaht: as resistance to oppression rather 
than siliply 'copina with change' Csee chapter 4 for an exposition of this 
arguaent in the context of a case study on Kenyan voaen). 

The followina are questions that are central to the current work of 
feminist. political econoay scholars engaged in African studies: 

<a> Is the general assuaption that voaen have been universally oppressed 
accurate9 Under what conditions have woaen held relative pover and aut.onoay, 
and what factors are responsible for underaining these conditions9 African 
societies on the one hand, and native North Aaerican societies on the other, 
are seen to have provided considerable power and authority as well aa autonomy 
to women <Leacock, 1981; Sacks, 1979; Van Allen, 1972; 1976; Okeyo, 1980>. 
Colonialisa and its attendant underdeveloped capitalisa are seen as priaary 
agents of the decline of woaen's power and autonoay, as the above exaaple 
deaonstrates. In a.special issue on African woaen, the Review of African 
Political Econoay <1984> has rectified its earlier indifference to aender 
relations with a collection of incisive fe•inist political econoay articles 
which affira the value of this approach. A substantial portion of its 1986 
Biennial Conference in Liverpool was devoted to voaen's struggles in Africa, 
and its 1988 conference is to btt devoted entirely to political econoay and 
aender. 

Cb) To vhat. degree has the power t.erainology of Western society, and the use 
of unitary concept.a such as 'position' and 'role', distorted our understanding 
of gender relationaf The vork of Sacks <1979>; Schlegel <1977>; Leacock 
<1981>; tlackende U986> and others at.test.a to t.he ault.ifacet.ed nature of 
power, decision-asking and au.t.horit.y in precapit.alist. societies, and 
underaines the conception of a siaplistic doainance/subaission dichotoay. for 
exaaple, Sacks argues that. African woHn had aore authority and autonoay as 
sisters than they did as wives. We cannot, therefore, talk of a single hiah 

., Parkin's C1972> study of the Glriaaa of Kenya provides an excellent 
analysis of the process whereby bridewealth is couodified in the 
course of societa'l transit.io'1 to a cash econoay. 
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or low posit.ion for African women. Role and position, further•ore, are 
essentialist categories, which exclude a dynaaic view of change. The focus on 

· 'roles' ls a serious lial tation of such potentially influential publications 
as the USAID-sponsored Gender Roles in Develop•ent ProJects COYerholt, 
Anderson, Cloud and Austin, 1985) for exa•ple. 

Cc> To what degree have cross-cultural studies been stunted by the separation 
of woaen froa the central core of social science analysis, and by the relega-
tion of family relations to the reala of 'vo•n's role'? The focus on 
'women's role' often iaplies that voaen are aore central to gender relations 
than aen, a -stance that supports the discredited public/private dichotoay, 
whereby aen occupy the reala of 'public affairs' and wo•en the. 'private' realm 
of the hoae and family. African studies show that the ext.ended faaily is the 
public reala, and that women are econoaically and politically central tO-it 
<see especially "billnyi, 1984, on the political nature of woaen's''doaestic' 
activity>. There is a particular danger in the conceptuali&at.ion of vo•n as 
being more central to gender relations than are aen. In that they are the 
chief occupants of what is seen as the sphere of 'the traditional', the 
separation of women fro• the core of 'society' constructs thea as an anoaal7 
for development, "less easily aade into modern econoaic or political 
participants than aen" <Karda~, 1985:3>. lfoaen becoae 'the problea'. 

Increasingly, quest.ions such as t:hese are inforaing t'he critiques and 
analys·is of the most fruitful investigations regarding gender and t.echnolog;. 
Yet the concerns eabodied in these investigations are not 7et dominant. in 
thinking about technology and gender; neither have they been operationalized 
in concrete development research and planning. 



CHAPTER 2 

CONCEPTUALJ:ZJ:NG 
TECHNOLOGY, GENDER AND· 
DEVELOPMENT 

The conceptual approaches do•inant. within each technology transfer 
research/action locus may be considered in terms of the broad fra•evorks of 
knowledge outlined above. As well, it is possible to identify fra•ea of 
reference characteristic of the different. disciplines involved, froa aedicine 
and nutrition to econo•ics and geography to sociology and anthropolog7. In 
the case of so•e loci, the approaches are relatively iapervious to the 
infusion of new ideas, while others are receptive, both to researchers and · 
ideas from other loci. · 

The •ost marked phenomenon of the aassive WID initiative of the past. 
eleven years has been the constant. aovement of f eainist scholars back and 
forth between acadeaia and policy-oriented research and action •. Scarcely had 
these scholars launched Wo•en's Studies as a field, and co•pleted their first. 
fieldwork on gender relations, when they were auaaoned in t.he,aid-1970a to 
provide critiques of existing developaent policies and generate guidelines for 
new directions in develop•ent. Kathleen Staudt, Achola Pala Okeyo, Nici 

·Nelson, Deborah Fahy Bryceson, Edna Bay, rtarJorie llbi.linyi, Claire Robertson, 
Shiavaayi ftunteaba and Carol nacCoraack are Just a few of the Africanist 
scholars who have ude substantial contributions both to the theoretical 
understanding of gender relations in Africa, and to dev.elop•ent efforts. When 
govern•ents, aid agencies and non-govern•ental organizat.ions recognized the 
fund••ental error ofignoring woaen, it was the energy and flexibility of such 
scholars that. fueled the gender revolution within these institutions. For 
thea, there was no time to build an ivor1 tower, and their work, both in 
academic journals and for developaent agencies, reveals their grounding in the· 
concrete concerns and urgent priorities of African societies. 

For their part, many agencies proved villing to support. seminars, 
research and projects inspired b7 the concerns of African and Western 
scholars. The conference on rural developaent and voaen in Africa held in 
Dakar, Senegal in 1981 and co-sponsored by the International Labour 

· Organization CILO> and the Association of African Woaen for Research and 
Developaant. CAAVORD> vas an i•portant exaapJe of such collaboration Csee ILO, 
1984>. The suppo~t b7 the United Nat.ions Fund for Population Activities 
CUNFPA> and b1 the Canadian International Develop .. nt Aaency CCIDA> for a 
special 1984 issue of Developaent: Seeds of Chana• on "Woaan: Protagonists of 

·change- is an exaaple of support for research and critique, as is the funding 
b1 CIDA and the Women's Bureau of the Secretary of State, Governaent. of 
Canada, for publication of the special issue of Canadian Woaan Studies/lea 
cahiers de la feaae, on Forum '85, the conference of non-governaental woaen's 
organizations held in Nairobi in Jul7 1985. 

Soth conceptually and practically, we cannot separate Africa from the 
rest. of the world when considering the subject of gender, technology and 
developaent. Scholars have not only circulated between developaent. 
organizations and academia, but have interacted widely around the world. 
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Currently, the aaJor aethod of presenting findings is in books organized 
thematically that inc.lude case studies from each region. These, and the 
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_ conferences that oft.en inspired them, have provided the occasion for exciting 
·cross-cultural comparison, and for the generation of iaportant general 
conclusions regarding the iapact of developaent efforts upon voaen. They have. 
also, through their documentation of the wide variety of sex-gender systeas 
and the concomitant different. articulations with the developaent process, 
highlighted the importance of cultural and historical specificity in 
approaches to developaent. Three aaJor texts on gender, technology and 
developaent written in the past five 7ears attest to the value of this 
_approach, in spite of the li•itations inherent in their use of a liberal 
f eainist fraaevork: Women and Technological Change in Developing Countries 
<Dauber and Cain, .1981>; Scientific-Technological Change and the Role of Woaen 
in Development CD 'Onofrio-Flores and Pfaff !in, 1982 >; and Technology and 
Rural Woaen: Conceptual and E•pirical Issues <Ahaed, 1985>. 

A. Technology and Development.: The Continuing lnvisibility of Gender 

In spite of the outpouring of information and analysis on gender and 
development in the past ten years, and the forul co•itaent t.o WID 
initiatives, sizeable portions of aainstreaa academia_, and the research and 
act.ion loci reaain iapervious lo the challenge to their unexaained 
assuaptions. The intransigence is all the aore striking in the li1ht of the 
cross-fertilization of ideas and flexibility of approach discussed above. The 
phenomenon must be explained by the continued adherence of aany sch~lars•and 
practitioners lo a conservat.ive framework of thought. regarding woaen and 
gender issues. As slated in chapter 1, such a fraaevork is preaised on the 
notion that gender inequality and a sexual division of labour are natural 
rather than socially constructed. In1rained in this thinking is a dichotomy 
between a 'public', .. 1e sphere and a 'private' feaale sphere. Hence the 
question of revising an understanding of the 'public' real• of politics and 
economy in the light of historically created 1ender relati·ons does not arise. 
That the public/private dichotoay is based on specific western econoaic and 
social practices, is an invisible quest.ion it.self within this fraaework. 

Coapar.taentalisation of 'the voaen problea' iS the chief aeans by which 
1ender issues are excluded froa socioeconoaic study and planning. A telling 
exaaple of this practice a nev book which is being used aa a reference source 
by World Bank planners: Strate1ies for African Developaent CBerg and Whitaker, 
1986). Thia book includes a good chapter on woaen in developaent <Guyer, 
1986) chartin1 aany of the probleas of t.he subJect, including a critique of 
agency pro1ra ... s in donor countries and a percept.Ive analysis of the reasons 
for woaen's invisibility. Yet this voluae of 603 pages indexes the topic 
'voaen' in only one other chapter, that on educat.ion, where inequalitiea for 
voaen in education are briefly aentioned and decried. Nowhere else in the 
voluae is gender taken into account.: indeed, the chapter on technology, 
entitled "ttanpower, Technolo1y and Eaployaent in Africa" CKing, 1986> is 
notable for its neglect of the issues so draaatically docuaented in a host of 
studies over the past ten years. Instead, technology is treated as a problem 
in training for its use~ construed in terms of gainful eaployaent, whether in 
the foraal or informal sector, in the factory or on the far• <431-442>. 
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In this text, it is thus possible for Guyer correctly to identify 
"current indigenous practices and saall scale intensive enterprises" as a 
potential developaent asset <1986: 406), while Hyden <1986: 55-63> ar1ues 
exactly the opposite: he derogates the "econoay of affect.ion" that. he sees as 
characterizin1 African. societies' and su11ests ways in which the "uncaptured 
peasantry" aay be captured by the internationally int.e1rat.ed national econoay. 

The World Bank has contributed to the 1het.toization of the gender issue. 
While the or1anization has identified the problea in a publication titled 
Recognizing the 'Invisible' Woaan in Developaent: The World Bank's Experience 
<World Bank, 1979>, its aaJor poUcydocuaents on Africa perpetuate that 
invisibility in the arena of aaJor econoaic policy initiatives. The practice 
is deeply problaaat.ical given that these initiatives help shape the agendas 
for African governaents' financial prograaaes and developaent. plans. Two 
,years following the publication of the above-aentioned docuaent, the 
inf luent.ial Accelerated Developaent in Sub-Saharan Africa: An A«enda for· 
Action <World Bank, 1981 -- the so-called 'Berg Report'> included no text or 
tables referring to voaen or 1ender. In its chapter on "Basic Constraints" it 
identifies underdeveloped huaan resources as one of the •intern.al 'structural' 
probleas" that are "obstacles to growth" <9-16>; nowhere does.it. aention woaen 
as one of these 'underdeveloped huilan resources'. Even in discussing 
agriculture, health and population, it fails to identify the necessity of 
including voaen in planning for developaent. The chapter on huaan resources 
<81-90> is deficient in the saae respect. •. Technology is not treated as a 
distinct. problea, but. rat.her is an aspect of manpower probleas. 

The aost recent. polic,y docuaent. on Africa, Financina AdJustaent with 
Growth in Sub-Saharan Africa, 1986-90 <·World Bank, 1986>, takes the saae 
approach. Focussin1 priaarily on the structural reforms perceived as a 
necessar,y response to econoaic crisis and required b,y the ItlF, the docuaent 
criticizes African policies which "discriainate a1ainst a1riculture and favor 
the urban sector" (18>. Yet the policies it favours regarding a1ricultural 
developaent are those geared towards further integration of. t.he agricultural 
sector into the world econoay, without consideration of the well-docuaented 
probleas for voaen -- and indeed for faailies -- of intensified cash crop 
production. Further, the recoaaended incentives for faraers <20> take no 
account of the differential iapact of such induceaents upon aen and woaen, and 
hence, given voHn'a iaportance in agriculture, the l.ikelihood of their 
failure.. Once aaain, the social di•naioas of technolo11 transfer are not 
treated as a discrete iasue for consideration. The report siaply stat.es: 
""ost observers aaree that. the technology shelf in sub-Saharan Africa is 
nearly bare. ftoat faraers aake little use of fertilizer, and hand-hoe 

1 "The econoay of affection denotes networks of support, 
coaaunicat.ions, and interact.ion a•ong structurally defined groups · 
connected by blood, kin coaaunit,y or other affinities such as 
religion •••• The econoay of affect.ion is the articulation of 
principles associated with 'peasant' or 'household' 
econoaics •••• ·cs8>. 
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cultivation is still the aost co .. on."• From such an analysis, the report is 
content aerely to propose the developaent of research capacity as the solution 
(32). 

In contr.adiction to its approval of the fact that "the thrust of 
structural adJustaent in Africa has been toward a greater role for prices, 
aarkets, and the private sector in pro.Oting developaent,• the World Bank 
argues for stronger involveaent of governaents, vhich should aake a concerted 
attach on the "constraints on growth". In particular, 

On issues such as faaily planning, resource conservation, and 
agricultural research, governaents aust co .. it themselves to change and 
proaote a social consensus in its favor. Consensus aust spring froa a 
clearer understanding of the link between these long-terafactors and 
prospects for a better quality of lifeC25>. 

This report carries serious questions regarding the propriety of a 
aultilateral agency issuing directives bearing upon internal political 
processes, particularly in that. the World Bank is dictating the policieador 
which governaents are required to aobilize support. This is a fundaaent.ally 
unde11acratic action. Apart fro• this iapropriety, there are other serious 
liaitations to the docuaent. Nowhere does it. addres& the iaportance of drawing 
in women as participants in such a consensus. ftoreover, there is a serious 
question as to whether a consensus can be 1enerated around the change that the 
World Bank envisages as self-evidently desirable, when policies geared towards 
such change have at best neglected woaen, and at worst seriously disadvanta1ed 
them. Finally, the World Bank assuaes that developaent initiatives flowin1 
from the top down can be successful: ordinary people's role is simply 
passively to accede to a consensus on governaent policy. ftost of the research 
on women and developaent, including that on technology transfer, has shown the 
poverty of this approach <the ability of the aeasures to achieve their stated 

2 In contrast to this opinion, nuaerous studies have shown that the 
land hoe, labour-intensive as it.s use is, is the aost appropriate 
piece of technology for retaining woaen's control over food 
production. Once f araing is aachanisad, woaan lo•• control of the 
crop, and subaistence crops give way to cash crops. See the 
synopsis of ftunteaba's Zaabian atudy in chapter 4 for a sobering 
account. of t.he consequences for national production of introducing 
aechanlaatlon to the faally fara: wo .. n report deliberately reducing 
their production because of their husbands' control of the 
tachnolo1y and the lack of legal tit.le to the .. chinery Ciaple .. nts 
pass to the husband's relatives rat.her than to wives and children 
upon their death>. What this suggests is that there is no 
straightforward relation between agricultural productivity and 
labour-saving technolo1y ln Africa. Faallles eat if their feaale 
aeabers wield the hoe: it would not be extreae to suggest that, to 
the extent that Africa can still feed itself, it is the hand hoe 
that feeds it.. The neglected connect.ion between food self-
sufficiency in Africa and woaen's a1ricultural production is also 
explored in chapter 3. 
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macro-econo•:lc soals in t.he lons t.er•, it.self a hishly controversial issue, is 
beyond the scope of scrutiny here. For an exploration of t.he nesat.ive 
political iaplications of t.he World Bank and USAID.'s policies pushins 
'economic liberaliz'ation' in Africa, see 'ttosley U986J>. 

The approach has set. a bad exa•ple for African sovern•ent.s: during the 
United Nat.ions Decade for Wo•en, wo•en and sender issues continued to be 
prominent in their absence fro• concrete African sovernHntal plannin1. For 
exa•ple, the Kenya Developaent. Plan 1984-1988 CKenya, 1983>, while it 
d1scussed briefly the e•ployaent. problems of vo•en (9) and called for '"special 
policy •easures·• to tackle t.hea, sugsest.ed no concrete guidelines for· such 
policy. Furthermore, the relation of sender issues t.o problems of developaent 
in health, nutrition and asrfcult.ure was not. even raised. 

At. t.he international level in Africa, radica'l critique of develop•ent 
theory and policy has filtered into collective responses to asency and donor 
progra•mes. The Or1anizat.ion of African Unity COAU) has taken issue with the 
vision of developaent pro•ulgated by the World Bank and IttF. In its Lagos 
Plan of Action for the Econo•ic Oevelop•ent of Africa, 1980-2000 COAU, 1980) 
it emphasized t.he negative effects of world econoaic trends upon African 
developaent. and ur1ed that African countries collectively generate their ovn 
stratesy for development.; in visorously i•pleaentins this stratesy, they 
should '"cultivate the virtue of self-reliance'" COAU, 1980: para 4). But in 
this worthwhile vision of self-reliant develop•ent, once aaain voaen remained 
lariely invisible: AAWORD coaaent.ed on the Plan: 

It. is worthy to note that a chapter vas dedicated to woaen and in it the 
role our Association aaong other voaens's groups can play in the creation 
of equal opportunities for woaen has been reco1nized. In the debate that 
followed the disseaination of this docuaent, we have both appreciated the 
at.tent.ion gi van to the issue and crit.icized i t.s coapart.aent.alization as a 
chapter. In other words, we argue that. voaen's absence as well as 
presence in aaJor concerns such as a1ricultural developaent, 
industrialization and the developaent and transfer of t.echnolosy, 
educational and health progra .. es should be included within the aaJor 
analysis and not as an aside. Presently we continue to argue that 
eaerginr develop .. nt theori•• and strategies are faulty and incoaplet.e to 
the extent that they fail to include gender as one of the aaJor 
analytical cateaoriea CAAWORD, 1985: 2). 

The •stubborn obliviousness•, as Henn calls it C1983: 1043>, to the 
overwhelaing evidence re1ardin1 the iaportance of 1ender relations and the 
vital econoaic role of voaen in African society, is not the only reason for 
woaen's invisibility in the real• of technolo11 and developaeat. By t.he 
nature of the specialized fields that bear on develop .. nt policy, there is a 
structural separation bet.ween research effort.& in different. areas involving 
technolo11 transfer. The otherwise excellent research that has been done by 
the IDRC exeaplifies this problea. In the area of agricultural research, for 
example, an 'inventory aethodolosy' is used, whereby research is classified 
accordin1 to each coaaodity. The workshop on "Resource Allocation to 
Asricult.ural Research", held in Singapore in 1981 CIDRC, 1981), which was 
structured by this methodolo1y, affirmed its utility, 1iven its widespread use 
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and its value as a coaparative tool. Nevertheless, the workshop adaitted the 
liaitations of the approach: 

All of the country studies classified research activities on a co .. odity 
basis. There -was considerable support for such a classification on the 
grounds that it was easy to prepare and of i .. ediate use. It was. 
recognized, however, that a co .. odity classification aay not be useful in 
readily identifying research activities directed to planning and 
developaent obJectives that have a strong socioeconoaic eleaent, such as 
faraing systeas, integrated rural developaent, and transaigration 
prograllS <IDRC, 198la: 12). 

In other words, coaaodity-b;y-coaaodity study aakes it difficult to address the 
larger quest.ion of technology transfer as it relates to gender issues, a110ngst 
other 'socioeconoaic eleaents'. 

Other research eff orls have aade a aore sustained effort lo bring 
discussion of the technical and the social under one roof. The training 
workshop for •Rural Water Supply in Developing Countries" held iii tlalawi ·dn 
1980 <.IDRC, 1981b), for exaaple, presented a section on "technology• which 
included technical findings and research on training, while.social factors 
were addressed in a section entitled •0peration and tlaintenance". On a -
subJect that comes close to the heart of the developaent problea for voaen, 
however, the procureaent of water, aost of the technical and training studies 
drew little froa social analysis. One thus saw the anomaly of a paper 
highliihtin1 the iaportance of including woaen in water developaent proJects 
in Kenya <Getechah, 1981), while her countryaan delivered a paper on training 
for water development in Kenya that aade no aention of woaen's priaary 
r~sponsibility for water procureaent, and that aade no suggestions regarding 
the training of woaen in this field <Shikwe, 1981). A conclusion drawn by Sue 
Ellen Charlton fro• her experience in a USAID workshop on woaen in 
international developaent is probably relevant in the case of the water. supply 
workshop, as well as in aost aealnars regarding technology and developaent. · 
She found that "although there was ignorance of technical areas aaong aost 
social science atudenta ..... ny students fro• professional fields such aa 
nutrition and agronoay were ignorant of the basic political, social, and 
cultural realities of developaent" <Charlton, 1984: xUU. 

I have dealt at length with the boundary problea, whereby the anal7sis of 
gender la either ghettoized or not integrated into technical subJects, because 
this Is probably the aost serious problea facing both further fruitful 
research on developaent, and the generation of adequate developaent policy. I 
address this point further in Part III. 

B. Gender, Health and Nutrition: Conceptual Approaches 

Health and nutrition are areas conducive to the specialist 
coapartaentalization discussed above. Soaetiaes as a result of the . 
structural requireaents of specialist knowledge, but also often because of 
unexamined assuaptions regarding the appropriateness of western aedical 
practices and nutrition inventories, indigenous practices and eating habits 
well adapted to the social and physical environaent are given short shrift. 
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ln partlcuhar, African vo•en 's expert knowled1e has tended to be i1nored Csoae 
notable exceptions re1ardin1 traditional medicine include studies on the value 
of indi1enous aidvifery, such. aa Guaede 's C 1978] study of Zulu obstetric 

- medicine>. Yet neither the 1eneral W1'D literature nor the aore specialized 
woaen and technolo1y literature has auch to say about health technolo1y, its 
impact on voaen, or voaen's influence upon the absorption of such technolo1y. 
The feainist political econoay scholarship has neglected this area as well. 
The critique of health technolo1y transfer in the Third World falls, 
therefore, to a disparate assortaent of interdisciplinary Journals and 
political econoay studies, discussed below. 

Research on health and nutrition in Africa, presented.in a nuaber of 
medical Journals, is characterized b7 a lar1e nuaber of statistical surveys 
and an abundance of data (see, for exaaple Ogunaekan, 1977>. Given that the 
involvement of voaen in health and nutrition, as aothers and as pri .. ry 
caregivers, is aore self-evident than their contribution to product.ion, the 
literature tar1ets thea explicitly in a way that the econoaic literature does 
not. However, it focusses upon woaen on the one hand as individuals, and on 
the other hand as passive recipients of health and nutrit.ion prograaMa, 
rather than as active a1ents shapin1 the absorption of pro1ra ... s by the 
coaaunity. See, for exaaple Oleru and Kolavole (1983> who conducted a randoa 
saaple of 500 pediatric case notes and interviewed 200 mothers att.endin1 a 
pediatric eaergency unit in Laios Ni1eria. In this study, they liaited their 
enquiry to the impact of housin1, water supply, seva1e disposal and the 
educational a.tat.us of aothers as factors bearin1 upon their children's health, 
to the neglect of dynaaic and coaaunity-related aspects of maternal decision-
makln1. Another study on accessibility to rural 1eneral hospitals in Ni1eria 
(Okafor, 1984>, defined accessibility narrowly, in teras of barriers. The 
aeasure of these barriers included •distance travelled, travel aode, travel 
cost and treataent cost" C66J>. Inaccessibility is seen as a •syndroae of 
deprivation•, to be corrected by better allocative decisions by local 
authorities. 

The focus on better rural health care delivery in this study is laudable; 
its conclusions are of liaited value, however, in the U1h.t of its ne1lect of 
1ender factors affectin1 accessibility. An exaaple of such fact.ors, which any 
Ni1erian study should take in_to account, is the "uslia practice of secludin1 
voaen: precisely the people responsible for health care within the faaily. · 
Csee Callaway, 1984>. Within a fraae of reference that treats the issue in 
teras of individual voaen who are passive recipients of care, the only 
practical policy recoaaendatioa possible is to raise the educational level of 
all aot.hers: a simplistic solution indeed. 

The boundary problea, whereby aedical researchers are unable to draw upon 
the insights of social science research, is deaonstrated in aany studies. 

- Rehan's Cl984> investi1ation 0£ •Knowledge, Attitude and Practice 0£ Faaily 
Plannin1 in Hausa Woaen" (1984) exeaplifies the problea. Eaploying a widely 
used aethodolo1y known as a KAP (knowledge, attitude and practice> survey, the 
study covered 500 fertile Hausa voaen of northern Nigeria "to test their 
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understanding about faaiiy planning and reproductive biology."a In 
identifying education as the predoainant factor affecting faaily planning 
attitudes, and excluding structural societal factors froa its scope, the study 
once again was operating fro• a fraaework of the individual rather t.han. t.he 
social. The author felt no responsibility to consider the nu.-erous 
anthropoloaical studies on Hausa voaen. As a consequence, a socially 
functional practice such as •ul t..iple aarria1e is characterized as •aari t.al 
instability", a designation that is aore an ethnocentric Jud1eaent than an 
accurate description of Hausa gender relati.ons Caee Cohen's U969l classic 
study for an insightful analysis of t.he social relations of sender involved in 
aultiple marriages amon1 the ~ausa. Both alternatin1 periods of single and 
aarried life, and nuaerous children, are a rational strateiy on the part of 
Hausa voaen in the context of urban life). Studies underpinned by such 
J.udgeaents are forced to such unscientific conclusions as the following 
assertion by Rehan: "This population places great eaphasis on a large nuaber 
of children, either for reasons of self-pride or of fatalisa" C843l. 

Another exaaple of the Uaitations of this ae.thodology, and of the 
boundary problea, is a .nutrit.ion study of 250 lov-incoae pregnant. vo•n in 
Zaria, Nigeria, reaarding their attitudes and infant feeding practi_ces 
<Cherian, 1981>. This substantial survey concluded that 66 percent of the 
women surveyed used couercial ailk f oraulas for no particular reason. The 
fact that fathers purchase foraulas, aentioned by soae respondents., vas not 
sugaestive to the researcher that coaplex aspects of aarital decision-aaking 
patterns mi1ht indeed provide a "particular reason". Fur.ther, the larger 
question of the power of syllbolisa to generate a doairiant discourse on health 
which proaotes coaaerc1al solutions to infant care, cannot be conceptualized 
vi thin this framework of the individual. · 

Soae studies do indeed refer to co-unity decision-aaking and social 
fact.ors: however, there is li t.tle a.tteapt t.o invest11ate the nature of 
coaaunity in depth. For exaaple, a coaparat.ive article on priaary health care 
in Niaeria, Sri Lanka and Tanzanh COrubuloye and Oyenye, 1982> stressed the 
iaportance of co•unity participation as a coaponent. of the Nigerian Bask 
Health Services Scheae CBffSS), and criticized national and at.ate 1overnaent.s 

·on the arounds that "little a.t.teapt has been aade to carry the people along 
with the progra ... • C679>. The authors' not.ion of such participation is. 
financial contribution on the oae band and acquiescence to 1overnaent 
pro1raaaea on the other. They applauded "co•unities and their leaders Cvhol 
1eneroual7 donated 1-and and cooperated' with the officials responsible for the 
iaple .. nt.atioa of the scheae" C679>. In referring to lack of co .. unit.y 
part.icipat.ion aa a constraint, the article aake no at.teapt to consider the 
possible deficiencies of the BHSS in teraa of lack of co•unit.y input. t.o the 
pro1raaae. Here, the approach is t.be saae as in a fraaevork of the 
individual, vit.h the co .. unit.7 rat.her than the individual being treated as an 
essential category and a passi.ve recipient of top-down directi_ves. 

Rehan acknovledaes that the KAP survey aethodology has been 
criticized. See, for axaaple, Wicker, U969>. 
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Certain Journals dealing with health and nutrition have atteapted to 
synthesize aedical and nutritional analysis with social science approaches. 
Social Science and Medicine, and the International Journal have sought to 
bridge the gap between the two. The editor of the f orHr Journal called in 
1981 for "•ore scope for the social scientist". Cautioning that the current 
"curative enthusiasa" (for exaaple regarding oral reh7dration packages and _ 
education aimed at health specialists) should be •coupled with preventive 
caution and aore eaphasis ••• on better water supplies and sanitation," he 
listed the issues, topics or progra ... a of concern to developing countries 
that require an interdisciplinar)' partnership. 

Breast feeding and suppleaentar7 feeding; diarrhoeal disease and water 
and sanitation; disabilities and handicaps; logistics and drug and 
vaccine deliver)'; refugee health; aonit.oring, evaluation and indicators; 
appropriate technolog7; and Prlaar7 Health Care, which also eabraces the 
above. These issues are of great current concern and fora the basis of 

• proJects or prograaaes into which bilateral and ault.ilateral assistance 
ls being channelled in large aaounts. However, there seeas to have been 
little involvement of social scient.ists as reflected either by their 
activity in the field, or by thei.r recent publications <Bennett, 1981: 
233>. 

An exaaple of the more sophisticated analysis possible as a result of 
such s7nthesis is Igun's <1982> stud)' of child-feeding habits in tfaiduguri, 
Nigeria. In a survey of 250 low incoae voaen, siailar to Cherian's (1981) 
study cited above, lgun was able to locate the adoption of bottle feeding by 
these women in western industrial culture, and in particular in "mass aedia 
advertisement and the example of elite mothers whose visibl)' displayed 
adoption of bottle-feeding elevates it to the status of a fashion in the eyes 
of" lower income mot.hers <769>. Once the problea is identified in this way, 
in t.eras of social context, solutions aay be devised that directly address the 
cultural dislocation. 

Some studies on coaaunit7 involve .. nt in health care have been concerned 
with the dialectical relation between health plans that are introduced and 
local culture, including the indigenous aedical s7stea. Two studies in Kenya 
exe•plify this approach. <Feu•rsteia <1976> argues for a "coapreheaive 
co .. unity approach• to rural health proble .. , and in particular for the 
inclusion of vo .. n lD decislon-aakina, both to iaprove their own health and 
henc• their contribution to social change, and to equip the• to fulfill their 
health care responsibilities aore effect.ivel7. lfere's Cl977> study surveyed 
400 village wo .. a to deter.aine their attitudes towards equal rights for .. n 
and vo••n, and discovered ,that voaen consider their participation in the 
coaaanit7 to be haapered b7 their aore llait.ed opportunities in coaparison to 
those of aen. The voaen theaselves argued that better education would iaprove 
their community involveaent and enhance faaily health. An excellent syaposiu• 
on "Health Needs of the World's Poor NoHn•, sponsored by t.he_Equit.y Policy 
Cent.er in 1980 <see Blair, 1981>, explored ever)' aspect of wo•en's involvement 
in health care provision, and presented exeaplary case studies. It appears 
from the literature since the two 1970s studies and this conference, however, 
that such an approach has not worked its way into the general medical 
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scholarl1 fra•ework; neit.her have its conclusions been operationalized to any 
great degree. 

Nutrition is another area requiring a synthesis of social and technical 
anal1sis. In 11an1 studies, western concepts of appropriate diet are applied 
uncriticall1. An important stud1 prepared for the Institute for Developaent 
Studies in Sussex points out the hazards of this approach. I cite Jill 
Gordon's report <1984> at length because it au .. arizes so concretel1 and well 
both the prob! eaa of ethnocen.tr ic i ty in nu tr i ti on education, and the need for 
a detailed local understanding in order to uncover its negative iapact. 
Beginning with the assert.ion that. •nutritionist.a are oft.en less villin1 and 
able to research the underlying basic causes of aalnutrltlon to do with social 
and economic fact.ors and processes", she records her field experience, under 
the heading "Eat Hore Eggs and Oranges": 

Equipped with a BSc Nutrition (London) and areal enthusiasa, ay career 
began with the Hinistry of Heait.h, Zaria, Northern ~igeria in 1966 •••• "1 
inherited tasks were to run a nutrition rehabilitation unit, to teach 
aot.hers at. clinics, and to train local auxiliaries. These were the ·_7 

universal nutritional aessages at this time: at.art. to give aupple•ntary 
foods at the age of three months; aake a soft 'pap' with vat.er and 
cereal flour; add aashed or pounded protein-rich foods to the pap, for 
example egg; Candl give young children plenty of vegetables, aashed 
fruits and Juices, for exaaple, oranse Juice. We ener1eticall1 spread 
these messages to as many aothers as possible. The year passed with 
1i ttle feedback from our clients and no foraal evaluation. In co .. on 
with many nutrition educators, we did not know whether our activites were 
useful or not (38). 

On evaluating the results of a study she conducted in 1969 to aeasure the 
results of such nutritional training, she found that •nutritional stat.us 
measurements suggested that nutritional education was havin1 a negative iapact 
on nutrition." Her conclusions were that: 

the costs of earlier suppleaent.ary feeding aay outweigh the benefits iD a 
poor, insanitary environaent. Watery, contaainated paps will cause 
earlier diarrhoea •••• Pap is less nutritious than breastailk even if an 
egg is added. The local weanin1 food ••• is a soft aillet dough, aaab, 
with dark green allppery leaves and feraented locust beans, dawadawa. 
This is easy to swallow, tasty and given bet.ween the ages of seven and 12 
aonths. It. is aore nutritious and safer than the pap and •II because it 
is feraent.ed, preserved with ash salts, and contains leas water and 
aniaal proteins. The local weaning practices probably worked better in 
this situation than iaport.ed, 1 optiaal' practices. ttany nutrition 

·educators 'blaae the victia' and aia to chan1e the practices of 
individual aothers. Advice does not deal with real probleaa or aatch the 
resources and opportunities of the mother. This type of education 
increases guilt. and anxiety but does not enable parents to chanse their 
situation. Nutrition education rarely involves dialogue and the 
information cont.rolled by 'experts' changes every few years. As 
indicated above, in cases it. aay be dangerously inappropriate. 

-Participatory research is needed to understand what prevents parents from 
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feeding .their children as they would like •••• (39> •••• Personal experience 
· has taught ae that. many nutritional messases which seea logical in 
scientific isolation are absurd in practice <42>. 

What this study is doing, as well, is challen1in1 t.he developaentalist 
adherance to the notion of a traditional/modern dichotoay, whereby traditional 
beliefs and practices are assuaed to be obstacles to pro1ress. While there is 
no doubt. that all food preferences are not necessarily nutritionally sound <as 
our own socie.ty all too well deaonst.rates and as structural anthropology such 
as the work of rtary Douglas explains>, more care has to be taken to uncover 
the indigenous logic of dietary practice, as well as to expose conteaporary 
distortions of previously sound nutritional habits. Studies such as 
OJofeit.iai and Taniaowo's (1980> research on nutritional beliefs aaon1 
pregnant. Nigerian voaen, where they ar1ue that. traditional beliefs are the 
principal obstacle to good diet, exeaplify the lack of such care. 

In a wider context, there is a body of political econoay literature that 
challenges the met.hod of trans! er of aedical technology and enterprise. froa 
the vest to the Third World, seeing it as a part of the functionin1 of the 
•capitalist. polit.ical-econoaic vorld-systea" and as an aspect of a "worldwide 
cultural hegemony." Elling <1981) suaaarizes this conceptual approach to the 
problea: 

A nuaber of vorld health problems which have been discretely considered 
in the past are viewed ••• as interwoven with each other •••• Thus, 
climactic explanations <"tropical medicine">, and even poverty when 

·conceived in cultural teras or as a structural problea resident. entirely 
within a sin1le nation, are seen as inadequate for understanding any or 
all of the probleas... CThese are] poor 1eneral health levels in 
peripheral and seal-peripheral nations, especially rising infant 
mortality rat.es in countries such as Brazil; coMerciogenic aalnut.rit.ion; 
dumping and exploitative sale of dru1s, pesticides and other threatening 
approaches to population control; export of hazardous and polluting 
industry to peripheral and seai-peripheral nations; siailar export of 
human experiaent.at.ion; ·the sale of irrelevant, high aedical technology to 
countries lacking basic public health aeasures; the •brain drain" and 
medical iaperialisa <21>. 

The approach also discount.a 

aoralist.ic invei1hin1, coaplaint.s about inadequate inforaation and its 
transfer, discussions of bureaucratic bullblin1 or inter-agency politics 
and- professional rivalries, various foras of vict.lm-blaaing, and other 
explanations and correct.Ive approaches which ignore class structures and 
the control, distribution and expropriation of resources in nations and 
the world-system (21>. 

As long ago as 1974, the Director General of WHO, Dr. Halfdan ttahler, 
pithily described the sit.uat.ion that. the organizat.ion was required t.o address, 
in terms of this political economy critique: 
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The general picture in the world is of an incredibly expensive health 
industry caterin1 not for the promotion of health but for the unliaited 
application of disease technology to a certain ungenerous proportion of 
potential beneficiaries and, perhaps, not doin1- that too well either 
<"8hler, 1974: 1-2_>. 
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In this framework, which includes two iaport.ant texts <Iaperialisa, 
Health and nedicine - Navarro, 1.981; and The Political Econoay of Health 
Doyal, 1981 4 ), medical technology is reaoved froa the reala of the aaterlal 
and placed within the sphere of the social; its transfer is seen as a 
profoundly political act havin1 far reaching econoaic, as well as social and 
physical consequences. Further, Africa's health probleas are given a 
historical context. Doyal, for exaaple, discusses the effects of colonialist 
expansion upon health, and conversely the contribution of European disease 
transaission to colonial domination: 

From the sixteenth century onwards, European expansion unleashed a sari••· 
of catastrophic epideaics in every corner of the globe •••• The intention 
here is not to apportion aoral blaae, but to make clear the obJect.ive 
significance of this process in the particular context. of capitalist 
developaent. although the spread of infection was oft.en unintentional, 
it clearly reinforced the genocidal policies carried out in aany white 
settler territories, as well as weakening resitance to iaperialiat 
domination elsewhere. Epidemics also helped to destroy the econoaic and 
social foundations of indigenous co-unities and the resulting 
disintegration and iapoverishaent 1reatly facilitated ·the establishaent 
of.colonial hegeaony <Doyal, 1981: 101-102>. 

With regard to African nutrition, Doyal is also precise regarding the 
historical dimensions of the problem: 

The health of the indi1enous populations has also been seriously affected 
by the vars which acco•panied iaperialist expansion. We can see this 
very clearly if we look at the experience of East Africa during the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, vhen it was torn by resistance 
struggles and also by the fightin1 between rival iaperialist powers. In 
the case of Tan1anyika in particular, early ailitary intervention vaa 
required to deal vith a 1rowing resistance struggle •••• Villagea were 
burnt and harvests destroyed •••• The repeated devastation of faraland over 
a thirty-year period had enduring structural consequences. It not only 
underained the econoaiea of aoae of Tan1anyika's aaJor peoples, but 
crucially reduced the capacity of the countryside to feed the reaainin1 
population. Thus auch of the aalnutriUon and disease which can to 
characterise rural Tan1an7ika in the tventheith century was in a very 
real sense a product. of early colonial repression <102-103>. 

See also the Review of African Political Econoay'a <1986> special 
issue on "Africa -- the Health Issue." The voluae includes covers a 
variety of iaportant topics, including health aid. 
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It. is on the basis of such analysis, for the present era as well as the 
past, that Doyal asserts that none of the specific dietary deficiencies 
causing chr·onlc diseases, "serious as they are, should obscure ttie fact that 
malnutrition in the third world today is pri•rily due to a general lack of 
basic sustenance. People si•ply do not get enou1h food ever to be healthy. 
Hence it would be •ore accurate to describe .the problea as one of under-
nutrition, rather than malnutrition" C98). The distinction is an iaportant 
one: 'malnutrition' carries the connotation of incorrect diet that is the 
fault of individuals, while 'undernutrition' coapels thought about structural 
causes of poor diet. 

Such concrete historical analysis, and clarification of the underlying 
assuapt.ions regarding health problems in i'he Third World, is a corrective to 
the fallacy that Africans are priaordially disease-ridden and backward, and 
that disease is a purely 'natural' category. Once this approach ls accepted, 
then the focus on removin1 'traditional obstacles' to health aodernization 
Cthe tradition/aodernity dichotoay once again) ceases to appear as a viable 
solution to be sou1ht by health policy. Instead, it becoaes self-evident that 
solutions can only lie in the reala of policy that is oriented towards social 
and political ,processes and destined to build upon local initiatives and 
expertise. 

As is characteristic of the political econoay school in general, the 
literature on the political econoay of health does not focus consistently on 
gender relations as a necessary part of the analysis. Reference to Third 
World woaen generally renders thea passive recipients of ne1ative health 
policies, as in the case of experiments uain1 thea as subJects for testing 
birth control substances banned as unsafe in the vest <Doyal, 1981: 283>. 
Once again, woaen's active a1ency in health care, and the i•pact of health 
technology upon their ability to carry out their custoaary responsibilities, 
is passed over. 

The absence of analysis of sender relations within this and other 
fraaeworks leaves a serious gap in the understandin1 of an area of health that 
is becoming of increasingly ur1ent concern in the present: that of venereal 
disease. Van Onselen (1976) conducted a rare study in Southern Rhodesia (now 
Zimbabwe) that. explored in depth the polit.lcal and econoaic factors 
contributin1 to the pro•iscuity aaon1 urban African populations that. is so 
uncharacteristic of indigenous African societies. Both aen and woaen were 
proletarianized in the colonial era: •lea as ai1rant workers in industry, and 
females as prostitutes, who out of econo•ic necessity ai1rated to the 
compounds to serve th• aen. On the one hand, the care given by the 
prostitutes to aiaers subsidized the industry by relieving it of 
responsibility for eaployee health care; on the other hand the phenoaenon 
contributed to the aassive spread of venereal disease. 

Syphilis derived fro• conditions of the coapound •••• The aass of workers 
came to the mines without their voaen, and fro• the very earliest days of 
the industry prostitutes were a feature of coapound life: throu1hout this 
period. they actually lived inside the coapounds thease1ves. Since their 
services did much to attract and stabilise labour, •ine aana1eaant and 
state alike were unwilling to eli•inat.e it, in spite of -its direct 
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contribution to the spread of a deadly disease throughout. the black work 
force <Van Onselen, 1976: 49>. 

The study is exhaustive in its analysis of the breakdown of traditional 
sexual relations, and the establish•ent of the da8aging patterns that still 
characterize African cities today. In the light of the present AIDS epide•lc, 
such an understanding of the relations of sexuality in all their co•plexity is 
the •ost urgent health task facing Africa~ For exa•ple, the aost recent. 
information from East Africa reveals that maJor pat.ha of AIDS dissemination . 

·are through long-distance truck drivers, and t.hrou1h a lar1e 1roup of Nairobi · 
prostitutes visiting their homes in Tanzania (Richard Wilson, IDRC Director of 
Health Sciences, personal couunicatlon, September 1986; Globe and Plail,. 23 
Play, 198 7) • 

Accordini to the above review, the health literature that takes account 
of social factors falls into two of the conceptual frameworks discussed 
earlier, and shares the limitations of each. The liberal aedical and · 
nutritional scholarship characterized by so•• of the publications in such 
Journals as Social Science and "edicine focusses on the individual, or on 
communities as a1gregates of individuals, as the locus of health care 
problems. Within this framework it is difficult to 1enerate a dynaaic 
understanding either of gender relations as they interact with technology 
transfer, or of the collective agency of co .. uni ties as a primary influence on 
health technology absorption. 

Poli t.ical economy critiques of international health systems do provide a 
dynamicunderstanding of the dialectical relation between health technology 
and Third World communities, but thi& understanding is aarred by an econoaic 
reductionism that grants no autonoay to gender relations as a powerful shaping 
force in society; In spite of its 11 mi ta ti ons, however, this approach creates 
the space for analysing the role of gender relations, in that it starts fro• 
the premise that structure and process (particularly historica.1 process> are 
important, and that contradicUons exist within and between societies. Given 
the boundary problem in the sharing of knowledge, however, we can question 
whether the insights of such thinkers as Doyal and Elling ~- and indeed, 88D)' 
WHO officials -- are inforaing the aethodology of current health and nutrition 
researchers. 

C. ConJuring Woaen and Gender Issues in The Research/Action Loci 

It is iaportant not t.o. cast aid a1enci·es as aonolithic institutions. 
Different branches of the organizations have differing levels of co .. itaent. to 
the issue of gender, and different feainist fraaeworks aay infora researchers 
within these branches. It.is a reasonable generalization, however, to assert 
that WID off ices often stand in so•e degree of isolation fro• the rest of the 
institution: once again, wo•en and gender issues being considered as an 
'aside'. Furtheraore, orsanizations custo8arily disassociate themselves 
f oraally from the conclusions reached in couissioned studies. Actual 
organizational policy aay thus often be less progressive than the course of 
action suggested in the research published by the organization. 
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· USAID is a case in point. In .response to 1973 Congressional action, a 
Women in Develop•ent Office was set up in the organization. According to a 
Policy Paper issued in 1982, su•marized by the Director of the Office in her 
introduction lo Gender Roles in Develop•ent. ProJects <Overholt et al, 1985>, 
"one of the pre•ises of A.I.D. 's women in develop•ent policy is that gender 
roles constitute a key variable in the socio-econo•ic condition of any country 
-- one that can be decisive in the success or failure of developaent ·plans. 
Additionally, the policy paper stated that it is critical now for AID to •ova 
beyond its initial activities, taking an active role and providing leadership 
to ensure that woaen have access to the opportunities and benefits of econoaic 
development. The paper also clearly stated t.hat the responsibility for 
iapleaenting A. I.Q. 's wo•en in development policy rests with all of A. l.D. '• 
offices .and prograas at all levels of decision-aaking• <Tinsley, 1985: xi). 
One example of the aany studies co-issione.d to contribute t.o this initiative 
is Isely's <1984) excellent. review of the literature about the iapact on 
fertility of rural developaent strategies regarding healt.h and nutrition. 
Isely charts four approaches to rural developaent, paying particular attention 
to the importance of co-unity participation and iaproved local food 
production in development strategies. The value of thiS study lies in the way 
·in which it focusses on structure and process in the couunity, includin1 the 
involveaent of woaen, and its eaphasis on the health status of woaen and 
children as key indicators. 

Yet in spite of valuable· research efforts, a 1985 study of aid and woaen 
by Staudt C198Sa> shows that only 4.3 percent of regional bureau funding for 
USAID projects in Africa went to projects that were either specifically 
d-irected at women, or had. a coaponent including woaen, while only four of 4'5 
agricultural proJects designated woaen as beneficiaries. The pattern 
uncovered in USAID, where sufficient resources are allocated to mount a IUD 
prograilae but not to carry it out effectively, is charted for the United 
Nations and other organizations as wall. Between 1974 and 1980, a period 
which included half of· the UN Woaen 's Decade, only 4 .percent of proJ.ects · 
involved women's participation, and of these, half had only a minor level of 
participation by woaen <United Nations Developaent Progra-e, 1982>. 

Guyer suu up the difficulties inherent in IUD progra ... s: 

Women's off.ices aeea to have intrinsically incoapatible aspects to their 
mandates. Research in technical areas, froa tax policy to crop 
rotations, requires integration into the rest.of the technical co-unity. 
Political action, on the other hand, such as advocacy of a woaen'a 
perspective within the or1anization as a whole, lobbyln1 for aore funding 
for woaen's proJecta, or the aainenance of links to other voaen's groups, 
demands cross-disciplinary organization and a soaewhat aore 
confrontational collective stance. Workin1 on proJect adainistration 
involves yet another kind of structure defined by authority and 
cooperation. Individua•ls uy be able to do all of these at once, but an 
organization runs up a1ainst the limits to flexibility in level of 
expertise, loyalty, collective •orale, and so on. This is all the aore 
problematic when the issue itself is as controversial as that of "woaen," 
and adversaries are looking for ways to avoid dealing with it (1986: 
416). 
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In the light of this well-documented experience, the priority to be placed on 
increasing wthe knowledse of sender issues aaong USAID personnelw indicated by 
Tinsley <1985: xi), and consequently the publication of such books as Gender 
Roles in Development Projects <Overholt et al, 1985>, would seea to represent 
an adairable effort, but one of little utility in overcoaing the structural 
and political constraints within aid or1anizations. Certainly, a USAID 
research effort on the same subject nine years earlier, Woaen in Rural 
Development <Mickelwait, Rie1elaan and Sweet, 1976>, did not have an iapact. on 
the boundary problea.• 

In the intervening years, certain research/action loci have been able, by 
the nature of their mandate, to take a less aabivalent position on 1ender and · 
development. Some have been particularly concerned to draw in African 
scholars and practitioners, and to encourage a stance critical of developaent 
theory and-policy. The ILO will be taken as one exaaple, alt.hough other 
research/act.ion loci have aade siailar contributions.• By the fact of its 
connection to labour aovements and its overtly progressive raison d'etre, the 
ILO has been a leader in this re1ard. According to Dharaa Ghai, the Chief of 
the Rural Employment Policies Branch of ILO, 8 With respect to rural vo .. n 
workers ••• the approach has been to focus on critical but neglected questions, · 

• 

• 

Rog~rs <1980>, in her chapter titled "Inside the International· 
A,encies" (48-58), provides a trenchant account of the problea, and 
soae wry co .. entary. She gives examples of her conversations with 
planners, such as the followins visit with senior officials of.a 
World Bank project: 

'"eet Barbara Rogers, she's visiting this project and wants to.know 
what we're doing for voaen. I warn you though, she's a feainist.' 
Embarrassed silence. 
'Well, actually I don't think there's anything of auch interest to 
you here. Perhaps UNICEF can show you soaething. We're a huge 
program, aillions of dollars, a consortiua of a1encies, got a Job.to 
do, and we haven't 1ot any time for special projects., (55). 

The Dakar, Sene1a l 1'982 seai nar on "Another Devel opaen t Ni th Woaen •, 
funded by the Dag Ha ... rakold Foundation with proceedings 
publication supported by SIDA <Developaent Dialogue, 1982>, is a 
particularly ·significant case froa the point of view of African 
voaen. The aeainar provided a forua for the proaulgation by AAVORD 
of a polic1 of intellectual indigenimation, both of research and of 
developaent action (see chapter 4 for a synopsis of an excellent 
research contribution to this conference Cftunteaba, 1982J>. A 1984 
conference in Nairobi on woaen and developaent co-sponsored by the 
Journal of Eastern African Research and Developaent and the Ford 
Foundation was another such occasion, one that provided the 
opportunit.1 for African feainist scholars to act upon their asserted 
prerogative to speak for themselves <see Were, 1985>. Flora's 
(1982> 8 political phenomenology of a private foundation" is an 
interest.ins account of Ford's struggles to incorporate WID progranes. 
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to build up a knowledge base for launching of practical progra .. es and to 
encourage involveaent of researchers and NGOs Cnon-governaental organizational 
in grass-roots action with woaen's groups •••• • <ILO, 1985: 4>. Aaong its 
significant contributions in the past. ei1ht years have been an African and 
Asian Inter-regional Workshop on Strategies for Iaproving the Eaployaent 
Condi_tions of Rural Woaen, held in Tanzania in 1984 and co-sponsored by DAN IDA 
<ILO, 1985>; a Tripartite African Regional Seainar on Rural Developaent. and 
Women held in Senegal in 1981 <ILO, 1984>; and. a conference on voaen and rural 
developaent help in Geneva in 1978 ULO, 1980L In addition, the organization 
has coaaiss-ioned _numerous studies such as Eaployaeat Probleas of Rural Woaen 
in Kenya CFeldaan, 1981>. With regard to voaen and t.echnolo1y specifically, 
the ILO was responsible for coaaissioning the aost !•port.ant recent overview, 
Technology and Rural Women: Conceptual and !apirical Issues <Ahmed, 1985>. 

In the context particularly of the sea'inars, an Africa-centred feainist 
political econoay voice is eaerging. The 1985 ·Workshop in Tanzania, at.tended 
predoainantly by African woaen including-several outstanding scholars, ls 
evidence of this. The Workshop was the outcoae of •a coaaon concern aaona 
woaen researchers in Africa and Asia to move away fro• pure research 
identifying why rural developaent has not helped woaen to docu .. ntina-
initiati ves which. are working in soaa way to iaprove the econoaic and social 
conditions of poor rural woaen •••• The participants, both voaen and aen ••• were 
acutely aware of the processes that were.pauperising and .. rginalising a large 
section of the rural population, particularly woaen ••• • <ILO, 1985: 1-2>. The 
Workshop's suamary of its cri.tical discussion on woaen's proJects/prograDes 
deaonstrates the participants' sharp Judgeaent of existing approaches to rural 
developaent: 

The probleas of adopting a •proJect approach to developaent• in- general 
and women's proJects in particular, are uny. The •proJect approach• is 
often ref oraht in character and does not plan for or contribute to 
~tructural changes. It is generally top heavy in adainistration and has 
limited multiplier effect. In many instances, voaen's proJects and 
progra•es marginali_se woaen 's concerns instead of integrating thea in 
aainstreaa developaent. They are often designed as hobbies -- part-time 
activities to give voaen suppleaentary incoae and ignore women's main 
econoaic activities and their critical need for full-tiae eaplo111ent and 
incoae to sustain theaaelves and their faailies. They generally aaintain _ 
and replicate the existing sexual division of labour and do not give 
woaen skills and knowledge to adapt, change and advance with changes in 
technology and labour .. rkets •••• 

[However] it was argued that the •proJect• approach va& necessary because 
most national development. plans and progra .. ea are broken down in the 
fora of proJects and proJeets are one vay of demonstrating what can be 
dona to field level bureacurats and iapleaenters who uy otherwise e_i ther 
lack the initiative to launch a pro1raue or resist i:t.~ In addition, 
proJects/prograaaes can provide poor voaen with opportunities to handle 
resources, manipulate power and aake decisions -- opportunities which 
many of the• would not have in the absence of these proJects. The 
importance of this experience in tacklin1 the issues of underdevelopaent 
and dependency was eaphasized <ILO, 1985: 6-7>. 
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Behind this general statement is a very sophisticated and historically 
detailed understandin1 of the nature of African sender relations, voMn's 
economic participation, and the realities of conteaporary national and 
international political econoay. It is fro• the insi1hts of such collective 
pragaatic thinking by African scholar/practitioners that nev direction• for 
research and development planning aay fruitfully eaerge, as chapters 3 and 4 
suggest. 
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Obvious sources of an iapelus to indigenize research on woaen in Africa 
are the re1ional organizations that have been set up to proaole woaen-related 
research. AANORD has already been aentioned. It has taken the approach, 
through the seminars it has parUcipated in and the publications it. has 
proaoted, that research on African voaen should be in African voaen'a hands. 
As tlbilinyi put it: 

AAWORD arose partly as a reaction against the onslau1ht of WID 
researchers from outside, descending on African countries to extract 
inforaat.ion about. Afri.can woaen, get their degrees and proaotions on the 
basis of publications writ.ten for a non-African audience, and ultiaat.ely 
take the knowledge away with them. African researchers faced 1rowin1 
coapetition from foreign researchers who had an unfair advantage in that 
they had much greater access to research funds and publication 
possibilities <rtbilinyi, 1984: 292>. 

Hbilinyi sees, however, that •the drive to decolonise African Woaen's Studies 
has necessarily developed in contradictory directions.• Elite African vo .. n 
are able to monopolize access lo research opportunities and lo funding; .. ny 
follow the conceptual approaches laid out by Western liberal scholars. 
Another group seeks to take a aore critical stance, and to align itself with 
ordinary African women. The predoilinant view in AAWORD which has led to the 
exclusion of all but racially-defined African woaen allows class inequality lo 
remain invisible. In tlbilinyi's eyes, this tendency "represents a airror 
iaage of colonial racisa in South Africa.• The group opposing this line is 
struggling to ensure that poor woaen are adequately researched and that their 
voice be heard. African f eainisls who are atteapt.ing to act upon these 
principles have organized in several countries: the Tanaanian Woaen's Reaearch 
and Docu .. nlalion ProJecl CWRDP> is one such e1alilarian or1anizalion; the 
Voaen's Action Group (VAG> in Ziababwe is another. Noaen in Nigeria CWIN> is 
alteapting lo coae to grips with class issues; so far there is no feainist · 

·research 1roup with these kinds of concerns in Kenya. The difficulty for such 
groups is that their approach challenges the very structure of society upon 
which developaenl assuaptions are based. 

The approach favoured, therefore, by aosl African feainist researchers, 
is the liberal proJect of integration of woaen into the existing structure of 
society. This is the direction of aosl of the work being carried out by the 
other rerional organization for research on woaen, the African Trainlna and 
Research Centre for Woaen <ATRCWJ, which is part of the United Nat.ions 
!conoaic Co .. ission for Africa CUNECA>, based in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia Csee 
ATRCW, 1985a; 1985b; ECA, 1977 docuaents the origin and growth of ATRCN>. 
Alaost entirely funded by external donors, ATRCW follows the WID ideolory 
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developed by western donor agencies. As ttbilinyi says, "the integration line 
is exceedin1ly powerful, and arose as a result of what were progressive 
demands for huaan equality directed towards woaen's lack of full equality 
in·ternationally and in Africa" (1984: 292>. Yet the liberal approach, whether 
promulgated· by African feainists or western researchers, has liaited · 
exp.lanatory power re1ardin1 the dialectical relation between tachnolo11 
transfer and African faaily and coaaunity, For exaaple, ATRCW is preoccupied 
with social indicators as a aeans of understandin1 woaen's situation Csee its 
C1985al survey and support of UN efforts to coapile social indicators), While 
such a preoccupation is useful in ensurin1 1ood aethodolo1y in the collect.ion 
of necessary data, it excludes, by the wa1 it constructs the subJect of 
research, dynaaic and historically grounded questions about the relation·· 
between changing sex-gender systeas and the "situation of voaen•. It also 
provides no space for considering the contribution of woaen's organizations to 
the iaaintenance and enhanceaent of the "situation of woaen•. 

The value of AAWORD's contribution, in particular, should not be 
discounted, however. lt is providing political la1it.iaat.ion for ind:l1enoua 
research, and is proapting a aore careful attitude aaon1 western. researchers. 
As well, it is pro~iding a conduit for agency initiatives that place priority 
on African involveaent. For exaaple, the AAWORD Newsletter <1985) advertised 
the Rockefeller Foundation's prograaae to explore "long tera iaplications of 
chan1ing gender roles" through funding proJects that "address the social, 
psychological, political and economic phenoaena associated with the rapidly 
changing status of women" <AAWORD, 1985: 115). 

A furthe~ cate1ory of research/action that should be discussed is the 
large cluster of non-governaental organizations CNGOs> that have concerned 
themselves with women in developaent. In that they are or1anizations with 
specialized purposes, such as faaily plannin1, education, religious 
association and so on, their goals are aor• aodest and their conceptualization 
of developaent issues often closer to 1rassroots concerns. nost are defined 
by altruistic alas of one kind or another, and frequently these aias are 
compatible with feainist political econoay concerns. Usuall7 short of 
financial resources, they have not been able to fund large scale involve .. nt 
of western 'experts', and have perforce relied- on fosterin1 huaan resources in 
the developin1 country. In aan1 cases, these resources have been feaale. 
NGOs' chief liabilit7, lack of fundin1, is also their stren1th: they are not 
constrained b7 powerful national policy directions in the way that both 
bilateral and aultilateral aid a1encies are. 

In recent 1eara, particularly in the lead-up to the Nairobi Forua '85, 
the conference of non-1overnaental organizations held concurrently with the 
United Nations End-of-Decade Conference, there has 'been a proliferation of 
voaen's NGOs throughout the Third World, dealln1 with every aspect of woaen's 
lives and st.rugil• (see Canadian Voaan Studies/lea cahiers de la f•- 7C1&2l, 
1986, •Post Nairobi" -- special double issue on the Forua -- for an excellent 
overview of these or1anizations and the experience of the conference>. 
Exeaplary of western organizations addressing themselves in a concrete way to 
issues of technology and gender is the Equity Policy Center, whose syaposiua 
on woaen and health is cited above. Providing a vital comaunications service 
to the Thi.rd World is Geneva-based ISIS Womens International Information and 
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Communication Service. It was established as a non-profit organization in 
1974 in response to "demands from women in many countries for an or1anisation 
to facilitate 1lobal communication amon1 women and to gather and distribute 
internationally materials and information produced by woaen and woaen's 
groups." By 1983 it had a network of 10,000 contacts in 130 countries, and a 
resource library of 50,000 items from books to filas; it offered a variety of 
services, including training in coaaunication, and conference organization 
<ISIS 1983: 221-22>. Its resource guide book U983>, intended as an action 
tool for Third World feminists involved in WID efforts, addresses in a brief, 
commonsensical way many of the issues raised in chapter 3 and throughout the 
monograph, such as the invisibility of women's knowled1e, the proble11& with 
the 'income 1eneration' approach, and the undermining of voaen's rights and 
economic control by development projects. 

In Canada, the Canadian Council for International Cooperation <CCIC> has 
provided an umbrella organization for a wide range of Canadian and Third World 
organizations. The CCIC performs a valuable service in bringing together 
grassroots women leaders (for example at the Nairobi Forum -- see Gascon 
C1986J for an account of CCIC workshops>. Commonly, it is elite wives of aale 
leaders who attend international conferences <including the UN Woaen's Decade 
conferences>; there are severe financial, political and logistlcal barriers to 
interaction between Third World non-elite feminist leaders. 

In the Third World, the DAWN group <see DAWN, 1986> is a project that 
began as an international feminist initiativ~ in Bangalore, India, in 1984. 
Founded as an umbrella organization to improve links between women's 
organizations within the Third World, DAWN was a vigorous presence at the 
Nairobi Forum. The group, with which AAWORD and other regional associations 
have affiliated lheaselves, promises to provide a powerful Third World 
feminist voice <one can anticipate that it will not have access to funds or 
resources on a scale comparable to ISIS and CCIC, however>.· 

The conceptualization of gander, technology and development in acadeaic 
scholarship foras part of the enquiry in Part II of this study, which review& 
the major research findings.· Once again, the feainist fraaeworks delineated 
above will provide guidelines for thinking about the explanatory value of 
different studies. As •entioned, the great .. Jority of acade•ic studies on 
technology and gender are conceived within the liberal fe•inist framework. In 
the focus on the individual and the lack of in-depth analysis of social 
process and structure that characterizes this approach, they can only describe 
problems relatinl to technology transfer; on the whole, they are unable to 
explain, and hence provide 1uidelines for solving, probleas that eaerae fro• 
the dialectical interaction between gender, coaaunity and technology. llany of 
these studies are reviewed for the valuable data they provide, and for their 
identification of problem areas to be researched further. A consensus has 
emerged in the literature on a series of issues regarding technology transfer 
and gender in the local co .. unity: chapter 3 presents and illustrates these 
issues. It is feainist political economy, however, that provides the 
explanations of sex-gender systems and processes of change that are necessary 
for generating appropriate solutions: chapter 4 therefore develops a case 
study and presents synopses of two works by African scholars to demonstrate 
the value of this approach. 
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CHAPTER 3 

TECHNOLOGY, 
DEVELOPMENT 
FJ:NDJ:NGS 

GENDER AND 
J:N AFRJ:.CA1 THE 

Scholars researching voaen, technology and developaent have identified a 
coaaon set of probleas throughout the Third World regarding technology-related 
developaent efforts. Africa shares these probleaa, although its particular 
sex-gender systeu and historical experience create unique technology transfer 
probleas for the continent.. As I have indicated, however, the studies of the 
problem, whether conceived globally or regionally, are richer in description 
than in explanation. It is in the real• of feainist political econoay that ve 
aust seek an understanding of African gender relations, and of social change 
in the villaae and family~ Feminist political econoay has not addressed 
itself directly to problems of technology transfer to any great degree, 
however; thus a rigorous understanding of technology, develop .. nt and gender 
must be sought in the synthesis of these two areas of enquiry. 

Part II of the study is therefore divided into two chapters. Chapter 3 
deals with the women and technology literature, and with technology-related 
components of WID literature, drawing on case studies froa Kenya, Nigeria and 
elsewhere. Chapter 4 focusses on the findings of feainist political econoay, 
using an extended Kenyan ease study and synopses .of research by tvo African 
scholars to demonstrate the explanatory power of the fraaevork. Chapter 5 i.n 
Part III, discusses the synthesis of the two areas as an interrelation that. 
has not been addressed in previous research. The aia throughout is to 
elucidate the dialectical relation between technology and local co .. unity. 
Inevitably in this investigation, however, national and regional level 
organizations aust be considered (.as in the ease of Zambia's developaent 
corporation, INDECO, discussed in relation to bread aanufacture policy in 
section B below>, given that state policy lapinges directly upon choices aade 
at the village level. · 

A. African Wo .. n and Technology: Dependency and Disadvantage 

Writers on woaen and technology share with scholars working on voaen in 
develop .. nt generally the view that wo .. n are caught in a nexus of political 
dependency <see for exaaple Charlton, 1984; Ahaed, 1985; ILO, 1984; Nelson, 
1981; Dauber and Cain, 1981). The concepts froa dependency theory infora this 
writing to so .. de1ree,. althou1h the full iaplications of the dependency 
fra .. vork are uaually not explored. In soae studies, the structural 
diaensions of the analysis are underained by a reductionist tendency, borrowed 
·froa radical feainisa, to treat. aen as a unitary category responsible for 
voaen's oppression. Further, aost of this work shares the aaJor flaw of 
dependency theor1: it& rather static, ahistorical conceptualization of the 
dependent societies, in which nations and individuals are seen as passive 
recipients of exploitative capitalist structures and practices. In the 
dependenc1 fraaevork, therefore, neither the coaplexities of indigenous 
political econoay -- including class foraation, nor the agency of local 
coaaunities, can be adequately understood. Specifically, the influence of 
coaaunity organizations upon the introduction and sustained use of technology 
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remains lar1ely invisible in the literature. While aany studies call for aore 
co•unity involveaent, especially of voaen's groups, they rarely explore the 
historical basis upon which such involveaent could be built. 

Nevertheless, the dependency approach applied to woaen and technology 
sets a useful descriptive context. Charlton's conceptualization of the 
powerlessness of voaen regarding developaent decisions <1984: 23-28) 
exeaplifies this utility. She sees woaen aa being cau1ht in a "triad of 

· dependency, " whereby · 

in virtually every country in the world ••• woaen are dependent upon aen 
in forul politics at the local, national, and international levels. 
Equally iaportant in this conceptualization is the reco1nition that these 
three levels are increasingly interrelated. Events at the local level, 
whether in the private <faaily/kingroup> sphere or public sphere are aore 
and aore influenced by the institutions of the national state. Moreover, 
the expansion of multinational organizations aeans that virtually no 
country.can be considered impermeable to influences that originate 
outside its border •••• The choice by a village woman to breast-feed her 
infant is conditioned in part by forces over which she has no control: 
the availability of manufactured foraulas, advertising and other sources 
of inform•t.ion (such as health workers>, prices and cash incoae, and 
government policies regulating the operations of multinational 
corporations •••• The conditions of a voaan's life -- even in reaote 
villages -- are 'influenced by institutions and events that are physical.ly 
far removed froa her •••• Whatever their traditional condition, woaen in 
aeneral have little or no foraal, institutionalized power at the local, 
national, and international levels in coaparison to men •. Even when 
Cwomenl do acquire public influence locally or nationally, that influence 
is often undermined by the limited autonomy of their nation-state <24- · 
25>. 

Women's powerlessness to choose has special import with regard to 
technology transfers, whi~h impinge so draaatically upon their lives. As a 
number of writers, including Cain (1981: 5-6), point out, the people 
responsible for technology choices are usually those least affected by thea, 
while those aoat. affect.ad, who aust adapt t.o or live with t.ha choices, have 
the least aay about th••· To uke aatters worse, this contradiction has 
acai-cely been reco1nl&ed, let alone addressed, in any quarter. 

Woaen's lack of choice, and the invisibility of this powerlessness, take 
on concrete significance in the context of Africa's dependence on voaen as 
food producers.a Aaricultural technoloay has had the most profound negative 

I Levi.a U984: 170> suaaarizea this role: "Mrican voaen are usually 
the priaary food producers in the countryside. Rural voaen 
typically work two to six hours per day longer than rural men. On 
the average in African societies, voaen put in 70 percent of all the 
time expended on food production, 100 percent of the time spent on 
food processi'ng, 50 percent of that. spent on food storage and aniaal 
husbandry, 60 percent of all the marketing, 90 percent of all beer 
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impact, not only upon women's ability to aaintain their responsibilities as 
food producers, but upon their position within the village and fa•ily. 
Inherent in much of the earlier policy froa which agricultural technology 
flowed were what Tinker (1981: 52-53) describes as •irrational stereotypes of 
appropriate roles for women." According to these stereotypes, which are 
reenforced by inappropriate definitions of econoaic activity, "women don't 
'work', or if they do, they shouldn't. Thus a draft of an AID a1ricultural 
policy paper done in 1977 could suggest that a aeasure of developaenl would be 
reducing the nuaber of women workin1 in the fields." 

There are serious consequences lo such thinking. African woaen's role in 
production is i1nored because it does not fit into existing econoaic aodels. 
Because women's choices regarding their econoaic activities have been so 
drastically curtailed, allocation of their labour tiae is not seen as 
rational, when measured by the criteria of·western economic theory Cthia 
theory assumes that individuals allocate their labour tiae, as they allocate 
their resources, accordin1 to aar1inal utility, i.e. accordin1 t.o rational 
choices that aaxiaize return). As a consequence of being considered 
economically anomalous, women's farm labour has not been coaputed as 
aeasurable econoaic activity. It vas thus possible for.the US Deparlaenl of 
Agriculture (USDA, 1981> to aake the suggestion that labour is the aaJor 
'scarce' resource in African food production, on the basis of a survey of aale 
labour in African !araing. 

Henn (1983> points out the absurdity of this assertion, citing data-for 
Tanzanian and Cameroonian woaen that are probably fairly typical for Africa as 
a whole: while Beti men in Cameroon spent 220 hours a year on food tasks, and 
Haya aen in Tanzania 450, Beti and Haya woaen spent 1250 and over 1000 hours a 
year respectively producing food Can average of four to five hours a day 
compared to men's one or two>. In the li1ht of this, "it is ludicrous lo 
suggest that all labour will remain scarce in the food sector until the 1ap 
be.tween urban wages and Ceconoaic return] on food production is closed" CHenn, 
1983: 1047-48). Yet it is precisely on assertions such as the USDA's that the 
World Bank policy on correcting rural-urban bias cited in chapter 2 is based 
Creaoval of food price controls to close the gap between urban and rural 
incoae is an iaportant coaponent of this policy>. The focus on labour to the 
exclusion of other resource scarcities renders invisible the real scarcities 
in African food production: aalerial and financial inputs to the aaJor 
producers. Woaen's role as priaary producers, unequal access to inputs, and 
the inequitable distribution of food crop incoae within the faaily, go 
unaddreaaed in conventional western econoaic thinking. Yet alaost all the 
studies reveal that increased fara incoae is appropriated by aen and put to 
uses that do not benefit woaen and children, while the product.ion involved in 
generating such incoae falls largely to woaen, seriously increasing their 
workloads and reducin1 their ability lo prod~ce food for the faaily. · 

It is not surprising that woaen have different perceptions of developaenl 
than aen, given that their access to the new options presented are different. 

·brewing, 90 percent of tiae spent obtaining water supply and 80 
percent of t.iae spent to obtain the fuel supply.• 
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Nelsqn <1984: 4-6) and others describe the increasing gender conflict. in the 
context -of developaent processes,• and "attribute the situation to voaen's 
unequal share of the new opt.ions or society's resentaent when one group of 
voaen (as in the case of the Zambian nursesa) has co-opted a large enough 
share to threaten the balance of power in gender relations." Agricultural 
development proJects have created a principal arena of gender conflict. Dey 
(1981: 109-122> discusses the deep rivalries between voaen and un that 
eaerged in the cont.ext. of a Gaabian vet. rice scheme. The Chinese engineers 
who designed the proJect aisunderstood the division of labour, whereby voun 
were traditionally responsible for wet rice cultivation, and woaen were 
consequently left out of the proJect design. These and other studies 
"underscore with depressing predictability the ways in which the new econoaic 
opportunities have been controlled and co-opted by aen. Afri"can aen (as 
elsewhere> have aoved into a aore advantageous position vis-hoaen in 
their respective co-unities over the past century <Nelson, 1981: 5). 4 

The loss of traditional right.a and power in the village and faaily is a 
constant theae of the WID literature on Africa. As Bryceson U985: 7-8> 
notes, however, there is surprisingly little aat.erial written specifically on 
the topic of .women .and technolo1y, in contrast to the lar1e aaount of aaterial 
on women and work (such as Robertson and Berger, 1986; Leacock and Safa, 
1986; Hay and Stichter, 1984; Bay, 1982; Nelson, 1981>. Thia material tends 
to analyse the relationship between voaen and technology in a cursory fashion. 
Nevertheless, both the general literature Just cited, and the specific studies 
on technology transfer, describe clearly the coaplicit.y of new technology in 
the subversion of woaen's position. The following survey of key issues 
regarding technology and gender is gleaned fro• the few specif le studies on 
women and technology, and from a disparate variety of studies that touch on 
the subject.• 

a 

4 

• 

The evidence for this is overwhelaing. Texts cited in t.he feainist 
political econoay section below alaost all document the phenoaenon. 

Nurses, according to Schuster (1981: 77-97> were drawn int.o 
radically different. gender relations as a result of their high 
profile role as healers in a western syst.ea of hospital nursing. 
Thia ayatea did not. t.ake account of social probleaa arising froa 
conflicting indigenous and western healing principles, and as a 
consequence, the nurses beca .. scapegoat.a for hospital problems, as 
well as for disrupt.ions in iender relations in Zaabian society generally. 

But. see Staap (1986: 42> OD the point. that. such privileging of aen 
within the sex-gender •1st.ea cont.ribut.es to the inequitable · 
political econoay that disadvantages both aen and woaen as peasants. 
The aany ways in which aen have lost. out. as well, since aercant.ile 
and colonial tins, are beyond the scope of analysis in this study, 
however • 

Bryceson's (1985: 37-44> bibliography provides the most recent 
overview of the relevant literature; this bibliography is 

. recommended in that a nuaber of the studies, i.ncluding m.any of the 
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Bryceson's lucid definit.ion of technology serves to suuarize the aeaning 
usually 1iven to the tera in the woaen and technology literature. In its 
wider sense, technology is the: 

Objects, techniques, skills and processes which facilitate huaan activity 
in terms of: first. reducing huaan energy expenditure, second, reducing 
labour time, third, improving spatial mobility and fourth, alleviating 
material uncertainty •••• CThesel objects, techniques and processes ••• bave 
arisen from the application of human understanding and knowledge of 
matter and ••• serve to enhance huaan capabilities. 'Huaan capabilities' 
denote not only an individual's physical and mental capacities but also 
the social freedom for pursuing one's capacities CBryceson, 1985: 8-9). 

This definition takes a useful step away from the notion of technology as 
artefact, towards an understanding of technology as social construct CI vould 
add to the definition of 'huaan capabilities' the coaaunity's capacity to 
fulfill its aeabers social and phys·ical needs). The definition delineates, 
however, what technology is supposed to accoapli'sh, and optimally does _ 
accomplish, rather than what is actually achieved in the process of technology 
transfer from the.western world to Africa. 

In exploring the realities of this process at the local level, whereby 
technology's purpose is subverted·, I identify ten issues in the literature 
around which a degree of consensus has eaerged: 

2) 

The treatment of technology by African 1overnaents and by developaent 
agencies as a neutral, value free tool, which renders the probleas cited 
above invisible. Developaent. will inevitably flow from a technological 
'fix' in this erroneous view. 

Sexist bias in African governaental policies, whereby developaent 
planning and iapleaentalion is structured in such a way that even such 
insi1hts as have been garnered regarding woaen and technology are 
ignored. 

3) The question of 'appropriate technology': who has decided what is 
'appropriate', and whose interests does it serve? 

4) 

5) 

The question of 'incoae 1eneration': the focus on proJects pushing voaen 
to aake obJecta for sale trivializes their aain work as food producers on 
the one hand, and reinforces the 'hoae econoaics' stereotype of 
appropriate voaen's •activity on the other hand. Further, aarket 
considerations are often not considered when craft production is 
encoura1ed. 

The focus on woaen as •welfare' subJects, i.e. as recipients of social 
service projects, rather than as active agents in developaent. Once 
again, their centrality to African economy is overlooked by this 

UN publications, have not been included here. 
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approach. Further, the 'target group' approach assumes that there are 
systematic links through which resources can be channeled to women: an 
erroneou.s assuaption (see Hyden, 1986: 63, al though he does not aake the 
point in c.onneciion with· women). 

6> Woaen's unequal access to developaent resources, particularly sources of 
capital foraation and.credit. 

7> Voaen's loss of legal rights, and of political, econoaic and social 
aut.onoay within the coaaunity. Loss of rights in land is a particularly. 
severe diaensioil of these. phenoaena. 

8> The disruption of gender relations, whereby traditional tendencies to 
aBle domination are substantially enhanced, while women's 
counterbalancing power within the faaily has been undermined. As a 
consequence, African woaen experience a greater degree of subordination 
to their husbands, and a loss to their husbands of control over their own 
labour. An ou.t.come of this is often resistance on the part of woaen to 
innovations they perceive, quite rightly, as contributing to their loss 
of power and economic control. 

9) The intensification of women's labour as a consequence of new agriculture 
and health technologies., coupled with a loss of decision-making power in 
t.he realm of product.ion, health and nutrition. 

10) The positive consequences for technology transfer and sustenance when 
women are central decision-makers in the process. Woaen's decision-
making power is predicated upon the existence of effective grassroots 
women's organizations. 

These ten issues are inextricably intertwined in the experience of 
African women and African co .. unities. The first five issues, dealt with in 
section B below, relate to the politics of aid, developaent ideology, gender 
bias in policy, and misguided conceptualizations of the problea. The next 
four issues, treated collectively in sect.ion C., bear intiaately upon the 
relation between new technology and changing political economy in Africa, both 
national and local. In particular, issues 6 to 9 bear on the relation between 
technolo11 and sex-gender ayateas Ctfore detailed analysis of the 
transforaatlon of 1ender relatlons,which are the background to these 
technolo11 and develop .. nt issues, is given in the chapter on feainist 

·political econo117 below). General stateaents are aade about issues 1 to 5, 
supported by examples fro• the literature. Issues 6 to 9 are explored through 
several exeaplar7 case studies. The last issue, considered in section D., 
remains largely in the real• of potential, and should be the priaary focus of 
future research and policy. 

B. The Politics of Technology and Gender: Five Issues 

Issue 1. The technological 'fix' 

The inherent difficulties in a conceptualization of technolo1y as 
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artefact have already been alluded to. Anderson <1985: 59> suamarizes the 
problem for women in development succinctly: 
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The basic assu•ption persists that technical solutions can be found for 
any problem. Efforts to develop Science Policy Institutes in many 
developing countries, to ne1otiate systems for the equitable transfer of 
technical knowledge, to develop international Journals for the 
publication and disseaination of discoveries -- even the appropriate 
technology movement -~ all rest on the assumption that a technological 
•fix• •ay be found. If we can only 1et the technology •right,• then the 
assu•ption is that progress and develop•ent in the Third World will be 
inevitable. ltJlny advocates of vo•en's involve•ent in develop•ent are now 
searching for the •ri1ht• technologies for wo.en to assure their 
participation in and benefit fro• develop•ent. [Behind this is the 
belief] that science and technology, because based in nature, are 
separate from all noraative and political influence and free fro• 
cultural or class bias. In fact., there is evidence to the contrary. 
Among scientists there is an increasing acknovled1e•ent of the 
interactions of their discoveries and knovled1e with their social 
experience. 

Anderson stresses the i•portance of acknowledging the power of these hidden 
assu•ptions, and of exploring the link between "access to and control of' 
knowledge and the effective application of technologies in developaent.• A 
major consequence of the view of technology as a neutral tool is that. 
technology transfer efforts, with relatively few exceptions, have carried with 
them a TroJan Horse of western econoaic ideology: developaent •eans increased 
productivity through large scale, capital-intensive enterprise <or at least 
through intensive coamercialization of saall scale faraing) according to the 
unexamined tenets of this ideology. 

Thus, as Palmer and aany others have pointed out CPalaer, 1978; and for. 
example, Sharaa,1973>, the hi1h yielding variety <HYV> technology of the· 
Green Revolution, seen as a miraculous solution to Third World food problems,. 
has had a serious iapact, not only in terms of less equitable sender 
relations, but in terms of grovin1 class divisions as well, as land becoaes 
concentrated in the hands of those land owners with prior advanta1e (such in 
access to credit, aeabership in the doainant ethnic or reli1ious aroup),• vho 
are able to aaxiaize that advantage in the use of the new technology. All 
aspects of crop product.ion are affected by the new seeds and their 
acco•panyln1 technolo1y. Thus, while there has been an overall increase in 
cereal 1ields, the burden of vork has been considerably increased, and large 
cate1orie& of peasants have been rendered unable to continue food production, 
or have been forced to sell their land and work as labourers. Woaen have been 
particularly hard hit by the new agricultural technology. One can therefore 

• Glazier, in his study, Land and the Uses of Tradition Amons the 
ttbeere of Kenya C1985>, provides an excellent analysis of how an 
advantaged group .anipulates tradition to formulate and legitiaize a 
claia to an inequitable share of comaunity resources. 
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quest.ion whether it is accurate to measure increased product.ivity simply by 
the 1ross statistics on crop yields. 

An· import.ant conclusion to be drawn froa analyses such as Palmer's <1978, 
cited in Whitehead, 1985: 30-36; see also Palaer, 1985>, is that those 
technological changes havin1 the most si1nif icant iapact upon woaen are not 
usually aiaed at. woaen at all: large scale developaent proJects and their 
attendant technolo1y rarely include policy re1arding woaen in their initial 
stages of planning. The problea does not lie chiefly vit.h proJects aiaed at 
women Calthou1h these are indeed problematical as this review shows>; rather, 
as Whitehead (1985: 32> points out., •for large nuabers of rural voaen the aoat. 
si1nificant foras of technological change are aore likely to be the indirect 
consequences of both planned and unplanned innovations in agriculture as a 
whole. In many cases, far-reaching effects on woaen's work derive froa the 
powerful drive to coaaercialise the potentially profitable sect.ors of voaen's 
work." 

In the context. of Africa, the drive to coaaercialize has involved not. 
only foodland, but non-far• productive activities that were the province of 
voaen as weli. The consequence has been not only woaen's loss of incoae froa 
product.ion, but a dependency on sophisticated consuaer goods, oft.en imported 
or relying on imported inputs. This dependency not only creates debt. proble• 
for the country, but poses severe financial strains on the budgets of women, 
who are traditionally responsible for consuaer it.au. Coaaodities removed 
from the reala of local, saall scale production to factories include beer, 
cloth and clothing, bread, bricks, and cooking ware. Woaen were responsible 
for much of this production. •su.t urban-based planners and industrial 
ainistries viewed production of pots, clothes-aaking, brick factories and 
modern bakeries as potential fields for governaent proaot.ion of investaent to 
spread aodern technologies" <Seidman, 1981: 117>. The industries did not 
involve much capi.t.al or skilled labour, and were thus attractive. Seid•an 
records tha.t: 

The rural industries division of Zaabia's parastatal developaent 
corporation, INDECO, for exaaple, proclaiaed that. it was introducing 
'modern' bakeries in .saall towns throughout. the countryside. Little 
attention was paid to th• fact that. local bakers, •n1 of the• woaen, 
would no longer be able to sell their hoae-aad• produce in coapetition 
with these governaeat. sponsored concerns C117>. 

A siailar st.or1 exist.a for Tanzania, where a aasaive bread factory was built. 
in Dar es Salaaa with Canadian funds. In a1riculture la particular, the 
introduction of such technology as tract.ors has underained woaen's econoaic 
position. In Tanzania, for exaaple, tractors introduced into settleaent 
scheaes aade possible draaat.ic expansion of the acreage cultivated; weeding, 
however, remained wo•en's task, and they were unable to keep up with this 

. work. As a result, yields fell substantially below that anticipated by 
pla~ners CFortaann, 1979>. 

Capital intensive t.echnolo1y is not always negative for women. In 
Western Cameroon, for example, corn mills bought by the Departaent of 
Education in the 1950s and loaned to villages continue to function today, to 
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the benefit of the voaen who run them and of the coaaunities they serve 
<Wipper, 1984: 75-76, citing O'Kelly, 1973: 108-21>. But it is only when, by 
coincidence or design, woaen collectively appropriate capital-intensive 
technology, that such success stories can be told. In other words, the 
airacle regarding technology lies not in its physical attributes, but in its 
~nlightened application. 

Issue 2. Sexist Bias in Policy 

Although feminists are always hoping for soaething better, it is not 
surprising that sexist bias in policy asking exists, given the cloist.ere~ 
men 'a club environaent of policy-asking. ftohaaaadi 's U984: 4> 
generalizations regarding t.he national planning process generally hold true 
for Africa Csee Feldman, 1984 for a good analysis of Kenyan policies towards 

· rural woaen>: 

With few exceptions, planning takes place in a saall unit, doainated by 
economists, and in a large number of countries ••• by expatriates. These 
planners and their concepts of planning have little to do with the • 
conditions of people in general. The decision asking and policy · 
formulation is doainated by the wishes of a sasll group in power, the 
process is influenced by powerful interest groups, aore often than not, 
unaware or indifferent to a consideration of woaen as participants in 
planning, policies, and nat.ional strategies. Not only woaen, but the 
ordinary male citizen is also only a nuaber in the work force. Secondly, 
a realistic look at the levels of decision asking and the sex composition 
of people who occupy them would .show that woaen can hardly have much 
influence on policy and planning decisions as the aaJority occupy lover 
echelons and are mere workers. Inequality of access to training, 
education, eaployment and also traditions have liaited the number of 
trained women who could participate in planning (ftohamaadi, 1984: 4>. 

This is the set.ting within which notions of technology as a neutral tool, 
as discussed above, are easily promul1ated. However, it is also the settin1 
where positions far reaoved froa the needs and roles of voaen can be taken; in 
many cases, these positions could be assured of no challenge fro• aen at the 
local level, feeding as they do into popular stereotypes and expectations of 
voaen. Particularly popular with governaents.(and with asny aid agencies> is 
the 'technological fix' for woaen's overburdened workloads, which are seen as 
a aaJor conatraint upon development. A coaaent by a Tanzanian village leader 
gets to the heart of the aatter: 

RIDEP Cthe regional development agency] should help the voaen with water. 
Water is a big problea for voaen. We can sit here all day waiting for 
food because there is no woasn at hoae. Always they are going to fetch 
water (Wily, 1981: 58, cited in Henn, 1983: 1049>. 

Similar assertions of male prerogative, supported by sexist bias, aay be 
found in the aore sophisticated guise of social science Jargon. The following 
statement in recent book on social services in Ni1eria by a geography 
professor at the University of Benin <Onokerhoraye, 1984: 156l exemplifies an 
attitude -- and language -- that categorizes voaen as minors and a 'problea' 
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in a way that would be unacceptable in Canada today. As well, it presents a 
stereotypical and erroneous view of Ni1erian women's position and role in the 
past. 

Women -- like children, the disabled and the aged -- represent a special 
1roup of people in Ni1eria as in aany other parts of the developin1 
world. Consequently, they require certain personal welfare services to 
enhance their contribution to conteaporary Ni1erian society. The need 
for special services for voaen in Nigeria arises froa their traditional 
subordinate econoaic and social st.at.us coapared with that. of .. n. 
Althou1h, traditionally, the conception of the status and role of voaen 
varied slightly froa one part of Nigeria to another dependin1 on the 
custoas, religion or culture, a woman's role was largely restricted to 
the hoae where she was expected to rear children while the aen were the 
breadwinners. Althou1h women in some localities were involved in 
farming, fishin1, trading and the fetching of firewood, their priaary 
function WaS to rear children.T 

It is analyses such as these that infora conteaporary Nigerian policy toward 
woaen, as the lfoaen in Ni1eria CWIN> or1anizat.ion affiras in its recent policy 
recoaaendation docuaent CWomen in Niieria, 1985: 6-7): 

nan reaain doainant, wield and disburse power. Despite the crucial and 
basic contributions of woaen to the econoay of the nation, their 
indispensible labour is unacknowledged, unpaid-for and poorly taken into 
account in national developaent plans •••• We hope Ct.he policy 
recomaendations of the WIN Docuaentl will be received seriously and will 
not go the wa1. of most reco .. endat.ions which end up neglected, un-read, 
stacked up in file cabinets or on dusty floors •••• 

Bryceson confirms the above insights through an anal1sis. of the relation 
between the state, technolo1y and woaen <1985: 24-28). In it, she reviews 
policies affec:Un1 woaen 's relationship to production technolo1y; policies 
affecting women's relationship to reproduction technology; policies affecting 
women's relationship to scientific exploration; and policies affect.ins woaen's 
relationship to destruction technology. She a1rees with a nuaber of writers 
that. both western individualist. ideolo11 and traditional ethnic and reli1ious 
not.loris serve to aaintain voaen in a state of social dependency. 

Bias in national ·policy presents one set of probleas; another set. exists 
at the level of field adainistrat.ion, as Staudt's extensive studies on 
a1ricultural policy iapleaent.ation in Ken1a reveal <1975-1976; 1978; 1985b). 
Her study in 1975, conducted in Kakaaega District of Western Kenya, surveyed 
212 saall faras in teras of the iapact of a1rlcultural services. The services 
included visits froa a1rlcultural ins.t.ructors., loans, and traiain1, and were 
structured b1 an agricultural developaent policy that included aaong its 
obJectives the provision of technolo1y "on an equitable basis" U985b: xi> 

Onokerhoraye's stateaent is all the aore extraordinary when it is 
considered that t.'he source he cites for it is a national conference 
on rural development and woaen held in Benin in 1980 CAfejuku, 1980>. 
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She found that those farms jointly managed by a aan, as opposed to fe•ale-
managed farms of the sa•e size, received a much higher level of service in the 
form of visits and training, while women-managed farms received no loans at 
all. 

She attributes this inequity to "prejudicial attitudes and ideological 
bias" C198Sb: 37> institutionalized in a systea where "•en dominate 
administrative offices and political authority networ~s which. provide contacts 
and information about valuable agricultural services" C1985b: xi). Woaen 's 
exclusion froa cooperatives, or discriaination within cooperatives against 
woaen aeabers, was one of the aost serious aspects of this dual ideological 
and institutional bias against woaen, haapering their ability to develop their 
faraing practices, or adopt improved technology. Co~peratives were important 
sources of soft loans for aaize seed and fertilizer as well as of tract.or 
services and high grade cows. Staudt's findings regarding access to the 
latter demonstrates wo•en's disadvantage in this respect: 

Given· the high value of a grade cow and the coaaittee selection process 
used to deteraine eligibility for the cow loan, the potential for ., 
discrimination was high, be it political, econoaic or gender-based. - Not 
enough cows were available for the entire .. abership. Influence and 
contacts were thus essential for pressing or "reainding" co .. ittee 
members of an application. This is generally considered aen 'a activity, 
particularly because it is largely aen who sit on the co .. ittee.• 

Thus, even though alaost all the wo•en belonged to organizational 
networks providing mutual aid and shared labour, they had no aeans of 
countering the bias that doainated local policy-making and iapleaentation. 
According to her findings, sexist bias was the most iaportant factor 
explaining the inability of woaen to take advantage of new knowledge and 
technology. Her interviews with agricultural instructors recorded negative 
coaaents about woaen faraers; further, they revealed that the instructors were 
avoiding voaen on custoaary irounds, where speaking directly to woaen was 
considered incorrect. The preference of agricultural staff for speaking with 
aen is articulated in this coaaent by an interviewee: 

In the African way, wa speak t.o the aan who is the head of the houae and 
asauae he will pass on the inforaation t.o other household aeabers. Being 
aen, of course, it is easier for us to persuade aen (Staudt, 1985b: 37>. 

There is a disingenuous quality t.o the pleading of custoaary propriety by 
agricultural instructors. The political econoay evidence in chapter 4 reveals 
that 'household', 'head of household' and aen's authority over woaen were not 
as clearcut. conceptually as they appear in today's stereotypes. As with the 
notion of· 'breadwinners' cited above, 'head of household' as a 
characterization of aen in traditional African faailies has a distinctly 

• Kenya has an advanced artificial inseaination prograame, and cross-
breeding of European dairy cattle with hardy indigenous stock has 
been a major aeans of increasing allk yield. One 'grade cow' aay 
make a substantial difference to faaily nutrition. 
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imported flavour.• Indeed, it is a .western vision of fa•ily, and of its 
spatial disposition, that has informed a particularly crucial area of 
development technolo1y: that of housin1 construction. In-Tanzania, durina the 
'villaaisat.ion' ca•paign ·of the •id-1970s, •en were encouraged to build 
western-style houses in the new collective villa1es <Caplan, 1981: 106-107>. 
A district official called the men in one villa1e and told thea: 

Let there be one house, and let that house be built according to the 
faaily that you have •••• To build one saall hut here, and another over 
there in a corner, that is not a good way to lay out a village •••• We want 
everyone to have proper houses. So try to 1et corrugated iron for the 
roof, and cement floors. If you can't .. nage all at once, buy a little 
at a Uae. We don't want people living any aore in houses which are full 
of snakes and alee <106>. 

A•ong the many proble11& Caplan identifies in this speech, one of the aost 
serious is the lack of reco1nition of the co•plexity of the African fa•il7, 
whereby woaen's autonomy is very practically rooted in her right to her own 
·dwell.ing. Coaplex and shifting faaily responsibilit.ies cannot be encoapassed 
vithin the four square walls of a western house. No provision is aade for the 
widow, the polygynous family, the young couple. Caplan points out that the 
speech referred to the aen as "You and your fa•ilies". Yet: 

In Swahili, the term 'family', in the sense of a bounded doaestic group 
does not exist. Indeed, it has been necessary to take the English tera 
-and turn it into a Swahili fora 'faailia'. Such a linguistic usa1e 
contains a number of presises -- that the unit in society is 'a aan and 
his fa•ily', and that this unit requires a house and an area of land. In 
other words, concepts foreign to this society, of closely bounded units 
in the for• of households, possessing property in the for• of a house and 
land, and headed by a aBle, are being introduced. If this becomes a 
reality, then woaen, along with old people, will have lost auch of their 
autono•y C107> • 

Along the saae lines, a poignant illustration of the .linguistic subversion of 
African sex-gender sys teas la to be found in the dedicati.on of· a classic 
aedical text, that was the 'bible' for African health care workers for a 
generation. lfaurice King dedic~ted his ttedical Care in Developin1 Countries 
(1966) • ••• to the common .. n and his faaily in developing countries 
ever¥lfhere.• 

A final, concrete exa•ple of policy bias at the level of the village· is a 
case fro• the Sahel.involving a aatter not si•ply developaent of resources, 
but survival itself. An Aaerican solar technician pro•oting the use of solar 

, I aa not arguin1 that aen were not doainant in pre-colonial society. 
Rather, authority and 'faaily' did not have coterainous boundaries. 
Relations between fathers and sons, between brothers, between co-
vives and their husband, between sisters and brothers, all rendered 

·the question of assigning an individual the status of 'head of 
household' very problematical. 
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water puaps gave deaonstrations to aale village leaders only, claiaing that 
voaen would not understand them. Given the gender division of labour, whereby 
aen rarely if ever aay be involved in water procureaent, the demonstration was 
thus received by aeabers of the coaaunit.y who were in no position to put their 
new knowledge to use, or to evaluate the appropriateness of the technolo1y for 
the task <Hoskins and Weber, 1985: 6>. 

Issue 3. Appropriate Technology 

Once the negative iapact of capital-intensive technology began to be 
recognized, a new approach was adopted by agencies and governaents as the 
basis for development prograaaes. According to usual definitions of the t.era, 
appropriate technology is that which is the aost eff ect.ive and accept.able in 
any given social, econoaic and ecological context. The notion of 'appropriate 
technology' is therefore a relative ·one, as veil as being subJectlve, i.e. 
susceptible to the Judgeaent of the users <this is, of course, desirable; 
unfortunately, it is also susceptible to the subJective Judgeaent of the 
providers>. · 

The concept would appear to be an adairable one, .in that it takes account. 
of technology as social process." Indeed, its appeal is such that its 
celebration in an exhibition held in Nairobi during the Forua'85 Conference,· 
"Tech & Tools: An Appropriate Technology Event for Woaen" was one of the aost 
popular features of the Forum. The objectives, as stated in brochure <Tech & 
Tools, 1985: 1> are "strategies to increase voaen's access to, use of, and 
control of technologies in agriculture, food processing, health, energy,. 
communications and incoae-generation." Displayed at the exhibition, vith 
accompanying brochures including blueprints for aanufacture, were a nuaber of 
devices <including a series proaoted by UNICEF> such as the Uaeae energy-
efficient charcoal stove; the oildrua bread oven and the baaboo-reinforced 
water tank for collectin1 rainwater fro• the roof. 

There is no question but that appropriate technology is an iaproveaent 
over earlier approaches. However, evaluations of appropriate technology 
prograaaes reveal that a large nuaber of proJects do not achieve their 
objective of iaproving woaen's lives in any significant aanner. Further, if a 
criterion of success is the spread of the technolo11 beyond the original 
recipients, then the record is even bleaker. What has 1one vrong7 Once 
again, value Judgaents b7 developaent planners, and lack of account of social 
and econoaic iapact, have underained the aoveaent's effectiveness. As 
Bryceson sa7s, "there is a wide array of technolo1ical devices that could 
reduce voaen's labour intensive activities in transforaation vork 
Ci.e.'doaestic labour'] e.g. for food processing: grinders, 1rat.ers, oil 
extractors, iaproved stoves, solar cookers, lov cost refrigeration; for vat.er 
supplies: puaps; for transport: handcarts, wheelbarrows, etc. Often these 
•appropriate technologies' have aet with less-than-hoped-for success because 
of limited dissemination, liaited access or poor desi1n" (1985: 11>. 

Part of the problea is a lack of clarit.1 as to what is 'appropriate'. 
The thinking of Ventura-Dias (1985: 194-196> is a case in point. In 
discussin1 the question of appropriate technology in the context of Ken7a, she 
distin1uishes between the concept of 'iaproved' village technolo1y and 
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'appropriate technolo1y.' The former is a conservative notion, she ar1ues, 
because it does not intend to introduce changes in the environaent or the 
social or cultural order. Instead, it should "provide a solution to a felt 
need, should depend predominantly on locally available skills and ut.eriala, 
should be affordable and culturally and socially acceptable to the co••unit:y" 
<UNICEF, 1980: 7>. An improved technology could also be one which allova a 

- traditional task to be perfor•ed better, or which enhances the use of exiatin1 
technology. 

Ventura.;.Diaa argues, however, that. such vi.llage technology cannot be 
considered 'appropriate', because it does not reorganize production to 
increase output, or to increase the co•petitiveness of the producer in the 
urket. What is i•portan·t is that 'appropriate technolo1y' be supportive of 
women's ability to produce for the aarket, and to obtain credit and technical 
assistance. Her analysis ls intended as an advocacy of vo•en's e•pover•ent 
vis-;ttechnolo1y, and her argument has valuable points, including a 
critique of the limitations of the 'proJect approach' and an insistence that 
production as opposed to consu•ption be highlighted. 10 Her arguHnt has 
problems, however. Her use of a distinction between a conservative 'iaproved 
technolo1y' concept and a aore modern 'appropriate technology~ concept, 
reveals the flaws in auch of the thinking about appropriate technology. 
First, it has not escaped the econoaistic bias of earlier approaches: it 
assumes-that non-econoalc benefits <such as iaproved health) will flow 
i-nevitably from improved aarket position and fro• activities that further 
integrate village econoaies into the world aarket; furthermore the 
traditional/modern dichotomy is implicit in the denigration of cuatoaary 
vi lla1e technology aanagement. -

Second, it repeats the error of discount.in1 the iaportance of collective 
village involvement in t.he technology transfer process. As a result, once 
again, women are passive and probleaatic recipient.a of 'inappropriate' 
technology, a situation that. can be fixed by providing thea individually, 
withlri the Household Unit of Production <HUP> wit.h the aeans of i•proving 
t.heir lot. In this case, an i•proved lot is equated with an i•proved ability 
to produce for, and improved access to, t.he .. rket. Vent.ura-Dias'a basic 
premise is that •the problea of rural woaen in Kenya is ••• one of level of 
lncoae and physical asset.a• (157>. According t.o her, it is through .. al7ais of 
the "specific characteristics of the HUP and its ia .. rtion in the ...arket. 
economy" <196> that an underat.andina of appropriate technology transfer can be 
generated. An additional flaw in this thinking, the assuaptlon of a unitar7, 
bounded categor7, 'the household', has been referred to in the suaaary above 
of Caplan's thought.a about the concept of 'faaily' in the context of Tanzania. 
The 'faaily' is one of the probleaatical concepts requiring evaluation that is 
cited in chapter S. 

ao other writers argue this point as well: too much appropriate 
technology has been direct.ad at the consuaption aspect of woaen's 
work, in line with the ideology of woman as housewife, rather than 
at. women's productive role <Hoskins and Weber, 1985: 6). 
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Why appropriate technology programmes have not worked must be sought in 
fact.ors additional to women's low productivity and lack of access. Hoskins 
and Weber give the clue to the problem: 
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Introducing appropriate technologies is not new •. Groups throughout the 
ages have shared or copied others' technologies when they found the• 
appropriate. On the other hand, soae groups living next to each other 
for centuries,. in what appear to be siailar situations, have rejected the 
others' tools, materials and techniques <1985: 6> 

This stateaent implies that societies through history have had valid grounds 
cultural or environmental.-- for rejecting technologies available to them. 

If we start from the reasonable assumption that woaen are refusing to accept 
or sustain appropriate technology on sound grounds, rather than out of 
'backwardness' or 'ignorance', we can begin to see the probleas with the 
appropriate technology movement, as applied in many cases. Who controls the 
technology would be the first issue to enter the aind of an African voaan. In 
many projec.ts, technology introduced for the benefit of woaen has been co-
opted by •en for their own use. For exaaple, where woaen have been given 
carts to carry water and firewood, the carts have often been put to other uses 
by men CHoski.ns and Weber, 1985:6). 

There are other issues relating to acceptance of the technology. One is 
that the quality of the product aay be compromised; another is that 
traditional technological processes may be lost. A third is the question of 
propriety: some equipment requ.ires women to assume imaodest body postures, for 
example. A fourth is the effect of the technology upon work patterns: solar 
pumps restrict vat.er lifting to daylight. hour,s, for example. A fifth involves 
the expenditure of energy: certain water puaps are tiring to use, requiring 
foot pumping, an unfamiliar and awkward auscular activity. A final and 
particularly important issue is the fact that some technology requires a level 
of organization for specialized tasks that does not exist in the coamunity. 
The collect! ve maintenance of coauni ty property such as well pulleys is an 
exaaple of this; governaents rarely budget for such maintenance. 

The experience of a Nigerian coaunity with new technology in the fora of 
a hydraulic pala-oil press, reported by Charlton C1984>, deaonstrates the 
above issues, and .. kes the point that •to be fully appropriate, a technology 
should ideally grow froa vi thin a society and reflect local choices" C86>. 

For 1enerations, the extraction of oil-palm fruits, a tiae and energy 
consuaing task, has been done by voaen in soae Nigerian coaaunities. 
When a h)'draulic oil press was to be introduced in one coamunity, the 
village, a piece of land was allocated by the village head. When the oil 
press had been installed, 72 percent of the people used it, but after a 
year the figure dropped to 24 percent. Although they knew about the 
benefits, they withdrew fro• the use of the oil press for several reasons 
-- the by-products of the pressing pit were lost, i.e., the fibre was 
used as a source of heat; the daily time schedule for using the oil press 
did not coincide with that of the women; t.he size of the aortar was 
designed for aen and women could only use it with an increased labour 
force; during peak season, the women had to wait for the use of the 
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press; all oil from it belonged to t.ha men, and t.ha woman did not benefit 
fro• the increase of oil per unit of fruit processed <Janelid, 1975, 
cited in Charlton, 1984: 85-86). 

Improved stoves are one of the aost popular artefacts of the appropriate 
technology aoveaent. While valuable in many situations, they have created a 
host. of unforseen probleias, however, and have been accepted only slowly and 
unevenly. tlany are not suited for local cuisine; of do not fit the local cook 
ware; or require woaen to cook and serve food in dayliaht, as there is no 
lonaer firelight to see by; or require purchase in many cases of expensive 
charcoal in places where gatherina· of free fuel is still possible as an 
alternative <only in areas where fuel is habitually purchased, such as in 
towns, is there large scale reliance on such stoves). Hoskyns and. Weber 
<1985: 8) identify the most co-on coaplaints by women about their new stoves. 
What they have lost are 

Saoke for chasing i_nsects or waterproofing roofs, ••• a centre for 
conversation and a symbolic focus for the household. The three stones 
offer the benefit of flexibility of being aoved due to the weather, etc., 
and of cookina with pots of various sizes. There are technical solutions 
to some. of these losses, if woaen have carefully identified and proJect 
officials have listened to the real uses and benefits of traditi·onal 
cookina fires. 

Finally, some stove proJects fail because they do not take account of 
polygynous households. Replacin1 the traditional three-stone fireplace in 
each hut with a sin1le stove for the 'family' raises the question of where to 
locate the stove, and how to allocate cookin1 time upon it. Given that 
separate hearths materially structure poly1ynous ilarriaaes~ the promotion of 
technology that undermines this practice is bound to fail, or worse, seriously 
to disrupt the marriage institution. 

T·he Kenyan poe.t Okot p'Bitek.'s dis.tribe a1ainst stoves from the Song .of 
Ocol says auch: 

_I really hate the charcoal stove! 
Your hand is always dirty 
Aad anyt.hin1 you touch is blackened ••• 
I aa terribly afraid 
Of the white aan's stove 
And I do not like usin1 it 
Because you stand up 
When you cook 
Who ever cooked atandin1 up9 
You use the ·saucepan and. the fryin1 pan 
And other flat bottoaed things 
Because the stoves are flat 
Like the face of a drum 
The earthen ve1etable pot 
Cannot sit on it 
There are no stones 
On which to place 
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The pot for asking ai llet bread •••• 

Discussion at t.he 1981 "Rural Development. and Women in Africa" Seminar 
held in Dakar, Seneral <ILO, 1984: 22-23> was sharp in its criticisa of 
appropri'ate technology: 
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Appropriate for whom? Vho exactly benefits from this 'appropriate 
technology' and why is it now felt. that Africa needs appropriate 
technology'? Given the fact. that the ideology behind what ls appropriate 
for Africa as well as the original design and parts would be brought. fro• 
external sources, what is the implication for the balance of payments'? 
•••• What may seea cheap to an urban male official uy be iapossihly 
expensive t.o a poor rural woman given her very limited access to 
resources. This was particularly t.rue when the work to be assisted does 
not yield any income •••• The assumption that rural woaen do not accept or 
are slow to accept innovation is a false assuaption generated by an 
ideology of disdain for rural people; and it is a concrete syapt.oa of 
blaming the victim. Given· the precarious nature and econoaic insecurity 
of the rural poor, woaen are cautious rat.her than backward. Once 
convinced of the usefulness of a given innovation, rural woaen not onl7 
accept it but have often adapted and improved the technique. 

For a useful brief overview of the "theory, practice and policy• of 
technologies appropriate for women, see Carr <1981>. 

Issue 4. Income Generation 

_ Like appropriate technology, incoae generation became a pet. concept. of 
WID policy. Resting on the saae assuaption underlying the appropriate _ 
technology initiative described above -- that improved incomes for woaen,were 
the answer to woaen's exclusion from development -- income generation schemes 
encouraged women to invest their productive energy in asking articles for 
sale, providing them with technoloaical know-how and <soaetimes> the equipaent. 
to do so. For an indication of the popularity of income generation scheaes in 
Kenya, see the list of activities and organizational aoals presented in the 

. ftazan1ira Institute <1985> guide. As ·Ventura-Dias <1985: 202-204) points out., 
however, a aaJor reason for t.he popularity of t.he acheaes in Kenya is that. 
they do not challenge conventional ideology about. the sexual division of 
labour. Voaen's 'productivity' would be enhanced, without challenging the 
preroaatives of aen in the sphere of couercial enterprise. Bryson U981: 44) 
noted that "it. is iaportant to avoid presenting Uncoae generation scheaesl as 
co .. ercial progra .. as as that would defeat their purpose, i.e. 'cash' crops 
are aale crops and aen would be •ore likely to take over such progra .. es• 
<cited in Ventura-Dias, 1985: 203). 

Central to the concept of incoae generation, therefore, is the notion 
that. this is a 'feaale' proJect which is ancillary to the aain business of the 
nation. The approach ls not. that different from the view that western woaen 
work for 'pin money' rather than for a serious wage. Skills training, in 
sewing for example, can be viewed as an aspect of woaen's 'do•est.ic' role. 
The consequence for African woaen ls that they are discouraged from viewing 
themselves as competent. individuals aaking an economic contribution to 
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national production. To make matters worse, the presence of a long term, 
stable market for the articles they are prompted to make <for example, by the 
World Bank Cl979l>, and the existence of an adequate transportation and · 
marketing infrastructure, are rarely considered. The danger of assistance 
agencies givini grants to set up non-competitive industries has been 
docuaented: the industry often fails once the grant runs out -- reinforcing 
the preJudice that women are econoaically incoapetent <Tinker, 1981: 78>. 
Further, inadequate coordination leads to contradict.ions in develop .. nt. 
policy, whereby the left hand aay not know what the right is doin1: in Upper 
Volta, for exaaple, the increased production of aillet beer, encouraged by 
incoae-generating schemes ·subsidized by governaent, was Jeopardized by the new 
Hei.neken beer factory -- also subsidized by governaent. <Tinker, 1981: 78). 

The Zambian Association for Research and Developaent CZARD> duplicates 
Kenya's experience with incoae generation scheaes. ZARO (1986:82-84) notes 
the shift. in government. and local district councils froa a bias in favour of 
home econoaics instruction for woaen, to an eaphasis upon training for inco .. 
generation. Among the aany projects started was the George Weaving Group in 
Lusaka, sponsored by the YWCA. For the ZARO scholars, the new approach shares 
many of the flaws of the home econoaics approach. Even though a nuaber of 
women have benefitted from the scheae; the maJority of poor woaen have other, 
more important basic needs. Once again, women's own priorities and needs have 
not been re·saarched. noreover, ZARD points out t~assuaption of the approach 
that women's most basic need is for income. The arithaetic view of 
development, as I indicated above, seriously limits understanding of the 
structural social processes that aust be iaplicat.ed if successful developaent 
is to occur. 

Another flaw of the schemes is that the7 do not take account. of capital 
purchases necessary to pursue the craft trained for, such as a sewing machine. 
Neither do they provide training in setting up a production unit, or in how to 
obtain credit •. For the few who do manage to find work, whether on a piece 
basis or in eaployaent, long hours and sub-ainiaua wases are the nora. 
neanwhile, Zambian governaental policy has paid little attention woaen's main 
occupation: agricultural production. A further oaission is lack of 
recognition of the increased burden placed.upon woaen. Ironically, incoae-
1enerating scheaea, designed to reduce voaen's drudgery by generating cash 
with which to buy goods and services they foraerly produced, have increased 
the drudgery by adding the incoae-generation labour to traditional subsistence 
tasks. The ••II'• earnings froa craft. production are rarely adequate to 
purchase expensive food and services -- usually fro• aen -- in the aarket 
place (see also Ventura-Dias, 1985: 202-205>. 

lhe Woaen in Nigeria <WIN> organization conf iras this experience in 
uncoaproaising language; while providing a poignant. description of the working 
conditions that follow logically fro• the proaotion of incoae-generating 
schemes. 

Eaployaent in hoae-based indust~ies has for woaen the 'advantage' that 
they can earn soae money while carrying on their household activities. 
This, however, is.a dubious blessing, for the ability to cater to their 
children and faaily needs .is outweighed by their l~ck of mobi.lity and 
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independence from men and the fact that they have to work in isolation 
from other women and thus are less able (compared to aarket wo•en> to 
organize around the conditions of their work. Like aarket woaen, those 
eaployed in cottage industry provide for low cost, labor-intensive goods 
and services that are essential for the reproduction of the urban 
proletariat. Yet (as a survey conducted in Kano has indicated) often 
their earnings do not •atch the ainiaua vage and they are always by far 
inferior to those of men employed in coaparative work in the 'inforaal 
sector' (e.g •. mechanics, leather workers, construction workers, etc.>. 
Like the traders., women who work in cottage industry suffer froa the 
absence of any form of social security and social services. But they 
suffer more from the dilapidated housins conditions and restricted space 
which are typical of Nigerian workers quarters, for they aust spend all 
their time in the house and the little space available is further reduced 
by the presence of both their equipaent (e.g. a sewing machine) and the 
materials and products they must store. Further, being hoae all day 
means that the double Job is continually iapinging on every ainute of the 
day <WIN, 1985~ 47-48>. . 

Issue 5. Women as 'welfare' subjects 

Implicit in all four of the above issues, as well as the issue of 
~onceptualizing health probleas treated extensively in Chapter 2, is the 
conceptualization of women as a 'welfare'. problem, to be tarre.ted by 
development projects. The statement about woaen as "a special group of people" 
by the Nigerian geographer, cited above, epitomizes this conceptualization. 
Income generation schemes, as projects to 'give women something to do', 
participate in this view of women as well. The view is an outcome of the 
application of the liberal approach to development policy, whereby 
individuals, or 1roups seen aerely as a11regates of individuals, become the 
obJects of 'projects'. Participants in the important 1984 workshop in 
Tanzania on "Resources, Power and Woaen" <ILO, 1985>, in criticizing the 
'proJect approach', identified women's incoae 1eneratin1 proJects as a aaJor 
contributor to the categorization of voaen's issues as •welfare' issues. •the 
orientation of woaen's incoae generating projects should be changed from· 
welfare to developaent. They should be based on voaen's aain econoaic 
activities and should be econoaically viable and profitable" (6-7. See also 
the lengthy quotation in· section C, chapter 2 froa this workshop>. Tinker 
Cl981: 78-79> supports such a change of orientation: 

There is a tendency to overload voaen's projects with welfare concerns: 
health, education, faaily plannin1. These often take precedence, and 
sink the enterprise. As self-sufficiency is preferable.to dependency, so 
econoaic activities should be given priority over welfare pro1raas. 
Reco1aizing the econoaic role of voaen is the startin1 point. 

While much of the WID effort of the past ten years has had as an overt 
purpose the treatment of woaen as active a1enta rather than passive reci.pients 
of development, the aim has not materialized in a substantial shift away froa 
the perspective. This is not surprising, given the lack of reco1nition within 
the liberal framework that individual a1ency is a potential that can only be 
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actualized through collective act.ion, and hence collective act.ion is the 
necessary subJect. of research and policy. 

a1 contrast., t.hediscussion above of bias in policy-aaking and policy 
implementation revealed both an ideological and a structural barrier to 
considering woaen differently. St.audt's 11985b) study deaonst.rates this dual 
barrier clearly. Regarding the ideological barrier, it. is hard to consider 
woaen as other than obJect.s when they are excluded, by reticence on the part. 
of extension workers and planners, fro• decision-aaking and fro• receiving 
instruct.ion in new technology. Re1arding the structural barrier, given that. 
woaen are absent. froa the foraal institutions that channel policy and 
inforaat.ion, there is an organizational construct.ion of woaen as 'other', 
standin1 apart from lhe development. planning process. But the 
conceptualization of woaen as 'other', so deeply a part of western 
philosophical tradition, has not characterized African philosophy in the past. 
The way in which woaen have becoae marginalized conceptually, in accompaniaent. 
wilh the undermining of their traditional authority and autonomy, is t.he 
subJect. of sect.ion C, below. 

C. Technology T.ransfer and the Decline of Woaen 's Power <Issues 6-9) 

Unequal access to development. resources (issue 6>; loss of legal right.a 
and poli t.ical power Ussue 7>; disrupt.ion of gender relations Ussue 8>; and 
the intensification of women's labour Cissue 9> aust all be seen in the 
cont.ex~ of lhe complex array of political and economic transformations that. 
have taken place over the past one hundred years. Each of the case studies 
that follov document aost or all of these issues bearing on technology 
transfer, although they do not usually provide an analysis of the political 
economy cont.ext.. It. is important to note that., in talking about. the decline 
of women's power, we are talking abou.t the distortion of gender relations in 
such a way that. men too suffer in the long run from the profound disrupt.ions 
to family and coaaunit.y life, even though they appear to be the beneficiaries 
in petty ways of woaen's extra labour, and of western ideology about aale 
dominance. 

In lookin1 at the dialectical relationship between technology transfer 
and social process, we aust aake a distinct.ion between on the one hand lar1e 
scale proJects, desi1aed to develop an entire co .. unit.y or ·region, or t.o 
introduce econoaies of scale in product.ion of agricultural coaaodities, and on 
lhe other hand proJects or pro1raaaes designed to influence product.ion and 
transforaat.ion work on an individual or household basis. ltany of t.he fact.ors 
iapingin1 upon the individual and household have been reviewed in the survey 
above of the five issues pertaining to the politics of technology and gender. 
As well, aany of the social and economic phenoaena docuaented by the 
researchers assessing the large scale development scheaes are characteristic 
of small scale technology transfer processes -- as Slaudt.'s C198Sb> study of 
a1ricult.ural extension servJces in Western Kenya, reviewed above, so clearly. 
demonstrates. This section will therefore focus on lar1e scale projects, in 
order to develop t.hrou1h the cases an understanding of t.he complexity of the 
issues pertaining to the decline of women's power. Two large scale projects 
are considered: one in Kenya, and one in Nigeria. Bot.h have been thoroughly 
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assessed in terms of the interrelationship between technology transfer, gender 
and couunity. 

The nwea Rice Irrigation Sche•e in Kenya 

The case of Gambian women's loss of control of rice production has 
already been cited. The Hvea ache•• in Central Province, Kenya, which 
introduced commercial rice cultivation in an area not traditionally producin1 
this crop, exempllfiea the range of probleu generated for woaen, for gender 
relations and for peasant econo•y in general Caee Hanger and ftorris, 1973; and 
Wisner, 1982. Levis, 1984: 1'81-182; and Agarwal, 1985: 102-105 give synopses 
·on the scheme>. Designed to fulfil both a social and an economic purpose: the 
settlement of landless peasants," and the production of a valuable cereal 
crop for the Kenyan •arket, the ache•• has been touted as a develop•ent 
success story by some development policy askers. There are over 3000 titled 
tenant.a plus their families, working family plots of 1.6 hectares in size, on 
a settlement vhere surface irrigation is provided. In 1982, the scheme was 
still shoving a profit, and incomes were on the whole higher than expected. 

Robert Chambers, one of East Africa's foremost researchers on and 
planners for rural develop•ent, who has studied ftwea since its inception in 
the mid-1960s, points rather scathingly to Hwea as a showpiece of the Mrural 
development tourism" circuit C1983: 16). 12 

Those concerned with rural development and with rural research become 
linked to networks of urban~rural contacts. They are then pointed to 
those rural places where it is known that something ta being done --
where money is being spent, staff are stationed, a project is in hand. 
ninistries, departments, district staff, and voluntary agencies all ,pay 
special attention to proJecta and channel visitors towards thea. Contact 
and learning are then with tiny atypical islands of activity which 
attract repeated and autually reinforcing attention. ProJect bias is 
•ost aarked with the showpiece: the nicely groomed pet project or aodel . 
village, specially staffed and supported, with well briefed members who 
know what to say •••• Such projects provide a quick and simple reflex to 
solve the problea of what to do with visitors or senior staff on 
inspection. Once a1ain, they direct attention away from the poorer 
people. 

'' Thousands of Kikuyu were dispossessed of their land by British 
settlers in the colonial era. See fturiuki (1974> for an excellent 
history of the Kikuyu, and Brett C1974> for a succinct account of 
the process of dispossession. 

1 • Of his own research involvement in nwea, Chaabers says the following 
in a footnote: "nea culpa. In the 1960s so .. ny of us students and 
other researchers were attracted to work on the (well-documented, 
well-organised and vell-knovn) Hvea lrri1ation Settlement in Kenya 
that faraers complained about interview saturation" C26-27, n.7>. 
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But what of this showcase of developaent? Fortunately, the obsessive 
attention identified by Chambers has yielded a body of empirical aat.erial 

· which feminist scholars have been able to interpret in order to generate a 
· concrete illustration of the negative i•pact upon woaen and upon 1ender 
relations of such scheaes. The following account builds upon the fe•iniat 
analyses of Agarwal (1985> and Levis <1980, which theuelves synthesize the 
primary studies. 

The aia of the scheae was cultivation of rice both as a food and a cash 
crop, in order to raise household-incoM. The settlers had co•e fro• a 
farming syste• where unirri-gated crops such as uize and beans were- 1rovn on 
vo•en's plots for consu•ption, while coffee was grown on aens' plots (with 
women vorkin1 on the crops to produce a cash inco•e for •en). As •any studies 
of the Kikuyu (the do•inant ethnic group of the re1ion) show~ production on 
woaen's food plots was sufficient for occasional sale of surplus, as well as 
for subsistence (see Sta•p, 1986 for an overview). At "wea, in that. •en did 
not like to eat rice, voaen were required to 1row the customary food crops. 
But the plots allocated for non-rice production were saall and .. rginal in 
quality, and hence could not feed the_ fa•ily (plots for subsistence were not 
initially desi1ned into the project>. Further, wo•en were required t.o work on 
their husbands' rice plots (aen being the official tenants, while 'their 
faailies' once again were conceptually relegated to an ancillary status and 
role>. Woaen's workload was thus substantially increased over that of 
customary agricultural production, especially at. harvest tiae. As is typical 
for Africa in the past and today, wo•en spent longer hours in production than 
men. 

With regard to control over their labour, woaen traditionally were in 
charge of the allocation of their own tiae, within the bounds of custoaary 
responsibilities, whose designation was the prerogative of the corporate kin 
group as a whole (i.e. the lineage), and not the individual husband. In the 
scheme, however, the labour of wives and children was entirely under the 
control of husbands, while aen had coaplete claia to the incoae fro• the 
paddies. Woaen were paid by their husbands with rice, the aaount varyin1 
arbitrarily. llo•en would then be required to sell the rice on the black 
market, circu•ventin1 the rule that all rice be sold to the National 
lrri1ation Board, in order to buy custoaary foodatuffa and other household 
goods. The proceeds froa the rice was rarely adequate to cover household 
expenses, however. An additional problea was that firewood was no longer a 
free co-odity to be gathered, but had to be purchased by the woaen (or aoney 
begged fro• husbands to cover the expense>. The wood was of an inferior kind, 
requiring aore constant attention to the fire than custourily. lronically, 
if men hired labour to work the paddies, voaen's work burden was increased yet 
again, as they had to cook for the labourers. 

Hence, on the one hand, woaen found theaselves workin1 harder, with •uch 
less independence and control over their use of ti•e, and, on the other 
hand, there was a marked decrease in their subsistence output, their 
access to .and control over cash incoae, 'and their say in decisions 
concerning the fa•ily. Not surprisingly, cases of wo•en deserting thei.r 
husbands and returning to the old settlements were not infrequent 
<Agarwal, 1985: 104>. 
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The loss of voaen's power and autonomy chronicled here is backed up by 
the law of the land, given that the contract between the National Irri1ation 
Board and each household is legally drawn up with the aale head of household. 
As the sole leaal tenant, the husband thus receives the full payment for rice 
sold to the Board. Further, in that women have no le1al status vis-;et.he 
family's productive land <this applies to non-scheae areas as well, where aale 
heads of household have been registered as sole land owners), they have no 
collateral with which to obtain credit, in order to buy inputs to enhance 
production. See Newman <1981: 125-129) on land policy in settler colonies 
such as Kenya, South Africa and Zimbabwe, where African land was aassively 
alienated. The land reaainina to Africans in reserves suffered a aajor 
transformation in land tenure law, to the disadvantage of the co .. unily, which 
could no longer plan its use on a rational villaae basis. Women in particular 
lost out: see the discussion in section 4(a), chapter 5 on women's use riahts 
in property and resources collectively owned by the couunity, and the Luo 
case study on land refora in chapter 4. 

The subversion of voaen's position is linked to a decline in the 
wellbeing of the faaily, according to several iaportant indices. Although 
water is plentiful, il is badly polluted. The studies do not aention the 
heal th iaplicat.ions, but one 118'1 speculate as to the likelihoocf of a serious 
bilharzia Cschistosoaiasis> problea in the scheae, as well as the infant 
diarrheal diseases associated with contaminated formula. Studies do reveal a 
decline in nutrition between 1966 and 1976, and recently, more than one third 
of children between one and five years old were found to be less than 80 
percent of noraal weight for their a1es <Levis: 1984: 181). The voaen are 
clear about the problem: on the one hand, they do not have the means to . 
produce for their faailies and are thus heavily dependent on coamodities, but 
on the other hand they do not. have enough cash to fulfill their 
responsibilities to their families. With this loss of ability to fulfill 
their custoaary role, they have lost self-respect. One can thus argue that 
vo•en and faaUies subsidize economically, socially and with their health, the 
•onocropping of rice on the Kwea scheae. 

Levis auaaarizea the Kvea experience as 

prototypical of an extractive aode of developaent. It appears to 
encapsulate the colonial econoay both in the role assigned to voaen and 
in :the aanner '-aale profits are dictated by official rat.her than by aarke.t 
forces. Its design precludes the diversification of productive 
activities aaong both aen and vo•en -- a precondition for the developaent 
of a regional econoay responsive to the co .. unities' perceived wants. 
Such scheaes are predicated on a given level of profit in a g.iven fora, 
obtained through a hierarchy of state, sche•e aanageaent, and aale 
household heads: women's labor is assuaed to be an asset of the aale head 
of household <182 >. '~ 

An interestina question, which is beyond the scope of .this study, is 
the problem of availability of rice in the Kenyan marketplace, and 
the iapact of cereals dumping by western nations upon African 
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What neither Lewis nor Agarwal mention is what else is precluded by the design 
of t.he scheme: the continuation of vi lla1e-based decision-aaking structures . 
including both women and aen; and the con.tinuation of voaen 's traditional 
patterns of association for social as well as econoaic cooperation. It was 
these associations that, in the past, provided women with a counterbalancing 
measure of power, and ensured that village decision-aaking was balanced in 
favour of all the coaaunity's aeabers. 

The .Kano River Irrigation ProJect in Nigeria 

Cecile Jackson conducted an extensive study of Hausa woaen in Northern 
Nigeria-between 1976 and 1978, and has produced an iaportant aonograph on the 
Kano River Irrigation Project (1985>. As well, she has.studied·the seeaingly 
unlikely phenomenon of a "uslia women's strike, held by Hausa .woaen in 1977 
(1978>. Her assessment of the proJect's impact upon voaen confir11S the 
insights documented above, as well as deaonstrating women's ability to engage 
in collect.ive resistance to the subversion of their power. In the latter, her 
work goes beyond the understanding gleaned froa the Mvea experience, and in 
that measure represents a synthesis of poll ti cal econoay insi1hts and WID 
concerns called for in chapter 5. Althou1h she does not investigate Hausa 
gender relations in depth; her study is thua an exaaple of the direction that 
WID work should be taking. It should be noted that the Hausa woaen have been 
on the one hand at a greater advantage econoaically than t.he Kenyan woaen in 
the ttvea scheme, given the farmer's traditional participation in the market 
economy. On the other hand the Hausa women are at a relative disadvantage 

· socially, 1iven the predominance of Islaa and its associated practice of 
seclusion of women. 

A large sea.le irrigation project of 120,000 acres was established 50 
kilometers south of Kano city in 1971. The Kano River Project (KRP> was 
designed to increase agricultural productivity. In the way that rice was the 
innovative monocrop for which "wea was constructed, wheat for urban bread 
supplies was the intended crop of the KRP (although toaatoes were also planned 
for>. The decision was made not to purchase the land and turn the peasants 
into tenants, a process of appropriation that would have been difficult given 
the high population density (463 per square aile), the coaplexity of land 
tenure arrangaaents, and the inevitable resistance of the peasantry. The 
governaent instead registered individual titles t.o land, installed the 
infrastructure of canals for irrigation, and then exchanged the individual 

countries. During a research viait in 1981, I found rice to be 
extreaely scarce, in spite of record yields at "wea. Ruaours 
circulated that the five truckloads of the Board's rice had been 
hiJacked across Kenya's borders into several neighbouring countries 
-- a black aarket activity substant.ially beyond the petty 
Infractions of "wea_wlves. I sav local rice on sale in country 
markets not. far froa the scheme at seven shillings (about. one 
dollar.> per cup; at the same time, laported U.S. parboiled <'Uncle 

.Ben's'.> rice was on sale in an elite Nakuru supermarket for nine 
shillings a kilo lea~ than a quarter _the price. 
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owner's non-irrigated land with equivalent irrigated land nearby. Usually, 
faraers had the saae neighbours. Credit was provided by the scheme for the 
fl.rat two years; thereafter, the faraer was expected to have generated enough 
capital to sustain the new technology required for irrigated aariculture. 
ttanageaent was supposed to level the land, and provide fertilizer, seeds and 

·water at cost. The crop was to be aarketed throu1h the local trading network. 

The stated objectives of the KRP were •to increase food supply, to 
provide eaployaent opportunities, and to iaprove the standard of living" 
C1985: xiii>. But exaaination of the proJect docuaents led Jackson to the 
conclusion that there were iaplicit goals to the proJect as well •• These were 
siailar to the aias of the "wea scheae: to convert subsistence faraers into 
producers for the aarket. In spite of the aassive chan1e envisaged, ·u. was 
also hoped that the social fabric would not be fundaaentally changed, that 
inequalities between irrigators and nonirrigators would not develop, that new 
skills would be acquired, and that outaigration would be ste-ed. ?be scheae 
was predicated on the assuaption that the local population would aove froa 
isolated and dispersed farastead types of settleaent to nucleated villages 
provided with services" (1985: xiii>. 

Jackson found that the .goals of the proJect were not reached in several 
iaportant respects, and that, aoreover, there were serious consequences both 
for local production and nutrition·, for woaen 's econoaic power and for gender 
relations. The KRP scheme caused a loss of traditional crops: sorghua; tree 
products such as dates, baobab products and locust beans Caent.ioned in chapter 
2 as an important weaning food>; ve1etables and other food produced under the 
traditional river-side shaduf flood irrigation system Cthis systea was wiped 
out by the construction of the Tisa Daa). 14 Further, the traditional 
symbiosis between the agricultural Hausa and the noaadic Fulani -- a 
relationship particularly beneficial to woaen -- was underained. Project 
organizers considered the wandering herds of Fulani cattle a problem and so 
designed the scheae to prevent the Fulani fro• passing throu1h. Thus, a vital 
food for both groups, fura Caillet paste balls> could no longer be aade and 
eaten at the midday meal, because Fulani women could no longer sell Hausa 
woaen the ailk to aake the nutritious snack. tleanwhile, there were unrealized 
plans to produce fresh ailk for Kano and the region froa iaported dairy 
cattle. •this is an example of the planners' blindness to the food needs of 
the local population and t.o the entrepreneurial contribution of woaen• <24). 

Another exaaple of such blindness related to small livestock. In spite 
of the proJect's stated obJective to iaprove the standard of livina, and the 
traditional iaportaace of poultry, controlled by voaen, to faaily nutrition, 
the proJect banned household poultry-keeping. In the face of drastic 
constraints on this practice and the lack of any support in the fora of 

Lost production downstream of the new daa due to the cessation of 
floodin1 was estimated at •67 percent for rice, 33 percent for 
cotton, 100 percent for wheat; 90 percent for residual aoisture 
vegetables, 75 percent for shaduf-grown vegetables, 90 percent for 
tobacco, and 75 percent for calabashes" C1985: 23> •. 
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. technological know-how, the. women nevertheless persevered in raising domestic 
animals, which continued as an iapo~tant food source. 

Overall, the intention was that wet-season faraing would aeet the local 
food needs, while all dry-season farming would be surplus. After six years of 
the project's operation, however, risin1 food deficits were being recorded in 
the region, along with a decline in the availability of sorghua, aillet, beans 
and cassava. Nevertheless, on the proJect. farllS theaselves, faailies were 
able to benefit. froa the toaatoes and rice grown thanks to the 
entrepreneurship of the proJect woaen. 

It can be seen froa the above that the local political econoay was 
dramatically changed by the KRP. The decline in the region's food self-

. sufficiency was, part of a transforaation whereby: · 

The range of choices availabl_e to the farmer has been reduced, as to what 
to grow and how to grow it•· · He, has become dependent on the KRP 
aanageaent for inputs to irrigated agriculture, certain land has acquired 
a relatively high value, there is progressively aore renting of land and 
so on. Although the area has been integrated into a market econoay for 
aany years there is little doubt that the KRP has accelerated certain 
trends and initiated other whereby the region is becoaing further and 
further integrated into the world capitalist. systea •••• 

What this greater dependence on the state and upon the wider econoaic 
systea meant for women is southing it would be hard to tera 'developunt'. 

For farmers wives generally, 18 the KRP has aeant increasing seclusion and 
their progressive withdrawal fro• aost agricultural tasks -- with the 
except.ion of wheat harvesting. However, the specific way in which women 
have experienced this irrigat.ion.scheae depends on a variety of fact.ors; 
age is an import.ant. one, for older non-secluded woaen have found a 
variety of wage labouring opportunities now available t.o t.hea <1978: 22-
23>. 1 • . 

•• 

•• 

I disa1ree with Jackson's uae of the t.era 'faraer's wife' which 
iaplies once again that woaen are ancillary to farm product.ion. The 
loaical absurdity of talking about 'fara husbands' aakes ay point • 

ftany studies have shown (for exaaple, Cohen, 1969; Callaway, 1984) 
that in African ftualia societies, a substantial increase in aen 's 
incoae, as was the cas, with the wheat crop returns in the KRP, · 
leads to a power iabalance in the sex-gender system that is 
manifested in, and reinforced by purdah <shulle in Hausa). In other 
words, increased productivity is very often linked in an equation 
with increased control of woaen. Woaen who foraerly worked out.side 
their coapounds are secluded once their husbands becoae wealthy. · It 
is iaportant to note, as Cohen does, that. it is a aark of status~· ... 
rather than a .sudden access of piety, which leads aen to desire that 
their women be secluded. The point, of course, is that. religious 
ideology responds flexibly to political and econoaic conditions. 

• 

• 
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Within the seclusion of their homesteads, woaen indeed showed insenuity 
in converUns aspects of the project desisn to their own use while receivins 
no technolosical input. The dryins and selling of toaatoes, as well as the 
poultry aanageaen.t aenUoned above, are exaaples. Woaen were able to senerate 
aeasre· income, as well as some food for the family, fro• such activities in 
this restricted context; i.e. they had a aeasure of econoaic security, if 
little autonoay, within it. For older woaen, less constrained by rules of 
seclusion, a solution was found to the worsenins sender relations, whereby 
aale heads of households increasingly controlled woaen's farm labour' and 
income. ·This solution was the large scale aoveaent to low-paid asricultural 
eaployment <at one seventh the dally vase of .. n). The voaen were hired by 
the multinational coapany growing vegetables for the European winter .. rket 
<Jackson, 1978: 22-23 and passim). The explanations for this aeeaingly 
irrational pattern, are coaplex, and are explored in the context of Kenya in 
chapter 4 below. 17 Briefly, Jackson argues that working for the coapany 
provided women with auch aore autonoay than working for "husbands or brothers 
or aale kin of any sort" <1978: 23), whoa they would find it iapossible to 
defy. 

The authority of men over their wives in the household, which la not 
altogether a product of lslaa, provides a aodel for the agricultural vork 
relations, such as in the wheat harvest, apd this makes rebellion by the 
women workers a much aore difficult aatter. In this sense we can see 
again how the household is part of the reproduction of structures of 
doainatfon for it is only when operaUns outside of kin, aarriase and 
village connections that woaen were able to protest asainst their 
exploitation Cin the strike against the bean-growing aultinational --
1978: 24-25]. And paradoxically it is also the household that enab!es 
the• to aake this challenge for aarriase can give woaen tactical ~ 
mobility. For women, the household allows some aaterial independence but 
also entails ideological oppression •••• Unsurprisingly~ given the value 
Hausa women place on independence, the vase they are prepared to work for 
is very low. Wage labour, indeed feaale production 1enerail1; seems to 
be motivated not by the desire to accuaulate, nor by the need to 
reproduce, nor by the need for subsistence, nor by the deaands of the 
state but by the quest for autonomy fl 9.79: 33, 36 > • 

The conclusion Jackson draws is that the KRP created no incentive to 
Hausa trading voaen to aake investments in production within the household, 
and aade no link between voaen's entrepreneurial activities and the project's 
goals for agricultural production. The complete neslect of woaen's concerns 
simpl1 confiraed for the nusli• voaen that their best interests lay in 

I 'P 

Jackson reports that even when woaen's labour was required in the 
KRP wheat fields, informants would refuse to acknowledge that they 
ensaged in this work. 

Working for a company or a plantation for a pittance, rather than 
upon the family land, is a pattern I identified in my research on 
Kikuyu women in Kiambu, Ken)'a (see Stamp, 1975-1976; 1986>. 
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removing theaselves as much as possible from the household economy, while 
creating a separate woaen's world into which to place their energies and 
generate independent .resources -- however meagre -- with which to endow their 
daughters <1985: 57>. Clearly, a vital resource for the comaunity -- woaen's 
energy and initiative -- was diverted from it, and rendered far less of a 
contribution to local self-sufficiency than it might have been had the impact 
of the scheae on the sex-gender systea been taken into account.i• 

D. Women as Decision-"akers in Technology Transfer: The Iaportance of 
·women's Grassroots Organizations <Issue 10) 

In practically every study that has considered woaen's decision-making 
role within African communities, women's organizations have been ident.ified- as 
central to the authority they wield. While co-wives in a polygynous marriage 
had some collective say within the context of the marital economy, it was 
village-based groups, organized by age or by voluntary membership, that 
provided women with power that counterbalanced men's dominant position <see 
the case studies in chapter 4 for references to this Uterature). 

Yet in development literature and policy, and in much of .the VID material 
as well, women's organizations have suffered fro• the saae 'target group' 
approach criticized earlier. With little analysis 1how, when and where women 
have formed their own groups; developaent researchers and planners had no 
awareness of the importance of distinguishing between types of groups, 
particularly between ·those generated fro• within the co .. unity's own custoas 
and needs, and those imposed from outside. Thus it was possible for the 1976 
USAID-sponsored survey of women in rural development <"ickelwait, Riegelman 
and Sweet, 1976: xiii-xv) to conclude that in many situations, "nev woaen's 
associations, backed by educated urban voaen, aight serve as a non-aale-
threatenin·s agent for overcoming societal restrictions to an enlargement of 
women's roles." 

This is precisely the approach taken by many agencies and governments, so 
that there is now the comaon phenomenon in African countries of nationally 
sponsored voaen's organizations (such as "•endelao ya Wanavake -- 'Progress of 
Woaen' in Kenya) which serve.as a safe showcase of governaent's formal 
co .. itaent to voaen's interests,_ while allowing the co-optation of national 
feainist efforts and ideolog7. In aost cases, the organizations are deepl7 
divided between the elite voaen vho run thea, and the alienated iocal women 
whose interests are not served b1 thea <see Wipper, C1975l1976l for an 
analysis of this problea in tlaendelao ya Wanavake. The situation has not 

.,. Another excellent case study, that advances feainist political 
econoa7 understanding of the impact of developaent schemes upon aex-
gender systeas, is Anna Conti's "Capitalist Organization of 
Production Through Non-Capitalist Relations: Voaen's Role in a Pilot 
Resettlement in Upper Volta" (1979>. An important part of her 
analysis, which is confirmed by the conclusions reached in the next 
chapter, is her exploration of the way in which traditional gende_r 
relations are recruited into the service of intensive co-odit1 
product! on. 
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changed since the tiae of her study, as the 1986 scandal over the embezzle•ent 
of the organization's funds by part.of the leadership reveals>. 

Because they have remained invisible, the indigenous groups have not been · 
identified as an institution to be protected and enhanced by developaent 
efforts. As a consequence, woaen frequently lose, through the introduction of 
new technology to their couunities, the opportunities upon which their social 
activities were based. For example, new water systems such as pumps, in 
removing water collection from wo•en's daily routine, removed an iaportant 
occasion for women to gather and talk while working. While no-one would argue 
that women should go back to collecting water from polluted rivers, the loss 
of this social tiae needs to be recognized as a serious setback for voaen's 
abilities to network, and hence for their ability to sustain the social and 
economic life of the community. 

Another aspect of developaent efforts that has underained woaen's 1roups 
is the widespread. shift to cash cropping, with the attendant shift of 
producti.on returns from woaen 's control to aen 's control. An interestin1 
study of attitudes to work in a Nigerian city by a Kenyan scholar CWa KaranJa, 
1981> revealed that almost all men and woaen believed that both husbands~and 
wives should keep separate bank accounts to aaintain aarital haraony. The 
women believed that the separate accounts were necessary because of the 
different spending patterns of aen and voaen <1981: 57-59>. Wa KaranJa's 
findings reveal a continuity from the past to the present, in the division of 
economic responsibility between men an women. Contemporary women use their 
income to fulfill their responsibility as primary contributors to the faaiiy's 
wellbeing, in the way that in the past they shouldered the responsibility for 
product.ion of food and maintenance of family heal th. Studies on woaen 's 
groups (see chapter 4 below> reveal that the aaJor channel for resources, in 
the past or present, whether cash or produce, was through women's groups. The 
village welfare and production system was in large part maintained -- and in 
many cases is still mainlained -- through s1stems of fees and pooled resources 
circulating among women. 

The loss of control over the product of their labour has seriousl)' 
undermined women's ability to fulfill these responsibilities. Further, once 
out of their hands, the returns from their efforts no longer 10 to the 
sustenance of their faailies in aany cases. When aen appropriate the cash 
returns fro• voaen's vork once coaaodit)' production or new technology is 
introduced <as in the case of the h1draulic oil-palm presses, cited under 
issue 3 above, and as ftuntellba deaonstrates in the stud)' su .. arized in chapter 
4), they treat this incoae as legitiaately falling within the doaain of their 
own expenditure patterns. One exaaple of this, personally encountered in 
Saaburu District, Kenya, in .1973, vas the case of a husband of four vives who 
banked the earnings from his vive's industrious production of beadwork for 
tourists, and with the aoney paid the bridevealth for a fifth wife, fifty 
)'ears his Junior. The other wives coaplained bitterly that the stock of 
cattle supporting the polygynous faail)' was inadequate lo support another wife 
and her children, and that their husband was satisfying his vanity rather than 
the needs of the family. 
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Given that the former relation between women's productive capacity and 
their capacity to care for their faailies has been broken, by the diversion of 
a significant proportion of their econo•ic return to the aale econoaic do .. in, 
women's 1roups have lost the secure econoaic basis for their activities. It. 
is not surprising, therefore, that women prefer to work outside the family 
network for a saall wa1e which they aay control, rather than labour on the 
more productive enterprise of cash crop cultivation on faaily land. In this 
regard, I disagree slightly with Jackson's conclusions, cited a~ove, where she 
ar1ues that there is only a political, and not an econoaic rationality to 
women's wage labour outside the family fara. 

In spite of its lack of historical analysis of woaen's 1roups, the WID 
literature has identified some important priorities regardin1 the group 
participation of woaen in development. The 1984 workshop in Tanzania on 
nResources, Power and Women" CILO, 1985> was particularly forceful on this 
topic. In particular, participants stressed the necessity of moving beyond 
the castigation of developaent efforts for the·ir negative iapact on wo•en, lo 
a focus on those special projects that, by 1enuine develop•enl criteria, did 
succeed •. Only through a careful analysis of such successes, in contrast lo 
poorly thou1ht-out projects, would planners be able to 1enerate the basis for 
more consistent success in future. 

The purpose of the workshop was to exchange infor•ation and views on 
successful ·and innovative projects for rural wo•en, to draw lessons frolil 
successful experiences, and to strengthen ongoin1 projects and stimulate 
the initiation of new ones ••••• Woaen's issues are central and not 
peripheral to development. The struggle for equality is not a stru11le 
between women and men -- it is a struggle to chan1e social structures and 
attitudes (!LO, 1985>. 

Two projects in Sierra Leone deemed 'successful' by their desi1ners and the 
government were presented to the workshop <by Filo•ina Steady -- ILO, 1985: 
13>, and the comparison bet.ween them provided a useful lesson regarding 
women's organizations and development. The first proJect, co-sponsored by the 
Federal Republic of Germany and the Sierra Leone government., introduced new 
f ish-saoking technology to Toabo, a fishing village, with the aim of iaprovini 
the returns to fishin1 as an artisanal activit7. The proJecl, through the new 
technolo1y as vell as batter storage facilities, aada it possible for women, 
who traditionall7 processed fish for sale, to raise their productivity and to 
control fish prices. To control the supply of fish, and circumvent the 
necessity of buying fish from aen, some woaen purchased their own boats. 
While the project had aany successful ele .. nts, there were serious questions 
as to the sustainability of voaen's self-sufficiency in the fish processin1 
business. The need for foreign exchan1e to aaintain the iaported lechnolo1y; 
the dependence on foreign experts; and the purely profit-asking purpose of the 
scheme, meant a greater dependenc7 than before for women upon elements beyond 
their con.trol. By feminist and 1rassroots definitions of developaent, 
therefore, the project was not. successful. 

By contrast, the second proJecl was a self-help effort. In 1977 the 
Gloucester Developaent Association Project was founded to proaote village 
development.. It did this by encoura1in1 improved farmi~g methods, providing 
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aarket stalls for the sale of produce, creating day care centres and adult 
education schemes, and developing a system of bulk food purchase. Its 
operating budget was a minuscule 500 leones per annua (compared to the 900,000 
leone cost of the six year fish-sacking project>. Steady reported that "its 
achievements are significant, self-sustaining and replicable." 

Scattered through the literature are si•ilar success stories. The corn 
mill societies in Cameroon have already been aenUoned in section 8.1. above 
<see Nipper, 1984: 75-76>. On the basis of fifteen •ills loaned to villa1es 
in the 1950s, corn aills societies were foraed, aeabers payin1 a aonthly fee 
to use the mill. After one year, thirty villa1es had paid off their loans and 
aore mills were bou1ht. Eventually, there were 200 societies with a 
membership of 18,000. As is often the case when voaen form associations for a 
specific purpose, the associations soon expanded their concerns fro• food 
processing to other issues typically of concern to African villa1e woaen 
<Keyi, 1986). Wipper (1984: 75-76> suaaarizes the Caaeroonian villa1e 
experience: 

From the social gatherings that took place around the corn aills caae the 
idea of holding classes in cooking, soap-making, .child care, hy1iene, and 
nutrition. The women then set about asking bricks and cuttin1 baaboo in 
order lo construct a aeeting hall. As the societies' strength increased, 
the women began to handle long-standing problell!I. They bought barbed 
wire on loan and put up f.ences to protect their gardens from stray 
cattle. The loan was repaid by putting.more land under cultivation. 
Department. of Agriculture assistants introduced a new and better strain 
of corn, which yielded an abundant harvest. The women began to 
understand the need for contour farming. Poultry schemes were be1un, 
village plots reforested, and water storage facilities built.. The 
societies' most. aabi Uous scheme was the establishment of a cooperative 
store to allow women to import articles unavailable locally. Five 
thousand women raised the initial capital and several stores were soon in 
operation. 

Even in conditions of deep iapoverishaent, woaen are able to create 
collectively the aeans for iaproving their co .. unity's wellbeing. Chege 
Cl986) reports the aanner in which woaen in a Nairobi slum foraed a co .. unal 
food production group, the ftukuru-Kaiyaba Voaen's Group, to far• a 10-acre 
piece of waste land owned by the Kenya Railways, that was adjacent to their 
shanty village. Organized along the well-structured lines of traditional 
Kikuyu voaen's groups <labour contribution and sharing of returns are 
carefully regulated -- see the ftitero case study in chapter 4>, the group grev 
aaize, beans and vegetables. The group's purpose extended beyond collective 
cultivation, however. 

The women sell the food they grow to get income for the group and to plan 
for other projects. As well, each aeaber get.a a portion of the food for 
her family. A major project they have proposed is the le.Yelling of their 
land next to the Ngong river, so that il can be irrigated. Another is to 
fence in a small dam on the river, and stock it with fish. The Health 
Inspectors from t.he City Council of Nairobi have approved the proposed 
fish project. Once they have raised the funds and fenced the dam, the 
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women plan to rent the daa to fishermen, chargin1 entrance fees CChege, 
1986: 77). 

In spite of growing evidence as to the innovative capacities of Kenya's 
many grassroots woaen's groups, their efforts and abilities have not been 
harnessed to development as they aight be, because once again, the 'welfare 
approach' hampers viewing thea as the progressive force that they are. 
Officials who interact with the 1roups are usually coaaunity developaent 
officers, or hoae econoaics extension workers <Ventura-Dias, 1985: 209-210>. 
If one can identify genuine developaent in Kenyan villa1ea, however, the cause 
may usually be located in the efforts of the villa1e self-help 1roups. 
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CHAPTER 4 

FEMINIST POLITICAL ECONOMY: 
UNDERSTANDING THE TRANSFORMATION 
OF GENDER RELATIONS IN AFRICA 

Although the feminist political econoa1 scholarship has only treated 
technology transfer issues incidentally, as aspects of woaen's loss of power 
and autonomy in village and faaily, the analyses provide the grounding upon 
which an understanding of the phenomena discussed above can be based. In 
particular, the centrality of women's organizations to African coaaunity life 
can be understood in its historical coaplexity. The discussion of feainist 
political economy and the study of African women in Chapter 1, section C., 
lays the groundwork for the analysis that follows. 

In a recent. article on Kikuyu women's self-help groups in Kenya <Staap, 
1986>, based on fieldwork in 1974 and 1981 (since updated·, in 1985) I use the 
experience of the voaen of nitero village in the past and present to develop 
theoretical tools for an understanding of sex-gender systems in precolonial 
Africa, and of the way in which they have been transforaed in colonial and 
post-colonial times. The study draws on a number of feminist political 
economy texts, including non-African material, in the developaent. of its 
theoretical argument. Other political economy studies of gender relations in 
Africa substantiate· many aspects of the empirical findings, and point toward 
the theoretical construct I present. here. The first. part of this chapter thus 
presents the Hiter~ study as a case that exemplifies the feminist political 
economy approach. The second part of the chapter then suaaarises studies by 
two African scholars to substantiate the case for feminist political economy 
and to demonstrate the development of this school of thought within Africa. 
While details about women's organizations differ, and while much more work 
needs to be done on sex-gender syste11&, for example in aatrilineal societies, 
the categories of analysis developed here provide a valid template for the 
consideration of gender relations in other African societies.' 

l The discussion here draws excerpts fro• •Kikuyu Women's Self-Heip 
Groups: Toward an Understanding of the Relation Between Sex-Gender 
System and ftode of Production in Africa," pp. 27-46 in Claire 
Robertson and Iris Berger, eds. Woaen and Class in Africa. "ew 
York: Holaes & Heier, 1986. Some additional aaterial is coabined 
with the published analysis. For a short account of the research 
experience, which was significantly shaped by the group members 

. themselves, see Patricia Stamp and Rebecca NJeri Chege, "Ngwatio: A 
Story of Cooperative Research on African Women,• Canadian Woaan 
Studies/le& cahiers de la feaae 6Cl>: 5-9. 1984. The research on 
Hit.era would not have been possible without the able assistance of 
Rebecca Chege, to whom I owe much gratitude. 
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A. Gender Relations and. Women's Self Help Groups in tlitero, Kenya 

The Kikuyu are a· vigorous, Bantu-speaking ethnic group of over 2 mill.ion 
people that has dominated the Kenyan political economy for much of the 
postindependence period. They inhabit a fertile hilly region of Central 
Kenya. Patrilineal, polygynous and horticultural <that is, tracing descent 
through the male line and practising hoe cultivation of crops) , they were 
typical in many ways of African agricultural societies south of the Sahara. 
Their communally organized political econo•y and their gender relations based 
on bridewealth were shared by most Bantu societies for auch of their history 
<and by many societies belonging to other linguistic groups as well J. 

A society such as the Kikuyu has traditionally been considered 
patriarchal, but an analysis of its gender relations deaonstrates that the 
concept of patriarchy cannot be uncritically applied. A nuaber of feainist 
theorists, seeking to explain what they perceive as the universal domination 
of women by men throughout history, have used the concept of patriarchy to 
designate the gender syst.ea under which all forms of oppression occur. As 
Rubin <1975: 167> states, however, "the tera 'Patriarchy' was introduced to 
distinguish the forces maintaining sexis• fro• other social forces, such as 
capitalism. But the use of 'patriarchy' obscures other distinctions. Its use 
is analogous to using 'capitalis•' to refer to all aodes of production ... 
Rubin argues that "sexual systems have a certain autonomy and cannot be. 
explained in terms of economic forces" U975: 167>. By contrast, "sex-gender 
system" is a neutral, overarching concept. It may be used to classify all 
forms of gender relations, fro• patriarchal and oppressive to egalitarian. 
Patriarchy, then, is one of a number of sex-gender systeas. 

·Focussing on sex-gender system as a sphere of human activity and 
relationships separate from, but. int.iaat.ely linked to, mat.erial product.ion and 
reproduction allows the restoration of gender relations to their rightful 
place at the cent.re of poli t.ical econoay. tlore specifically, such a focus 
contributes to a better understandin1 of the coaplex relations between the 
economic, social and ideological aspect.a of male-fe•ale relations in a society 
such as the Kikuyu, both i.n the precapit.alist era and today. Rubin draws on 
the flawed but useful work .of Claude Levi-Strauss on kinship (1969> to define 
her concept of sex-gender system. Levi-Strauss classified the types of 
'exchange of woaen' that. are integral to hu•n kinship systeu (for exa•ple, 
women exchanged for vo•en, vo•en exchanged for bridewealth, vo•en acco•panied 
by dowry to the groo•'s fa•ilyJ. Rubin suggests that. "the 'exchan1e of women' 
is an initial step toward building an arsenal of concepts with which sexual 
systeu can be described" <Rubin, 1975: 177 >. 

There are problems with L~vi-Strauss's -- and Rubin's -- emphasis on 
exchange, however. Ket.tel (1986: 55> stresses the importance of avoiding a 
view of women as "primordial pawns in the affairs of men," and specifically as 
a form of "capital" cont.rolled by men <as indicated in ·chapter 3, it is 
precisely this view of women as men's assets that. has stymied development 
efforts). Leacock <1981: 234) is .similarly critical oft.he view of women as 
passive objects in the marriage game. She questions the current view that men 
ar.e "t.he un.i versa! exp.loiters of women, albeit at. times gentlemanly 
exploiters, who graciously acknow.ledge women as 'the supreme gift.'," t.o use 
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Levi-Strauss's expression (1969: 65). On the basis of auch ethnographic 
evidence, she makes an assertion that is central to feminist political 
economy: 

The authority structure of egalitarian societies where all individuals 
were equally dependent on a collective larger than the nuclear family was 
one of wide dispersal· of decision making among mature and elder women and 
men, who essentially made decisions -- either singly, in small groups, or 
collectively -- about those activities which it was their socially 
defined responsibility to carry out. Taken together, these constituted 
the "public" life of the group (Leacock: 1981: 24). 

These decisions concerned marriage, among aany other things. Going 
beyond Rubin's idea of woman-exchange then, we can view woaen not as simply -
passive objects in their own exchange, but as active agents participating with 
men to "aake aarriages" <Collier and Rosaldo, 1981: 278>, organizing woaen and 
men into social relations for bi-ological reproduction. 

A categorization of sex-gender systems, then, will examine the different 
ways in which marriage is organized and seek to link them to different J 

patterns of economic and political organization. In turn, arrangeaents ·by 
which women circulate vary and can be correlated with differences in their 
autonomy and authority from one society to another. A number of studies 
confirm Rubin's proposition lhat there are regularities to types of marriage 
exchange by which we can precisely define sex-gender systems. " 

For the purpose of setting out the main features of the brideweal th . .sex-
gender system, a simple comparison will suffice. In a society with reciprocal 
exchange of women between kin groups, such as the Lele of Zaire (Douglas, 
1963; cited in Rubin 1975: 205>, a aan aust have a kinswoman whom he can..,ive 
in marriage in order to get a bride himself. further, each marriage incurs a 
debt. The web of debts and schemes for control of women leaves them little 
latitude for independent action. Where a woaan's family receives bridewealth 
<which the family can use in turn to obtain a bride>, such a web of debts and 
stakin1 rights does not exist. "Each transaction is self-contained" <Rubin, 
1975: 206). But-it places the bride in a network of social ties that 
constrains her action throughout her aarriage. Bridewealth systems vary 
considerably, and soae involve conversion of bridewealth into aale political 
power <see ltackenzie [19861, chapter 5, for a fascinating account of this 
network aaong the Kikuyu>. But always, the fulfillMnt of the aaterial 
contract depends upon a wife's perforaance as a procreator and producer; a 
nuaber of political and econoai.c considerations rest upon her aarriage. 
Conversely, the success of her aarriage depends on the ability and willingness 
of her affinal kin (her relatives by aarriage) to fulfill their obligations to 
her faaily. 

Thus a marriage, rather than being the concrete, once-only expression of 
a debt fulfilled or incurred, is the ongoing manifestation of contractual 
relations among a web of kin -- and a woman's own actions have much to do with 
the furtherance of those relations. As Leacock puts it, "In some-societies, 
women move back and forth as valued people, creating, recreating _and cementing 
networks of reciprocal relations through their aoves, which are recompensed 
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with brideprice" <1981: 241>. The substantial rights of wives to control over 
the mean·s of production and t.o ownership of the product of their labour i'n 
precolonial Africa is an indication of the power of their central position in 
the bridewealth systea. Conversely, the bridewealth .systea may have been 
favoured in those political econoaies where the nature of economic and 
historic opportunity fostered a structure of econoaic participation for woaen 
that allowed the• such control. It. is significant in this regard that the · 
dowry sex-gender system, with its concoaitant poor position for women, is 
associated with the plough societies of Asia, while the bridewealth sex-1ender 
system is associated. with the hoe cultivation socleties of South East Asia, 
Africa so·uth of the Sahara, and other parts ·of the world <Boserup, 1970: 48, 

. 50). z 

The brideweal th sex-gender sys.tam is also correlated with polygyny 
<aarriage of a man to t:wo or aore women>. Contrary to the received truth that 
polygyny always oppresses women, the polygynous household may offer women a 
basis for solidarity and task sharing. At the level of the household, cowives 
coope.rate t() organize production, consumption, and child care. Although 
fric.ti.on between cowives i.s widely reported, uny studies also stress the 
economic and political advantages of polygyny, inciudirig the autonomy aade 
possible by shared responsibility (ftullings, 1976: 254; Obbo 1980: 34-35; 
Boserup 1970: 43).3 · 

Further, in societies with the bridewealt.h sex-gender system, there are 
often organizations that express woaen's power at the political level, such as 
the women's age grade organizations of the kikuyu, 4 or the market trading 
organizations of Ibo women in eighteenth century Onitsha, Nigeria <Sacks, 
1982: 3>. Thus, whHe women come under the· Jurisdiction of their affinal kin 
- often oppressively so -- they have in the bridewealth sex-gender system, the 
material, politi.cal, and ideological base for relative power and autonomy. 

2 

a. 

4 

As a cautionary note, it is important to avoid when considerin1 
Asian sex-gender syst.eu the kind of simplistic judgaents that have 
dogged understanding of African society in the past. There is 
evidence, for example, that Indian woaen, particularly in the lower 
cast.es, enJoyed a •ore favourable position in the past than is 
co11110nly believed (see Duley, 1986 for a literature review). 

There is evidence that co-wife Jealousy is a construct of 
pa.trUine.ril ideolo17, · whereby brotherly solidarity among men is the 
social slue that holds kin-based societies together. It is telling 
that the word 'co-wife' in aoat African languages shares a root with 
the word 'jealousy'. Differences bet.ween aen, for exa•ple between 
half-brothers over their patriaony., can t.hus be laid at the door of 
their mothers who.; i·t is true, will co•pete with each other on 
behalf of their sons for the lineage resources. 

An age grade is a soci.al Ol".ganization vi th a series of st.aces 
through which an individual passes during her or his lifetime. An 
age set is a group.of people ·affiliated by age: each set progresses 
through the age grades, fro• Junior to elder status. 
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Women's relatively powerful position in African societies, compared with aany 
other precapitalist cultures, is attributable to the prevalence of rich and 
complex kinship organization based on bridewealth • 

The Kikuyu were organized by descent into clans and lineages and by rank 
into age grades.s There were no chiefs or centralized political authorities -
- although individual men could become influential by aanipulating aaterial 
wealth to create political prestige. Women were affiliated with their 
husband's ·patrilineage through bridewealth, which legitiaized the iaarriage, 
and secured lineage membership for their offspring. They retained aembership 
in their natal lineage however, and as lineage sisters could exercise rights 
in lineage resources if necessary Csee Sacks, 1979). Usually, their aaJor 
economic ties would be through their children to their husband's lineage, but 
sisters would be expected to participate with brothers in lineage decisions, 
and widows and unmarried women would have use rights in their lineage land. 
As Sacks makes clear, their .posit.ion vis-a-vis their natal lineage was a 
higher one than their position in relation to their husband's lineage: in 
other words, they had higher status as sisters than as wives (see also 
Mackenzie, 1986>. 

The mode of production associated with this fora ·of social organization 
is the communal mode of production. In this aode of production, kinship is 
the basis of product.ion relations. . All people are aeabers of a kin 
corporation -- the lineage or the clan -- which owns the chief means of 
production, the land. In principle all members, male and female, stand in the 
same relation to the means of production and share decision making regarding 
political and economic matters, as suggested above <Sacksr 1979: 115>. 
Relations of production are thus cooperative rather than antagonistic in 
principle. The authority to make decisions, however, is vested in elder•, who 
in practice exercise ideological, political, and Juridical power. noreover, 
it is male elders who have preeminent authority. Aaong the Kikuyu as 
elsewhere, elders were organized for the formal exercise of this authority by 
the age-grade structure CMuriuki 1974; Leakey 1977>. tsale elders had 
privileged status and were able to appropriate in large aeasure the labour of 
younger aen and of women, as well as to aake decisions regarding access to the 
corporately owned. land. They thus exercised considerable control over the 
aeans of production. 

The counterbalancing rights of different. categories of people tempered 
this control. Sons had rights to land and stock with which to set up their 
own hoaeateads and to bridevealth; daughters had rights which lapsed on 
marriage but which they could reactivate if necessary; lineage wives had 
rights to the use of land and livestock, owned the produce they were 
responsible for growing, and controlled its distribution to a large degree. 
Further, t~ey owned their own houses and controlled the resources of their 

s A clan is a large social group that traces its ancestry to a coaaon 
founder, through either the male line Cpatrilineal> or the female 
line (malri lineal>. A lineage is a smaller group of kin, often a 
subgroup of a clan, that traces its ancestry by known links to a 
founder in the more recent past. 

'. 
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sub-household within the polygynous homestead (Kenyatta, 1938: 11-12, 171-72; 
Middleton and Kershaw, 1965: 20; Routledge and Routledge, 1910: 47>. Woaan as 
elders had collective authority in a wide range of matters CStaap, 1975-1976: 
25; Kershaw, 1973: 55; Clark, 1980: 360; Kenyatta, 1938: 108; ffobley, 1938: 
274). 

Kikuyu societyde•onstrates the point that the coaaunal mode of 
production, while fostering unequal relationships between elder.a and youths, 
and men and women, is. fundamentally a classless mode of production, in that no 
group is .free to appropriate and accuaulate for its sole benefit the surplus 
produced by another group. The bridewealth sex-sender systea was vital to the 
coa•unal mode of production a•ons the Kikuyu, and sender relations were a 
shapins force in the nonexploitative relations of production. While so•• 
scholars have argued that such kin-based societies had a class structure, 
based on the elders' appropriation of the labour of woaen and young aen, I 
consider this arsu•ent incorrect, in that it is based on a aisunderstandins of 
class. Class is a catesory which is self-reproducins through the relations of 
production (for example a bourgeoisie aaintaining itself through the · 
production of capital froa the value created by a working class). In that all 
members of coaaunal societies becoae elders, the ability to appropriate value 
produced by others is a function of the life cycle, rather than of class 
division. Moreover, the value appropriated is shared throush a coaplex web of 
kin and associational obligations, and is not hoarded by elders. In co-unal 
societies, prestige very much depends on generosity. An accurate 
understanding.of the comaunal mode of production is necessary for a clear 
perception of the transformations in conteaporary African society: this is why 
feminist political economists argue that traditional gender relations have 
been distorted, and are now exploitative, in a way they were not in the past. 
It is the past pattern of relative egalitarianisa and autonomy for women that 
women today are trying so hard to recapture or retain: much of their behavi.our 
in regard to development scheaes (for exaaple, that of the Hausa wo•en in the 
KRP. proJect discussed in chapter 3> can be explained in these teras. 

It is true however, that. gender relations were only relatively 
egalitarian. The bridewealth sex-gender syatea involved an element of female 
subsidy whereby feaale labour could be transformed into aale wealth or 
prestige. Clark (1980: 360~65> and Ciancanelli (1980: 26> both confirm this 
for the Kikuyu prior to British contact. The subsidy was an iaportant. factor 
in the developaent of athaaaki or 'big aen' aaong the Kikuyu. Hen achieved 
the posit.ion of •ut.haaaki (singular• by successfully aanipulatJng the tangible 
and intangible assets of kinship contracts. Clark suaaarizes the aeans 
whereby gender relations were organized to yield such asset•: 

Through the exchange of bridewealth-livestock, marriages were 
legitimated, and woaen whose children increased the size of the group 
were incorporated into the faaily. These women put. more land under 
cultivation, and enabled the distribution of more foodstuff. The 
mobilization of wealth in the fora of land, livestock and people is a 
single, though complex, process which collapses the division between 
subsistence and political economy (1980: 361>. · 
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Women could enhance a muthamaki's posilion very directly by agreeing to cook 
and distribute the food and beer required to attract work parties of young aen 
to clear new land. These men would then become his tenants and political 
followers. There was nothing to compel women to contribute this effort: 
consequently they wielded consi.derable bargaining power through their aonopoly 
of the beer brewing craft.• 

It is clear that the very constraints and obligations of tbe bridewealth 
sex-gender system --.to bear children for their husband's lineage, to produce 
food and offer hospitality, t.o act as t.he linchpin in a wide network of 
affinal kin relations -- provided woaen the opportunity to exercise political 
power and the authority to make decisions. The age-grade system was a chief 
means by which women took up this opportunity. It provided the base for their 
strategies to generate resources and· the forum for their collective decision 
asking with regard to matters within their sphere of authority. Women's age-
grade structure was simpler than the male system, based as it was on the 
childbearing cycle· C1Kertzer and tladison, 1981: 125-28 discusses the different 
relation of men and women to the life cycle as it pertains to age-grade· 
structure). The two active age grades were nyakinyua, coaprised of elder.a 
whose first child had been circumcised, and kang'ei, women with uncircuacised 
children (i.e. younger than twelve to fifteen>. 7 ·The anthropological data on 
women's organizations in former times is meager and contradictory. tlacKenzie 
<1986, chapter 6> gives a detailed consideration of women's age grade and age 
set structures. She has, through her recent research, added essential new 
elements to the understanding of women and age grades, which have been largel1; 
ignored in the East African literature. Her interpretive reading of the 
literature on the Kikuyu is a model for feminist political economy research. 

Women elders interviewed in my study on nitero village in 1974 gave·: 
detailed accounts of ongoing organizations known as ndundu which had oper~ted 
since before the time of their grandmothers and which combined economic, 
social and Juridical functions. Ndundu is often translated as 'council' and 
it is significant that the same word is used for the council of male elders. 
A central purpose of the ndundu was cooperative cultivation, but they provided 
women with organizational and affiliative bases for nonagricultural pursuits 
as well. Kang'ei woaen operated under the authority of nyakinyua and were · 
required to perf ora services for the latter in order to progress through the 
organization's ranks. thus, the control of younger lineage wives by their 
female elders represented a legitiaate authority counterbalancing patrilineal 
control of woaen and also put considerable huaan labour at. the disposition of 
woaen elders as a group. Clark gives an apt suaaary of Kikuyu gend~r 
relations: •oaspite an ideology of .. 1e doainance pervasive in aany kin 

• 
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Iaportant to understanding this is the recognition that in Africa, 
as elsewhere in the pre-industrial world, beer was an important 
source of nutrition as well as a recreational substance. With 
colonial importation of beer factories, women lost not only an 
occupation but a valuable basis of social influence • 

Girls as well as boys were customarily circumcised among the Kikuyu, 
although clitoridectomy was banned in Kenya in 1982. 

.~ ~. '.. 
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relations and in areas characterized as the 'prestige economy,' Kikuyu women 
emerge as the actors with control.over resources vital in a system in which 
relations of production enter into political strategies and are built into the 
social relations of power" <1980: 368). Sacks's point about sisters and wives 
coincides with this position. One could argue that not only did lineage 
sisterhood provide women with material resources to call upon if necessary, 
but that it created a metaphor of 'sisterhood' which extended to all voaen, 
and which acted as a constraint upon overbearing subordination of wives by 
husbands. In other words, every wife was somebody's sister. 

·In the picture that emerges of tradi'tional Kikuyu women's organization, 
we can see the lineaments of women's contemporary collective activity, whi·ch 
were described time and again in chapters 2 and 3 for societies all over the 
continent. Variations on the Kikuyu exper.ience have been documented in 
numerous other studies (see, for example, Okeyo,. 1980, summarized below; Van 
Allen, 1972; .Oboler, 1985; and, for an overview, Sacks, 1982>. It is to the 
remnants of these organizations, patterns of authority and practices of 
autonomy that women cling in order to resist the negative impact of technology 
transfer, or lo ·convert the innovations to their advantage. 

What happened to women's power and autonoay7 The transformation of sex-
gender systems is lied up with the transition lo capitalism. Whereas in 
Europe this transition entailed the dissolution of the precapitalisl mode of 
production -- feudalism -- and the development of a straightforward capitalist 
class structure, colonized societies are characterized by the articulation of 
precapitalist and capitalist modes of production.. Precapitalist elements, 
located in the peasantry, are retained in ~ dominated and distorted form~ 
These elements include kinship structures and relations of production, age-
based organizations, gender relations, and traditional ideologies. The 
transformed elements serve to subsidize an underdeveloped form of capitalism, 
through production of cash crops both by smallholders and plantation wage 
labourers. Some of the negative. consequences for African comaunities of such 
commodity production have been chronicled in chapter 3. One example would be 
the recruitment of elders to the task of promoting cash crop production. 

An important.aspect of this underdevelopment that should be stressed is 
the unequal exchange upon which sale of primary commodities on the world 
market is based, and the vulnerability of both producin1 peasants and the 
exporting nationa within which they live to the vagaries of the international 
market. What aakes unequal exchange and an unstable international market 
possible (i.e. what keeps peasants producing under such adverse circumstances> 
is the subsidy provided by peasants -- chiefly woaen -- who grow food for 
subsistence and sale on marginal land. Low prices of products and low 
a1ricultural wages reflect this element of peasant subsidy: they are made 
.po~sible by the reliance of producing peasants and wage labourers upon the 
production of the peasant household for at. least part of their subsist.ence. 
Waaes or returns to coamodity production are rarely sufficient fully to 
support a family •. In other words, capitalist enterprise in Africa need not 
provide a 'living waae' to workers or producers. 

The traditional/modern dichotomy thus stands revealed as a fallacy: the 
peasantry, far from being the 'traditional' -- and implicitly 'backward' 
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seclor of modern African societies, can be seen as an iapoverished class 
created by lhe relations of production lhal were iaposed on precapilalisl 
societies in the colonial era. It is because of the vulnerability and 
dependency of conteaporary peasants and societies that the present era is 
labelled 'neocolonial'. 

With regard lo gender relations, elements of the bridewealth sex-gender 
system have also been retained in a doainated and distorted form. At the 
ideological level, the dynamic tension between formal palrilineal doainalion 
and both formal and informal female power has been snapped, and pairilineal 
domination has united with Victorian and Christian notions of male superiority 
<Obbo, 1980: 37-39). Bridevealth in particular, foraerly the key to woaen's 
power and autonomy, .has now become a capitalist transaction, and daughters are 
commodities whose price is lo be bargained for (see Parki~, 1972 for a useful 
analysis of the commoditization of bridewealth>. Further, vilh the 
commoditization of land, women not only lost use rights, but their rights as 
lineage sisters were attenuated as well. If husbands became unwilling to 
share lhe cash proceeds of the land now registered in their name with their 
wives, even less would lhey be willing lo accede to the requests of their 
lineage sisters. There are ideological consequences for gender relations as 
well. With the weakening of lineage ties and the concomitant strengthening of 
marriage ties, the sister model for interacting vilh women has given way to 
lhe more subordinate wife model <again, see Sacks, 1979>. 

The consequent loss of women's power in Africa at both the economic•nd 
political level, a dominant theme in the 11itero study, is confirmed by 
numerous writers <see for example Van Allen, 1972; 1976; Etienne, 1980; Conti, 
1979; Oboler 1985; Sacks, 1979; 1982>. In Kenya, with the new overarching_ 
political authority of the state, the political institutions of precapitalist 
societies withered. Some place was found for aale elders; for example, 
athamaki oft.en beca•e chiefs and subch~efs in the colonial adai-nistrat.ion. In 
Mitero village, male elders of the 11utego lineage preside over the customary 
Judkiary, which operates parallel to, and in conJunction with, the British 
common law system <See Ghai and McAuslan, 1970 for a discussion of the 
parallel legal systems>.• Woaen elders hold no political positions, however, 

• The fact that precolonial institutions and legal structures have 
largely disappeared does not aean that Africans have turned their 
backs on the idea of 'tradition'. Indeed, as I argue regarding my 
study on 'aatega' below, as Glazier <1985>, cited above, has shown, 
and as recent events in Kenya have deaonstrated, the idiom of 
tradition is constantly available to be aanipulated by protagonists 
competing for status, power and resources in society. A court case 
in Kenya conducted in the first half of 1987, which captured the -
avid attention of the nation, involved a fight between the Kikuyu 
widow of an eminent Luo lawyer and his brothers over the burial, 
following his death in Deceaber 1986. The brothers challenged lhe 
widow's plans to bury her husband in Nairobi, according to his 
verbally stated wishes, contesting that he should be buried in his 
natal western Kenya instead. The decision had serious implications 
for the inheritance rights of the lawyer's wife of twenty seven 
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and women in Kenya are largely absent from formal political power. Direct and 
indirect. pressure by church and st.ate against. polygyny, and the promotion of 
the nuclear family have also undermined women's former power base. 

At the economic level, the element of sex-gender subsidy remains and has 
in fact been increased, as in the many cases cited in chap~er 3. Women are 
expected to produce to support. their husbands as before, but in addition, they 
are expected to produce the petty coaaodity surplus, which their husbands then 
appropriate. The. network of .laws and economic practices that characterize the 
contemporary capitalist state sanction, and in fact requ·ire, this 
appropriation. Two of the most important fact.ors are land consolidat.ion·and 
cash crop marketing organizations. Beginnin1 in the 1950s, land was 
transferred from lineage ownership to individual male heads of households. 
Legally, therefore, the product. of this land is now the property of the 
individual husband, although woaen continue to lay strong claim to their 
subsistence products and in.practice atteapt to dispose of them as they see 
fit.. Whether or not they succeed in retaining this control depends on the 
nature of their individual relationships with their husbands and on their 
success in participating in -the activities of their self-help. groups. 

Cash crop marketing organizations, such as the Coffee narketlng Board, 
facilitate the appropriation of the income generated by women's la'bour. As 
with other parastatal enterprises, these organizations are oriented toward 
individual male heads of households. Women therefore carry the burden of 
production for no wage, under conditions where kinship has been reorganized by 
the new economic structure into smaller units <i.e. nuclear families). Within 
these units, their former economic independence and political autonomy is 
seriously restricted. In the past., even where the mu.thamaki' parlayed his 
wives' labour into personal influence, he used that influence to enhance the 
wellbe-ing of his homestead and lineage, and not for personal material gain. 
today, the ideology of personal wealt.h is a primary motive for accumulation --
even if wealth itself is elusive for the peasant. Thus, in many areas of 

Africa, an exacerbated fora of sex-gender doaination has becoae an important 
element of the general peasant subsidy of co .. ercial production for the world 
market. 

In the light of the double subsidy that. peasant women provide, their 
self-help groups take on a special significance. Rather than being siaply 
or1anizations for coping with developaent, which is the overt aia cited by 
most of thea, they are vital organizations for resistance to exploitation.· 
nitero ls a sublocatlon that corresponds rou1hly with the territory of the 

· nutego lineage of the Acera clan, which lies just to the north of the late 
President Kenyatta's hoae village. The descendants of "ute10, unlike many 
Kikuyu on t.:he plains Just t.o the vast, ware not dispossessed of their land by 
British settlers. nutego's descendants engage in petty co .. odity production 

years and their children. Claiming the immutability and sanctity of 
· Luo burial custoas, and taking advantage of the silence in Kenyan 

common law on the subJect, the brothers won a legal battle that has 
established an ominous precedent for the legitimation of both gender 
and ethnic conflict. 

-· 
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centering on coffee, which they cultivate on a family basis on a scale ranging 
from a few hundred bushes to plots of several acres. The community continues 
to engage in subsistence hoe agriculture on reduced acrea·ge, growing aalze, 
potatoes, and beans of various species for their own consumption and 
cultivating some food crops for cash as well. 

While many men habitually leave the sublocation for work, -in the typical 
migration pattern of neocolonial Africa, women represent the more 
demographically stable component of the community. Women in the area began to 
come together in the contemporary form of self-help groups in 1966, with the 
encouragement of community development officers and the Provincial 
Administration.• The original objective vas organization for the utilization 
of new agricultural inputs, such as fertilizers. While informants stressed 
that the old style ndundu no longer existed, it is clear that the self-help 
groups are successors to these organizations. The groups perform the 
traditional functions of cooperative cultivation, ng.watio, and cooperative 
household management for women in childbirth., aat.ega. Significantly, these 
terms now incorporate additional meanings. Nsvatio is organized to 1enerate 
funds for self-help proJects, such as a nursery school, water piping, and 
othe.r amenities directly related to reducing the burden of women's labour, or 
to community improvement. Funds have also gone to establish saall businesses, -
such as a dressmaking shop. natega continues to provide group help to .. abers 
-- for weddings and funerals, as well as for childbirth. The term also 
designates a savings society that collects funds from the sale of surplus food ·-
crops and from wage labour on nearby plant.at.ions, 'that prov-ides a 1 ump sum for 
each woman in ·turn, with which she may buy a aaJor household requirement, such::·•-';-, ·-
as a cow, a water tank, or furniture. &rch and Taqqu <1986: 60-65> engage in 
a general analysis of '"rotating credit associations ff (as well as rotating 
labour associations>, citing them as a widespread phenomenon among women_ 
around the world, but particularly aaon1 African women. 

Interpreting the activities of nit.ero women in terms of the analysis set. 
out earlier suggests, first. of all, that by channeling cash from crops into 
self-help organizations, they were preventing the appropriation of their _ 
product. by their husbands, and secondly, that they were attempting to 
accumulate capital as a means of protecting and enhancing their fragile 
incomes and compensating for lost subsistence production. With regard lo the 
first purpose, women sought to counteract the onerous obligation to 1enerate 
surplus for their husbands that arose with land consolidation and co .. odity 
production. Engagement in wage production on neighbouring coffee plantations, 
in a manner similar to that reported for Hausa women in the KRP, can be seen 
as an integral part of this econoaic strategy. While work on their own coffee 
bushes yielded good returns, it represented cash for their husbands. Wage 
work provided meager earninas, but.these that could be channelled directly 
into group funds. 

9 Eight of the ten women's groups in nitero were studied during field 
research in 1974, 1981 and 1985, through in-depth interviews with 
the groups' leaders and members. 
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A political economist studying peasants in Africa discusses the struggle 
wl lhin 'capitalisa over the acquisi lion and distribution of peasant-produced 
commodities. The resistance of producers may take many forms, such as· 
"refusal lo adopt. new cultivation pract.ices ••• ,refusal to grow certain crops 
or culling back on their product.ion" <Bernstein 1977: 69; see also Cutrufelli 
1983: 119-120>. The women and technology literature records .. ny instances of 
Just such subversion by voaen of new technological processes. I suggest that 
women's choices in disposing of their labour Uae and channelling their 
earnings into self~help groups aay be seen as a form of the peasant. resistance 
Bernstein describes. Specifically, it is resistance to the appropriation of 
their product by the international co111JDodity market through the agency of 
their husbands. As such it is a resistance to dual exploitation, by the sex-
gender system on the one hand and by underdeveloped capitalist processes on 
the other. 

Informants.in Hit.ero indicated a considerable struggle over women's 
labour and earnings. They ref erred to male control of coffee earnings: "nen 
drink t·he coffee money." While coffee was seen as a valuable crop, it 
involved loss of control of their labour. Vegetable crops for cash sale in 
the market were preferred. Hen's objections to women's appropriation of the 
products of their own labour were evident in informants' accounts of husbands 
who beat their vivas for participating in the groups. "Hen fear women when 
they are in a group." Overt hostility bet.ween men and women points to the 
dramati.c sharpening of sex-gender contradictions in the contemporary era. 

A further dimension is added to these contradictions by the fact that 
women's resistance is taking place under t.he banner of development ideology. 
Since independence, the Kenya government. has encouraged self-help activity, 
known as harambee <'pull together'), which has served to supplement state 
development. efforts in the social services. The ideology of haraabee is thus 
a powerful tool for women's assertion of control over their labour and 

· earnings. A number of informants pointed out that men often disapprove of 
women's business activity and seek to undermine it on countervailing 
ideological grounds. Such activity has become a maJor focus of tension in 
contemporary sex-gender relations; the widespread assimilation of the western 
ideology of male dominance -- by men, in any event. -- has added fuel to the 
fire. One prominent women's leader recognized the power of this ideology and 
the need for strategy to counter it: · 

How does a man exercise power as head of the home9 So he has to try all 
means to suppress women's group activity, to aake it not succeed •••• Ne 
try not to be too aggressive, or to break the link with the family and 
even co .. unity •••• Ve can't expect to break that myth right away -- it· 
must be gradual~ If you want to change it abruptly, you encounter a 
stronger resistance C Interv.iev, 1981 >. 

It is precisely such practical thinking that leads African woaen to reject the 
individualist deaands of western femin·ists. Use of a discourse of family 
solidarity and welfare is a sophisticated and tactically sound ideological 
strategy on the part of African f eainisa. 
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Thus, while aen prolest in the name of. 'traditional' family values, voaen 
cautiously argue for the maintenance of thei.r rights and for the improvement 
of their economic lot in terms of those same family values; women's 
independent economic acti vit.y is, they say, in the service of children and the 
home, and progress in this sphere in the aodern nation requires new tactics 
for the fulfillment of their ti•e-honoured tasks. The ideological discourse 
in sex-gender relations can draw on different eleaents of precapilalist sex-
gender ideology because of the contradict.ions in this tradition: the ideal of 
men's dominance over women and of women's priaacy in their own realas of 
authority were.held simultaneously. The idea of aale doainance is reinforced 
by Christian and capitalist values, but precapilalist African values regarding 
women's power in the political economy of the village reaain a forceful weapon 
in the discourse. 

There are problems with the aanipulation of women's cooperative 
traditions, both by community, and by individual women lheaselves. Recent 
research <Stamp, 1987> has shown that the productive capacity of woaen'a 
groups· aay be captured by advantaged women, or by aale-doainated institutions 
within the community such as the church or the political party and diverted to 
ends incompatible with the goals of the groups (see the summary of this .. 
research in the section of vo•en 's associations in chapter 5 below>, 
Nevertheless, the groups remain the chief aeans by which rural woaen eapower 
themselves politically and economically within the community -- indeed, the 
efforts at cooptation during the past few years are a measure of this fact. 

In conclusion, women's self-help groups have fused precapilalisl sex-
gender ele•ents -- economic, political and ideological -- with contemporary 
practices to provide woaen with a basis for resistance lo exploitation, and 
for countering the negative effects of development. programaes. The sex-gender 
system thus appears as a dynaaic aspect of peasant struggle for self-
sufficiency in general. If women, through their organized activity, can 
retain even a part of the incoae they produce, and can convert new technology 
lo the benefit of their co .. unity, the peasantry as a whole ls stronger in the 
face of economic uncertainly and inequity. Given that self-sufficiency is now 
the aaJor goal African governaents are seeking lo aeet, recognition of and 
support for the coaplex ways in which woaen contribute lo self-sufficiency 
would seem lo be a aat.t.er of the great.est urgency. It is in the pragaat.ic 
strategies of peasant woaen that grassroots solutions to Africa's developaenl 
dileaaas reside. 

B. Cases in Feainist Pol.i ti cal Economy 

1. Land Refora and Luo Women's Ri1hts 

Achola Pala Okeyo's article, "Daughters of the Lakes and Rivers: 
Colonization and the Land Rights of Luo Women" is one of two articles on 
Africa in Etienne and Leacock's iaportant cross-cultural text, Women and 
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Colonization (1980).ao A case ~ludy of a ~astern Kenyan ethnic 1roup 
belonging lo lhe NUotic language failUy, lhe work demonstrates the value of a 
synthesis of anthropological and historical method, and provides a model for 
feminist research in Africa. · Okeyo sets lhe transformation of Luo gender 
relations in the context of colonial iaperalives, as they evolved in Kenya 
from the declaration of lhe East Africa Protectorate in 1895. The chief of 
these imperatives was that the colony •pay for itself through agriculture": 
the aeans by which this was accoaplished was the appropriation of African land 
and the diversion of labour fro• the autonomous indigenous coaaunity to the 
colonial effort. •the choice to develop the colony by means of agriculture, 
managed by white settlers exploiting African labor, entailed the 
disenfranchisement of Africans and the entrenchment. of white control over 
human and natural resources of the area" 087> • 

Central lo the colonial state's agricultural policy was the systea of 
reservations, whereby racial and ethnic groups were segregated on designated 
lands, the choicest being granted lo vhlte settlers. On African reserves, the 
former owners became "tenants-at-will of the British Crown": the aia of these 
reserves was to supply a stable labour .force for the export sector run by 
European settlers. In the course of the development of colonial land policy 
"African culture, tradition, and econoaic and political institutions were co-
opted to aid the administration of political control and economic 
exploitation" <188>, although customary land use pat.terns were initially 
allowed to continue. 

The focus of Okeyo's analysis is "the impact of the individualization of 
land tenure on the traditional precolonial landholding unit <the lineage) and· 
on the position of women. Since Luo women play a key role in the rural 
economy, especially in food production and reproduction, they are a maJor 
category of producers whose. land rights are bound to be affected by changes in 
land tenure" <188>. As mentioned.above, the policy to shift. land ownership 
from the lineage to individual male heads of household began in Kenya in the 
early 1950s: the reform was part of a late colonial effort to stea African 
resistance to colonialisa by creating a conservative African aiddle peasantry. 
Following independence in 1963, the reform was continued as a developaent 
strategy. The refora process was slower in Luoland than among the Kikuyu: 
neve~theless, alaost all land was adjudicated, consolidated and registered by 
1975, with only 6 percent of woaen having land registered in their own naaes 
(206). 

While the Luo, as a Nilotic people of pastoral ancestry, differ from the 
Bantu-speaking Kikuyu in their historical experience and culture, they shared 
the lineage-based co•unal aode of production and the bridewealth sex-gender 
systea described for the Kikuyu. Although Okeyo does not engage in a 
theoretical investigation of the concept of sex-gender system, the 

ao Achola Pala Okeyo <who formerly publistied under the name of Achola 
O. Pala> Is a Kenyan social anthropologist. A Research Fellow at 
the Institute for Development Studies, University of Nairobi, and an 
international ~onsultant., she has published a number of pape~s on 
lhe status and roles of African women in development. 
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siailarities in the experience of Luo and Kikuyu women with regard to 
precolonial political economy, and to colonial and postcolonial land reform, 
validate the generalizations· I have made above about sex-gender systeas and 
the position of women, precolonial and postcolonial. Okeyo's study, aoreover, 
provides an exhaustive analysis of the precise aeans by which women lose their 
use (usufructoryl rights in land during the reform process. 

As with the Ki,kuyu, r.ights to lan·d aaongst the Luo in precolonial tiaes 
resided with the corporate group, the linea1e, rather than the individual; aen 
inherited land from fathers, while woaen had use rights as daughters or as 
wives. Land could not be alienated from the group, and equal access for ~he 
purpose of subsistence production was a cardinal principle. The usufructory 
rights of individual men and women were complex and well defined. "For 
instance, each household has a precise knowledge of where fields, pastures, 
and homesteads are located and to which their use ri1hts apply" U88l. 

Okeyo draws three maJor conclusions in her analysis of the changes 
wrought by land tenure reform. First, the Luo custoury land tenure system 
is a product of a changing political economy: in the period 1000 to 1400 A.O. 
ancestors of the Luo lived in southern Sudan, practicing transhuaant 
pastoralism. Under this systea, aen owned and aana1ed livestock, and woiaen's 
economic role was marghal. Following migration from the Nile valley 
'cradleland' to the vest Kenya region in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries, the Luo settled down and by the eighteenth century had adopted a 
mixed economy with agriculture predominating Cauch like the precolonial 
Kikuyu>. This shift in emphasis drew women into the centre of the economy, as 
is the case is horticultural societies throughout Afrlca. •During this period 
the labor of voaen and children became critical to agriculture, and the rights 
of women in land became anchored in their role within the lineage as wives and 
mother.s" <208). As well, control of land became important as the nov-
sedentary population increased. As a consequence, the lineage became a more 
precise instrument for control of land, and pasture management and water 
supply as well. "The woman's economic position was enhanced by the fact that 
the house Cot), whi.ch is the minimal unit. of production and of which she is 
head, became-a major channel for the transmission of agricultural land between 
male agnates [blood relatives]" <189). 

The second conclusion relates to the distortions introduced by 
colonialiaa: 

The integration of the Luo econoay and society into a colonial syste• had 
the result of distorting the population-to-land relationships, as well as 
the structure of the access to land, in a very special wa1. On one 
level, the reservation syste• led to increased de•ographic pressures on 
land because it left no option for expansion outside the reserves. 
Custoaary tenure adjusted to this artificial population crisis by 
redefining and restricting the corporate holding of land in such a way 
that the larger lineage control of land was in some areas reduced to 
family control. On another level, the reduction of corporate holdin1 
also Jeopardized women's usufructory rights which had previously 
benefited from the flexibility and multiplicity of rights in corporate 
landholding. The trend toward the individualization of land-tenure 
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refora which was thus set off was further exacerbated by the institution 
of land-tenure reform which, in effect, negates custoaary principles of 
landholding and land use. The reform translates corporate, allocative 
rights in land <the final authority to dispose of land> into individual 
male titles to land and creates uncertainty as to the le1al status of 
women's usufructory rights in land (208-209). 

Okeyo notes in particular that tensions between .men and women with regard to 
the control of land were exacerbated by both by land-tenure reform and by 
colonial reservation policy. Regarding the latter, the colonial government 

.demanded space -- usually land alienated from the coamunity -- to build 
schools, churches, commercial and adainistrative centers, and roads. 
Regarding the former, individual aale statutory owners in many cases ceased to 
observe the customary rights of wlves and children in the use disposition of 
what had now become 'their' property. 

Her third conclusion has special import for contemporary thinking about 
agricultural development, technology transfer and the position of women. It 
has been assumed (if the subject has bean thought about at all>, that 
customary use rights-can coexist with individualized fand tenure. Okeyo 
challenges this assuapt.ion, arguing on the basis of her contemporary aapirical 
research as well as her historical analysis that •custoaary and statutory 
rights are different and, in theory, autually exclusive. It may be predicted 
that over the next five to ten years Ci.e. during the 1980sJ the basis and 
practice of corporate landholding will be eroded and that voaen as a group 
will be v.irtually deprived of their security which had hitherto been protected 
by the princi.ples of corporate descent and land tenure. In this process the 
lineage becomes subordinated to the nation-state because the latter assuaes 
authority over resource.allocation. By the saae logic the house could lose 
its proprietary control and, therefore, the proprietary link between the 
mother and son within t)le house and that of the father and son within the 
lineage could be severely challenged• <209>. 

Okeyo's case study provides an analysis of the historical and social 
factors behind the loss of control and autonoay described in the women and 
technology and NID literature, and as such, is a model for the methodology 
required for future research. To take one aspect of the above conclusions: 
the question of coaproaised inheritance patterns, and of concomitant 
insecurity within the faaily (for aen as well as for voaen> is invisible as a 
factor influencing faaily decisions regarding the adoption or rejection o{ new 
technolog7. A aore visible and noted aspect of Okeyo's research is the 
question of legal ti tie. Woaen 's large scale exclusion from statutory ti tie 
to land in which the1 have uaufructor1 rights ••ans they have no collateral to 
obtai"n. loans, a factor widely cited as a barrier to their involveaent in 
development efforts -- as, for exaaple, in the "vea rice scheae discussed in 
chapter 3 •. Why they have the right~ and indeed the obligation, to farm land 
to which they do not hold title is explained in this study. Development 
planning must take account of this historically created anoaaly if local 
agricultural improvement schemes are to succeed. 
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2. Women as Food Producers and Suppliers in Zambia 

Shimwaayi ftunteaba's study in Development Dialogue <1982>, "Women as Food 
Producers and Suppliers in the Twentieth Century: The Case of Zambia," was 
delivered at the milestone seminar on "Another Development with Women," held 
in Dakar, Senegal in June 1982. u Jointly organized by AAWORD and the Dag 
HammarskJold Foundation, the seminar's purpose was "to move beyond simple 
truisms about the situation of women to a more profound analysis of the 
mechanisms perpetuating the subordination of women in society. The aim of the 
discussion was, therefore, not to focus exclusively on women but to look both 
into male-female relationships in society and into how the system of economic 
organization affects these relationships" <Development Dialogue, 1982: 7>. 

ftuntemba's study was a valuable contribution towards this purpose. 
Applying a rigorous historical methodology and a broad knowledge of research 
and action on women's concerns in Africa, she succeeded both in delineating 
the outlines of an African feminist political economy, and in providing a 
model for an empirical case study within the framework. Her analysis 
complements Okeyo's, coming to many of the same conclus·ions regarding gender 
relations, land rights and product.ion·, but focussing on a. different aspect of 
the feminist political economy effort. Her analysis is similarly useful in 
providing a framework within which the problems identified by the WlD 
literature may be understood and more fruitfully tackled. As a historian, 
she is concerned with a thorough exposition of the policies and practices of 

. the colonial and post.colonial state as they have broadly affected gender 
relations in all Zambian ethnic groups, rather t'han with an exploration of the 
detailed consequences of changing gender relations within one particular 
group, as is Okeyo's more anthropologically oriented proJect. 

While Okeyo implici Uy challenges tradi Uonal anthropological 
understanding of women's position in lineage-based societies, Huntemba tackles 
one of the more recent social science trends in Africa: peasant studies. The 
plethora of research and debate on the .subject during the 1970s was a valuable 
corrective to earlier neglect of internal socio-economic structures in Africa, 
Huntemba faults peasant studies, however, for their neglect of women in 
production. 

Host works conceive of the peasant as a male and use the male gender. 
They also largely deal with issues affecting male peasants: cash crops, 
marketing, agricultural education, mechanization. Even such important 
quest.ions as land dislocations, migration and social stratification, 
which affect woaen aost poignantly, are analysed in relation to male 
peasants CHunteaba, 1982: 29>. 

ll Shimwaayi "untemba is a Senior Lecturer in and former Chairperson of 
the History Department at the University of Zambia. She has 
conducted extensive research on the Zambian peasantry, with a focus 
on peasant women. She has conducted development research for 
several international organizations, including the ILO. 
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Three themes frame nuntemba's.enquiry: land, labour and the sexual 
. division of labour. She develops these themes· first in a general African 
context,. and then int.he cont.ext of Zambia's concrete historical experience. 
Starting with the preaise that women, the primary producers and suppliers of 
food, have suffered a deterioration over time in their ability to carry out 
these responsibilities, she exa•ines their position in terms of the social 
relations of production, distribution and surplus appropriation. 

Control over, and access to, t.he physical aeans of production -- land or 
fertile .soils, co•unications, transport; and the productive forces --
human labour, impleaenis and inputs, coupled with more efficient aethods, 
ensure labour's productivity •. But that is not enough. To ensure non-
appropriation and fair distribution there has to be control over one's 
own labour and the product of that. labour. At every reconstructible 
period in history there has been a struggle over these factors at 
household, village, national and international levels. How woaen fared 
in this struggle influenced their ability to produce and supply food. 

Evidence suggests that although this struggle aay have existed in pre-
colonial times, it was not until the penetration of capitalism and the 
money ec.onomy that the position of women was aost markedly and 
devastatingly challenged. Then, the struggle heightened at every level 
C30>. 

Huntemba surveys this struggle throughout Africa, citing the alienation 
of land to mining and agricultural companies and to settlers; land short.ages 
and landlessness for peasants resulting from intense peasant cash crop 
product.ion <with constraints upon food-producing land in particular>; the 
struggle over labour as males were drawn or forced away into work for colonial 
enterprises, or as competition mounted within households for labour to grow 
cash crops instead of food; and a shift in the sexual division of labour, 
whereby women on the one hand experienced a draaatic increase in their 
workload as they took on men's tasks and tended the cash crops, while on the 
other hand they suffered a decline in control over their own labour. 

Using the Zaabian case to substantiate her generalizations (and in doing 
so, confirming the conclusions of the "itero and Luo studies as well>, she 
divides the country's hist.or1 into four st.ages: precolonial; the colonial 
period froa 1900 to the end of World War II; 1946 to independence; and the 
neocolonial era fro• 1964-1981. In discussing precolonial Zaabia, she draws 
on anthropological as well as historical evidence to delineate the sex-gender 
systea and mode of production of the predoainantly aatrilineal societies of 
the region. While aale control of woaen did exist in aat.rilineal societies 
(fathers and brothers rather than husbands exercising this control>, 
inheritance of land through the feaale line did ensure direct access to land 
for women, and in practice woaen exercised considerable control over their own 
agricultural production. "unteaba describes the complex division of labour 
bet.ween men and women, emphasizing the importance of women's gatherin1 of wild 
foods in poor seasons, or when powerful chiefs raided or demanded tribute 
(gathered foods provided "relishes" which, despite the connotation of this 
word in English, provided vital nutrients to complement the substantially 
carbohydrate diet.>. 
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The structure of a mining and settler colony was laid down in the 
colonial period to 1945. Women's posit.ion, and hence their role as food 
producers, differed according to the local experience regarding colonial 
incursion. In the more densely settled and fertile south-central portions of 
the country men remained on t.he land but. Africans experienced an int.ens• 
struggle over land. It ~as here that the colonialists concentrated their 
co•municat.ion and urban centres and appropriated land for their own use. A 
formal land policy was enacted in 1924, when the Colonial Office took over 
from the British South Africa Coapany and set. up a for•al colonial 
administration. As in Kenya, the territory was divided into Native Reserves 
and Crown Lands Ct.he latter being for towns, •ines and white sett.leaent, 
existing or anticipated>. Africans were forced to aove to the reserves, which 
were of ten on poorer land and which beca•e severely overcrowded. This was a 
major factor in undermining co-unities' abilities to produce food, a problea 
exacerbated by the pressure to supply food to ttie aine workers. 

Women's position as food producers was coaproaised by land diaposaeaaion 
in the south-central agricultural region; in the rest. of the country, however, 
it was aale migration to serve in the aines that had the sharpest iapactron 
women's product.ion. ftost. of the aaricultural tasks foraerly perforaed by aen, 
now fell to women. Some of t.he• could no longer be perforaed, such as the 
lopping and felling of trees, and the land rotation required by the poor soils 
of the region. As a consequence, women were forced to overcrop, which, 
combined with their inability· t.o fertilize as before, led to serious 
deterioration of the land in later years. ftunteaba's meticulous investigation 
of the factors involved in deteriorating food production demonstrates tbe 
importance of understanding all the elements in a system of production, 
including the seemingly mundane: 

The men's contribution to scaring birds and harvesting was important. 
because, alt.hough these tasks could be, and were undertaken by woaen, 
both were undertaken in the morning and evening. At the latter time, 
women's labour was also required for food preparation. During the dry 
months, relishes were not plen.tiful and women had to cover huge distances 
to fetch them. The heavier burden which started to fall on them 
sometimes resulted in their setting too tired by the end of the day to 
prepare the aaJor and, in some cases, only aeal of the day. As 
agricultural production became too onerous, women started to rely more 
heavily on gathering. Paradoxically, on account. of the increasing 
burden, some found it difficult to supplement their agricultural 
shortfalls through aathering. In an already precarious agricultural 
s1atea, villagers experienced actual hunger during the three dry aonths, 
the 'hunger aonths' •••• Another developaent, which became accentuated 
later with urbanization, was that as their aaricultural burden grew, in 
soae instances they started to shift to less onerous but also less 
nutr1tious foods such as cassava C40-41).' 2 

&2 tlacKenzie (1986) gives a similar explanation for the shift from 
millet. t.o less nutritious maize amongst the Kikuyu. ftaize has 
replaced other grains throughout much of Africa, and the change has 
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In the subsequent sections of the article, Huntemba engages in similar 
detail regarding changes in land, labour and the sexual division of labour. 
The period between World War II and independence was characterized by an 
intensification of commodity production and the entrenchaent of a huge urban 
labour pool, requiring the support of rural production. Men's ~ontrol of the 
purchase and use of new technology introduced to increase far• productivity 
ensured that women's subsistence food production lost out in the competition 
within households over the allocation of labour. noreover, such food for the 
family as they were able to grow was not sacrosanct: •some women informed me 
that direct or indirect pressure was brought on them to sell women's crops 
such as groundnuts and vegetables. This was particularly the case if 
implements Cbought by men] were used in the fields" (43>. As well, the 
question of inheritance is again shown to be a factor. Because aen owned the 
implements, their agnatic relatives rather than their wives inherited thea, 
even though it was the wives' labour that had generated the income to purchase 
them in·the first place. As a consequence, the stability of the rural food 
supply, particularly in the families of older women, was always under threat. 

On independence, the new government initially committed itself to 'rural 
development', but as the price of copper started to decline on the world 
market in the 1970s, even more pressure was placed on agriculture to 
contribute to the cash economy, in order to make up the shortfall in foreign 
exchange. Peasants were exhorted to grow cotton, sunflower and tobacco, as 
well as groundnuts for oil and maize to feed the urban population. While 
settler land was returned to peasant production in some cases, this did little 
to relieve the mounting pressure.on land. In agricultural developaent 
schemes, men rather than women were targeted. As women asked to analyze their 
position put it: ••the government has forgotten us'" (46>. Precisely because 
it controlled distribution and was the agent for increased productivity, the 
government was the target of women's blame: "in their view the state 
systematically operated against them" (46). Woaen's strategy, in response, 
was to reduce production in order not to have a surplus for appropriation 
<although this could backfire if food was extracted anyway in hard times>. 
Said two co-wives: "'Our household production has been deteriorating over the 
last five years. How can it not when ve, the women, have decided to work as 
little as possible?'" C47). · . 

Hunteaba concludes with the question: wha.t happens when women's capacity 
to produce and supply food is coaproaised in nations still dependent on 
peasant production? 

Control by woaen of land, of the productive forces, of their labour and 
the product of that labour aust be viewed as the most urgent priority. 
Thus land reforms and scheaes resulting in privatization as the means of 
bolstering small-scale production aust be challenged: they do not take 
women into consideration. It is imperative to consider women not because 
they are women but because, as we hope ve have shown, they are central to 

been neglected as a serious cause of undernutrition in the 
continent. 
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food strategies. Instead, socialized foras of land systems in which all 
producers have usufru.ctory rights must be fostered. But this is not 
enough. Peasant women have to participate in the political machinery to 
assure equitable distribution of the productive forces and non-
appropriation of food from them. Women must be consc.ientized to 
challenge the sexual division of labour which subjects their labour to 
men •••• But the forces at national and international levels are so strong 
that, alone, women cannot succeed and throurh this success move toward 
alleviating some of the food .problems bedeviling aany African countries 
<48>. 
ttunt.emba, like Okeyo, has analysed a circuutance widely described in the 

literature: in this case, the decline in women's food producing capacity. As 
a consequence, she has delineated the problem and suggested solutions that go 
far beyond the technical and individual-oriented panaceas promoted by •uch of 
the development. establishment. While some might consider that 'socialized 
forms of land systems' are not politically feasible or economically desirable 
in most African countries, the issues of use rights, political participation, 
and women's loss of control over their own labour emerge as vital issues to be 
tackled at the level of the nalion and the community. Development efforts in 
e&ch African country, including practical research on technology transfer, 
require as their groundwork the kind of rigorous historical and socio-economic 
analysis demonstrated here. 
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CHAPTER 5 

NEW ISSUES 
GENDER AND 

IN TECHNOLOGY, 
DEVELOPMENT 

In the foregoing survey of conceptual frameworks, and of findings 
regarding technology, gender.and development, I have implied a number of 
issues which bear further investigation. This chapter organizes these issues 
into categories for consideration, and indicates some interrelationships that 
the literature, and development policy, have not addressed. 

The most telling issue to eaerge froa the survey and findings is that 
there are serious problems with the conceptualization of development., and of 
appropriate paths to its achievement in the Third World. Almost all the WID 
literature that recognizes the flaws of 'developmentalism' attributes the 
flaws in thinking to inadequate attention to women and gender relations. This 
is certainly true: any vision of human progress that is premised on ancillary, 
dependent. status for half of humanity is bound to be epistemologically 
paralysed. Yet the converse view of developmentalism's flaws has not been put 
forward: as long as faulty conceptualization of economic and political 
processes in the Third World prevail, whereby relations of dependency are 
ignored, and falsely conceived 'tradition' is viewed as the obstacle to 
'modernization', there is no theoretical space into which to insert an 
understanding of women and gender relations. In other words, fruitful new 
approaches to technology, gender and development depend upon clearer thinking 
about political economy in general. In particular, the ideological biases and 
political interests inherent in much development thinking must be recognized • 

It would be unrealistfc to expect donor countries to abandon their 
political interests, but it is reasonable to require that they be clear about 
the consequences of their policies for Third World societies, and that 
damaging development aid programmes are not Justified through a process of 
mystification. The stark reality is that 'development', as coamonly construed 
in the west, has aeant. underdevelopment for women -- and as a consequence, 
often for children and coaaunities as well. Without denying the benefits of 
many aspects of technology transfer in the fields of health, nutrition and 
agriculture, I would argue that the worsening of quality of life for African 
woaen, econoaically, socially, and often physically, is an indictaent of 
western attitudes and actions towards Africa that cannot be overlooked. The 
culpability of African governaents as well poses serious dileaaas for the 
protocol of donor non-involvement in national political affairs. Given that 
auch aid unwittingly supports negative political practices, aid givers aust 
recognize the uncoafortable fact that non-involveaent is a political stance, 
and needs exaaining as such. -

Hy call for clarity about technology, gender and development in Africa is 
given a concrete fora in the following six categories, which organize the new 
issues and interrelationships I have identified. 

1. A synthesis between feminist political economy and the WID approach, to 
overcome the limitations of each, vi 11 generate a powerful research tool 
for investigating on the one.hand the precise vays in which technology 
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disadvantages local communities, and on the other hand the ways in which 
communities are sometimes able, in spite of the liabilities of 
dependency, to turn new technologies to their advantage. Identifying the 
success stories, and the reasons for that success, will lay the ground 
work for replicating positive experiences with new technology. 

· Identifying the reasons for negative results will make possible a more 
critical assessment of current technology transfer schemes, so that past 
mistakes may be avoided in future. 

2. To make the above endeavour possible, a more rigorous theorization of 
community structures and processes, and in particular, the relations 
between village organizations and sex-gender systeu, is needed. An 
important part of this investigation will be research intorelations 
among women; women have tended to be treated as a homogeneous group in 
the literature, but there are indications that. serious contradictions 
exist between categories of women. Realistic develop•ent planning must 
take account of the impact of these contradict.ions upon research 
priorities, policy-making and implementation. 

3. ·An aspect of more rigorous enquiry into gender and power in the village 
and family is the identification of certain conceptual probleas in the 
literature. Each of the following has been the subject. of debate in one 
part or another of the cross-cultural or feminist scholarly traditions: 
<a> the public/private dichotomy; (b) the nature of the 'family' and the 
'domestic realm'; (c) the economic as the determining factor in society; 
(d) the nature of 'the traditional' in society. Misconceptions about all 
of these are embedded in the literature, particularly in WID writing, and 
these misconceptions have had negative consequences for development 
policy making. <e> Inherent in all four conceptual problems is an 
epistemological dilellllla that remains almost invisible in the literature: 
the subjugation of local 'knowledges' to a dominant western 'knowledge' 
about Africa -- and about African women in particular. Flawed 

' development policies can only be corrected if the flawed nature of our 
knowledge is addressed. 

4. Certain f oc.i of societal transforaation have been neglected, both in the 
feminist political econom7 and the WID literature. Effective development. · 
polic7 depends upon a clearer understanding of these factors: (a) women's 
rights, political and econoaic; Cb> the role of the aedia -- traditional 
as well as aodern --- in disseainating appropriate new technology; (c) 
social dimensions to women's participation in family health care and 
nutrition; (d) the logic of traditional technology, social and physical, 
and indigenous technological innovation; (e) the conscientization of men: 
how sexist. bias and practice at the level of nation and village 11a7 be 
overcome. 

S. The boundary problem in research and polic7 has prevented the diffusion 
of insights and information between research/action loci, and e.ven 
between branches of a given locus, such as within an aid agency. The 
most brilliant. understanding of issues concerning technology, gender and 
d~velopment. will have no impact upon Third World societies unless ways 
are found t.o overcome the boundary problem • 

. ·. 
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Who does the research?_ ls it as straightforward as insisting that only 
African women -- and any African women -- are capable of generating 
valid analyses of technology, gender and development in Africa? Africa 
is unique as a region of the world, in that the aaJor portion of 
knowledge about its peoples and societies has been -- and continues to be 
-- generated by outsiders. For Africa, therefore, more than for any 
other region of the Third World, the issue of who does research is 
politically sensitive and methodologically complicated. African 
researchers themselves are beginning lo address this question. 

The task of addressing these new issues and interrelationships is the 
work of future research; some practical guidelines for this task are given in 
the final chapter. Here, a few points will be aade with regard to each, with 
illustrations where appropriate, to demonstrate the importance of the 
questions raised. 

1. Towards a new synthesis in the study of gender, technology and 
development in Africa 

A requirement of a good study is fieldwork that goes beyond describing 
women's declining power and increasing workload -- as much of the WID 
literature does, and lhal does more than document statistics on health and 
nutrition correlated with women's status -- as much of the social medical 
literature does. Essential is the investigation of sex-gender systems and 
women's groups, and an attempt to record, through oral history and other 
means, changes from the past to the present. neanwhile, political economists 
should be prepared to apply lheir theoretical insights to concrete 
contemporary development issues. Two examples of a synthesis of WID and 
feminist political economy concerns are cited to demonstrate the_ value of this 
approach. 

The first is a concrete case study. Balghis Badri's study of "Women, 
Land Ownership and Develop•ent in the Sudan" (1986> is not only important as 
an example of synthesis, but because it also focusses on a category of African 
woaen that has tended to be neglected in the literature: pastoral women. ftuch 
is made in the WID and political economy literature of the connection between 
agricultural woaen's production and their concomitant. rights and autonomy; 
pastoral woaen have been characterised as having a low position by comparison, 
in that they are believed to have had little control over the major aeans of 
production: livestock. Traditionally, men indeed 'owned' livestock, though 
the Western concept. of ownership does not apply, given the complex conunal 
web of rights and obligations in livestock, and the practice of placing 
animals in age mates and relatives' herds. 

Once again, however, western bias has focussed (rather romantically, as 
endless television shows about the ftaasai attest> on the connection between 
men and cattle, and the substantial stake women held in livestock has been 
overlooked.· Recent studies (for exaaple, Kettel, 1986) show, however, that 
the difference between the status of pastoral and horticultural woaen was less 
marked than has been thought. Evidence is emerging that pastoral women indeed 
have age grade associations, like their menfolk, in spite of the absence of 
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reference to these in the anthropological literature. Llewelyn-Davies records 
the bases of solidari t.y among Haasai women <1979). Sadri, a sociologist 
teaching at the University of Khartoum, has conducted research, and has drawn 
on the fieldwork of several University of Khartoum dissertat.ions, to generate 
an analysis that deaonstrates the importance of women's rights in livestock. 
Her study shows how contemporary neglect of woaen's collective econoaic 
contribution through dairying has had serious consequences for Sudan's food 
self-sufficiency. · 

The first part of Badri's work deals with two cases involving 
agricultural communities, and documents the connection between loss of rights 
in land and control over labour, and women's exclusion froa the development 
process. The second part deals with a study conduct.ad aaongst pastoral wo .. n. · 
Sadri asserts that "this case shows how planners' assumptions that woaen's 
domain is prim~rily private has an adverse effect. on development." (90). There 
are 55 million head of livestock in Sudan, and the country is self-sufficient 
in meat, with a considerable surplus to export, representing nearly 13 percent 
of export earnings.· Hen are chiefly responsible for the herding of 1i vestock, 
moving with them in search of pasture and water. Women are responsible for 
milking, milk processing, and marketing of dairy products. Given the 
potential of the dairy industry in Sudan, both for domestic consumption and 
for export, it is surprising to discover that 11 •ii lion Sudanese pounds are 
spent annually on impor.t.ing milk powder and other dairy products. Badri sees 
the problem lying in the government's neglect of the dairy industry -- a 
business monopolized by women, based on their traditional use rights in 
livestock. <in a manner parallel to horticultural women's use rights in land 
owned· by the patrilineage). 

I think that if policy makers had.concentrated their efforts on helping 
women to construct woaan-run dairy farms and on introducing only 
appropriate technology for milk processing, a better situation could have 
been achieved. However, the governaent policy makers attempted to solve 
the problem of ·milk shortage by importing ailk and giving licenses to big 
companies to invest •••• Women's traditional work is being taken fro• the• 
as these companies introduce advanced technologies which women do not 
know how to use. Any expansion along these lines means a loss to woaen. 
The present situation of starvation coapels us to take aore notice of 
noaads in general and noaadic voaen in particular. Instead of 
introducing handicraft proJects to noaadic women ••• our priority should be 
given to ailk in order to save ourselves aillions of pounds annually and 
to better the situation of women -- whom we should consider not as 
belonging to the private Crealal, but.as part and parcel of development 
plans <90). 

Badri's study sets the agenda for synthesizing, development-oriented research 
on dairying technology Sudan. 

The second example demonstrat{ng the value of the synthesis proposed is 
Beneri' and Sen's excellent review article assessing Ester Boserup's (19701 
contribution to women and development: "Accumulation, Reproduction and Women's 
Role in Economic Development: Boserup Revisited." <I agree with their 
assessment that •probably no single work on the subject of women and 
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develop•ent has been quoted as often" - 14 ll. I do not wish to engage in yet 
another round of Boserup-sssessing by reporting their critique: rather, their 
overview of the issue of population control and birt.h control -- one 
intimately tied with health technology transfer -- is worth suaaarizing. 
Their conclusions are particularly relevant to Africa, where governments are 
facing increasing pressure to tackle the stupefying birth rate. 

-Beneria and Sen's pragmatic assessment of population control and birth 
control policies and practices is grounded in a wealth of feminist political 
economy li t.erature. They argue ( 154-156> that whHe issues of <biological> 
reproductive freedom were openly pursued in the west during the 1970s, in the 
Third World the issue was much less clear. Coaplicated by the question of 
overpopulation, and by resistance t.o western-iaposed values and schemes for 
population control, the question of reproductive freedoa has not been directly 
addressed in literature on the Third World. Beneria and Sen assert that 
feainist analysis •ust modify conventional approaches to population control 
and birth control. In the course of their discussion, they .raise the question 
of women's rights: the right to bear or not to bear children, and to space · 
childbearing. But decisions .about childbearing affect not only the woman: 
they affect her household, and the class interests of her coaaunity as vell 
<even the propertied classes who depend on the reproduction of labour have a 
stake in decisions about peasants' birth control>. In particular, the social 
strategies of her own peasant class place powerful constraints on her choices. 

For example, in very poor peasant households that possess little land and 
that are squeezed by usury and rent payments, the labor of children both 
on and off the peasant farm may be crucial to the ongoing ability of the 
household to subsist and maintain land. Pronatalist tendencies in rural 
areas may have a clear economic basis <155>. 

After surveying the economic analyses, both.neoclassical and ttarxist, 
that point out the conflict between economic rationality and social goals,·the 
authors move on to discuss the impact of both com•unity noras, and iaposed 
policies, upon women. Their suaaary assessment is succinct and worth quoting 
at length: 

While leftists have correctly-opposed forced sterilization and have 
pointed to the social causes of uneaployaent -- the real population 
problea -- there has been a tendency to i1nore a critical aspect of 
childbearin1: it. is perforaed by vomen •••• In conditions of severe poverty 
and aalnutrition where vo•en are also overworked, this can and does take 
a heavy toll on the aether's health and well-bein1. The poor peasant 
household aay survive off the continuous pregnancy and ill-health of the 
mother, which are exacerbated by high infant mortality. The aether's 

. class interests-and her responsibilities as a woman .co•e into severe 
conflict. 

The result of this conflict is that a poor woman's attitude toward birth 
control, contraception, and even sterilization are likely to be different 
from those of her husband or mother-in-law. Research on these probleas 
in the Third World should address questions such as: (l) Who aakes 
'decisions about childbearing and birth control within rural households, 
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families, and communities, and on what basis are the decisions made? <2> 
·What indigenous forms of family limit.ation are available to poor women, 
and how are they used? (J) Are there differences of opinion and interest 
between the childbearers and other family aelibers? (4) How does 
childbearing affect women's participation in other activities? 

Answers t.o these questions require careful eapirical research of a sort 
that is barely beginning in the Third World. The insights gained from 
empirical research must affect one's assessaent of birth-control 
programs, especially the more enlightened programs that focus on the 
health and education of the mot.her. Reduction in the infant-mortality 
rate, improvements in health and sanitation, and better aidwife and 
paramedic f aci Ii ties can giv,e poor, rural women more options than having 
to resolve class contradictions through their own bodies. Such programs, 
however, clearly cannot be a panacea for the basic probleas of extreae 
poverty and inequality in landholding; the contradictions of class and 
capital accumulation _in the countryside can be resolved only through 
systemic social change <155-156>. 

Underpinning this analysis is a sophisticated understanding of the 
contradictions inherent in contemporary sex-gender systems, as well as of 
class contradictions. Neither have they lost si;ht of the heart of feainist. 
concern: the wellbeing, rights and aut.ono•y of individual women. Their list. 
of research questions provides a ready agenda for research by health 
technology planners in Africa. 

2. Researching the .co1DJ1unity: women's associations and sex-gender systems 

I have set. out a model in chapter 4 for the concerns that researchers may 
fruit.fully address in order t.o c~eate an understanding of the interrelation 
bet.ween sex-gender systems and communities. Other studies, such as Sacks 
<1979: 1982> and Mackenzie (1986> have engaged in a similar exercise. The Win 
Document <Women in Nigeria, 1985a: 94-107> identifies woaen's associations and 
net.works as focal points for social and economic transformation, which should 
receive the concerted attention of researchers and aid donors. The influence 
of co-unity organizations, including woaen 's organizations, upon the 
introduction and sustained use of new technology is almost. entirely uncharted 
territor7, however. On the other hand, studies on t.echnolog7 transfer mention 
women's organizations only in passing. Cooperatives, which are one type of 
organization that receives soae attention, are usually discussed in teras of 
the impact. of technology upon the organiz·ation rather than vice versa. An 
exception is Patricia Ladipo's stud7 of two Yoruba woaen's cooperatives, in 
which she det.erained that cooperatives atteapt.ing to adhere to government 
guide-lines do not succeed as well as groups which create their own rules. 
"Cohesion, personal developaent, and financial growth were found to be greater 
in the self-regulating group" (1981: 123>. While a few other studies aention 
the importance of woaen's contribution to decision-making, Ladipo's study is 
exemplary in the context it. sets for understanding successful adoption and 
adaptation in one case, and failure in the other. 

In 1976, women sought to overcome their disadvantage in cash crop 
product.ion by approaching the government. to be included in the !soya Rural 
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Development Project, founded in 1969. The project gave access to training in 
agriculture, to technology, to adult literacy, to home economics programmes, 
and later to new cash crops, parti.cularly yellow aaize. In a familiar 
fashion, however, woaen had been relegated t.o t.he 'welfare' aspects of the 
progra-e. In requesting inclusion in the economic aspects, they argued· that 
"as a bird uses two wings to fly, so aust a family use t.he progress of its 
husband and wife t.o get. ahead" C124). The organizations being promoted by the 
ProJect. were multi-purpose cooperatives, designed to facilitate agricultural 
extension efforts, the introduction of new technology, and the distribution of 
credit. The first. women's cooperative to constitute it.self, Irewolu, 
at.t.eapted to meet the guidelines set by governaent policy and regulations. By 
the time the second group, which named itself Ifelodun, decided to organh:e, 
the first. had failed t.o live up to the guidelines set.. As a consequence, the 

· second group was allowed t.o formulate its own, more appropriate set of rules. 
"Thus, an experiment was begun wherein there were two groups trying to reach 
the same goal of government recognition by different. .. ans" <125>. 

Ladipo's discussion of the different. experiences of these two groups is 
intricate and intriguing. It is impossible t.o convey the richness of the 
analysis here. The follo~ing su-.ry, however, places her findings in the 
context of the synthesizing framework I have developed in this monograph. In 
an initial assessment. of her findings I would assert. that. the prognosis, 
according t.o development.alist criteria, would have been for great.er success 
for the first. group, Irewolu. It was a larger group, it followed government 
guidelines, and its membership was younger. It. selected a leader who was 
"literate and well travelled and had a keen sense of the events which were 
aodernising the country"<127>. The group gave itself the name, "Good Things 
Coae to Town." From the feminist political economy perspective, however, it 
was no contest. The Ifelodun .. llbers, being of an older generation, had aore 
experience with other organizations, such as "religious groups, trade 
associations, savings societies, and associations of household <lineage> 
wives" <126>. The literacy rate was slightly higher among the older woaen, 
surprisingly. Being freer of responsibility for small children, and having 
had the opportunity to build. enterprises, the older group had a higher 
proportion of produce buyers and were generally more prosperous, while the 
aaJority of Irewolu members were petty traders. 

The pattern of wage work, identified by ayself for the Kikuyu and Jackson 
for t.he Hausa in the KRP, applied to the women of the Ifelodun group. Given 
the evidence froa these studies., it. is likely that. Ifelodun members employed 
the strategy of pooling their income from agricultural labour in the group 
enterprise. Half worked as agricultural labourers, while none of the Irewolu 
aeabership did. Further, 20 percent of the former group,prepared meals for 
sale, while only 3 percent. of the latter group engaged in this enterprise • 
Finally, more aellbers of Ifelodun secure tit.le t.o land, which served them as a 
source of income. 

Ifelodun's president. was a seemingly more passive woman than the lrewolu 
president: 

She had never learned to read or write, rarely left the ·village, ·and 
never voiced an awareness of any event outside her own community. She 
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practiced her religion, Islam, within her home. She was rarely seen to 
exercise any influence on the conduct. of .eatings, but it was apparent 

. that she had considerable authority, probably stemming from her role as 
the village's traditional midwife. It seeaa she was elected to ensure 
harmony and stability to a group whose _na•• can be translated as 
•Friendship ls Sweet• <127)& 

Ladipo identifies other fact.ors iaport.ant t.o her conclusions including 
the fact that Ifelodun was allowed to restrict its aeabership to its own 
village Urevo.lu aellbership vaa drawn froa six villages), and to withdraw its 
savin1s in the 'hun1ry season'. Ifelodun •abers were lineage vivas, and, I 
would add, V.re organized as age aates. Irevolu members, on the other hand, 
were prevent.ad froa organizing along such traditional co•unit.y lines. They 
wished to divide amicably into three groups, six villages being too dispersed 
a co1111unity tor successful group effort. Further, they resented the 
doainat.ion of Isoya town in the group's affairs. However, their husbands 
prevented the group members from carrying out this decentralization, 
especially the men of lsoya, who wished to retain the prestige of its 
leadership. the above description is almost a casebook of how to, and how not. 
t.o organize for development. Because the If elodun women were the decision-
makers, they turned to the skills and practices that had worked for them, and 
for t.hei.r grandmothers, in other associative contexts. The elements of 
traditional· sex-gender system and women's associative st.ruc·t.ure and practice 
adapted to the modern context . to make possible the successful adopti.on of new 
technology, far• methods and materials, and the use of credit to expand their 
economic activities. While the Irewolu women were socially and economically 
less equipped to handle the co-unal effort, they nevertheless had a sense as 
to what would work organizationally. But they were prevented from making the 
necessary structural changes. Policy that aims to dra~ women into cooperatives 
for the purpose of rural development needs to be based upon this kind of 
community-specific, sophisticated analysis of community and gender, and to 
recognize the necessity of givin1 decision-making powers to the village women 
themselves.. · 

The probleas of mistrust in the collaboration among Irevolu members that 
Ladipo identifies, su11est contradictions in relations amons women that she 
touches on but does not explore. Neither does she discuss contradictions 
within Ifelodun. Such contradict.ions inevitably exist, and may undermine 
self-help efforts, however. ltbilinyi <1984: 294) expresses concern about the 
lack of attention to differences bet.ween woman. Wealthier peasant women are 
in a position to hire labourers: these are usually other women. Yet few 
studies focus on this group, their working conditions and their family life. 
however. The saae pr9ble• applies to the treatment in WID literature of 
entrepreneurs. The liberal approach is concerned with obstacles to these 
women's success, rather than with the ways in which they exploit. other women. 

l A slogan women's self-help groups across Africa would approve of --
focussing as it does on the prerequisite for group effort. The 
younger women's •Good Things Come t.o Town• is revealing, by 
contrast., of a more 'modernist.' approach. How are the good things 
to come, if not by •sweet friendship•? 
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ttbilinyi sets out a research agenda for the consideration of such class 
contradict.ions among women. 

In a recent paper •nt.itled •nat.ega: tfanipulat.ing Women's Cooperative· 
Traditions for.tfat.erial and Social Gain in Kenya•,• that carries forward my 
analysis of Kit.ero woaen's self-help groups, I explore these contradictions in 
teras of ldeolo1ical discourse among the villa1e woaen. The study seeks to 
demonstrate how women's egalit.arlan ideal of shared resources is sometimes 
violated in practice. ltatega, in both its traditional and aodern aeanings, is 
a powerful word in the Kikuyu lexicon: it st.ands for the ideology and practice 
of sharing aaon1 woaen. As explained in chapter 4, aat.ega in the past stood 
for voaen '·s aid to waen at. childbirth. Fro• collecting firewood, to tending 
her chUdren and fields, village wives would rally round each childbearing 
voaan in turn. In keeping vit.h the spirit. of.modern development, tfatega has 
taken on. a new meaning .in the present. It designates the savings activity of. 
villaie woaen 's self•help groups. The co-unal savin1s account,. in addition · 
to funding co .. unity project.a such as pri .. ry· schools, is intended to 
con.tribute a lump sum to each woaan in turn: With this, she is able to buy an 
otherwise financially inaccessible household impi'oveunt.. 

Recent. research in Mitero indicates that. individual enter.prising women 
enhance t.hai.r aat.erial well-being and their prestige by exploiting the 
tradition of aat.ega, receiving a disproportionate share of the group savings, 
and possibly diverting for their own use resources intended for community 
development. proJect.s. Yet. it is precisely these women who have played the 
great.est. role in creating the modern idi·om of cooperati.on. ~ But matega is not 
only coopted by individuals: certain •ale-dominated rural institutions are 
aanipulating the concept for their benefit. as well. The Catholic church holds 
regular aatega to raise funds; the Catholic voHn's self-help group has been 
absorbed into the church structure and woaen no longer practise typical 1roup 
functions, devoting t.beir energies to fundraising according to the 
leadership's inst.ruct.i.ons instead. The local adainist.rat.ion used the women's 
1roups to fund events and projects of i t.s dev.ising, as well as weddings: "for 
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Delivered at t.he Annual Conference of the Canadian Association of 
Mrican Studies, Edaonton, Alberta, Kay 1987; and at.the Third 
International Interdisciplinary Congress on Women, Dublin, July 1987 • 

Several Kenyan inforaaats indicated in 1987 that urban elite wQmen 
have adopted the practice of aatega as well, holding parties at 
which guests are expected ta contribute substantial suas of money t.o 
their host.ass Un upper circles, t75 would be considered miserly and 
a blow ta the 1uest's social at.anding, accordin1 to one informant>. 
A recent report from Chad indicates a siailar process at work. 
aaongst. the eU t.e women of NdJamena, where the pari vente ("a gamble 
to sell") has become an import.ant. substitute for an inefficient 
banking system, and where popular or influential women gain unfair 
advantage <Globe and nail, May 25, 1987). It appears that the 
traditional credit. club system found in many parts of Africa, of 
which matega is an example, is everywhere facing manipulative 
pressures of the kind identified in the Hilero study. 
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every one of these functions the group is told how much money it will 
contribute." The resource-generating power of matega has not been lost on the 
village men, some of whoa have pushed their way into group membership. 
Finally, the district-wide uabrella organisations of the woaen's self-help 
groups have engaged in a massive transfer of group capital fro• the 
countryside to nearby cities, in the form of investaent in urban rental 
buildings. The research charts the aisaanageaeat and even embezzlement of the 
groups' funds, and the lack of return on voaen's matega activities. 

In its focus on the ways in which ~he "coaaon language of customw is used 
to subvert the self-help groups' goals, the study draws important insights 
froa David Parkin's (1972> monograph on econoaic change aaon1 the Giriama of 
coastal Kenya,· and from Jack Glazier's <1985) · VOl'k on the uses of tradition 
regardin1 land acquisition aaon1 the tfbeere of central Kenya. As well, it 
draws on the 1rowin1 body of literature on 1ender relations in East Africa, 
and on certain conc.epts fro• theory on discourse and ideology. The study aims 
to contribute to the theoretical understanding of ideological discourse in 
contemporary African society; I hope, as well, that. it will Join useful works 
such as Ladipo's to increase understanding of the proble11a as well as the 
opportunities provided by women's self-help activity. 

3. Conceptual Problems 

a> The public/private dichotoay. 

A coaponent of most conceptual frameworks for the consideration of women 
in the developaent. process is the identification of a 'public' and a '.private' 
social sphere, respectively the domain of men and of women. The assumption of 
the reality of this division is the premise upon which are based the 'welfare' 
approach and the eaphasis on 'income generation' to the neglect of women's 
productive role, discussed in chapter 4. The division is also a powerful 
component. of sexist ideology and policy. Few liberal studies, including most 
WID literature, challenge the dichotomy, however <Rosaldo, in her influential 
text book coedited with Lamphere CRosaldo and Lamphere, 1974: 361 exemplifies 

·the theorization· based upon the concept of public/private>. Many argue that 
the solut.ion to women's disadvantage vis-a-vis development progr.amaes is a 
more active role in the 'public' sphere; or alternately, a better recognition 
of the potential contribution of the 'private' sphere. That. the dichotomy 
itself is an inaccurate conceptualization of present African life, and even 
more so for the past, needs asserting in the strongest possible terms. 

The feminist political econoay literature has documented in many studies 
the porous boundary between what is kept froa 1enel'al view -- the 'private' --
and what is out in the open for all members of the co-unity to see. While 

women's world is indeed separate from aen's, marked by a sexual dlvision of 
labour and by gender-specific ideological discourse, it is far from private, 
in the sense we have come to understand it in our western experience (where 
indeed, a private world of the home is supported by law, residential patterns 
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and political practice>.• The coaaunity of woaen is as full a participant in 
the decision-aaking structure of villa1e life as that of aen. 

Even in "uslia societies which practice t.he seclusion of women, and where, 
woaen aay be analysed as a •auted group• which is relatively silent on its 
concerns, coapared to aen CArdener, 1974: vii-xxiii, cited in Callaway, 1984: 
430>, voaen are able carry out an active co .. unity life. Indeed, •the 'auted 
group' construct iaplies that the seeds for total independence exist within 
the woaen's experience of total suppression.• Under conditions that to a 
westerner aay appear unbearable, the value· systea of a separate world for 
voaen, within which woaen are fully autonoaous and active social agents, 
•suaulates and sanctions an assert! veness which could ultimately be the 
foundation for political efficacy• CCallaway, 1984: 430-Jl). It is precisely 
upon such ideological and structural foundations that it was possible for the 
Hausa women in the Kano River Project to aount a strike for higher wages --
the success of which was a good example of political efficacy. 

For the 1reat aaJority of African voaen who are not secluded on religious 
grounds, the distinction between a public and private world is even less 
valid. Wipper (1982>; Van Allen (1976>; tlackenzie C1986>; and Mbilinyi (1986> 
are aaon1 the number of scholars who have documented women's resistance 
movements during the colonial era. They thereby have demonstrated .women's 
ability to aobilize for political action. The importance of such action in 
colonial history has, outside such studies as these, remained invisible 
however, as Mbilinyi (1986) points out. 

In the present, while woaen are largely absent from national and 'formal' 
political institutions, their political efficac.y continues to be manifested at 
the level of the comaunity. As all the detailed work on women's organizations 
reveals, and as substantiated in an important new work on women's associations 
by lfarch and Taqqu (1986), women's co1111unal organization is one of the most 
vibrant and effective institutions at the local level. Given that the 
'formal' Juridical and political institutions imposed by colonialism upon 
Mrica are weak, 'informal' structures have a local legitimacy that sanctions 
their decision-making authority in the community. ttarch and Taqqu analyse the 
reasons for the emergence of rational-legal authority <ttax Weber's term> which 
led to the formation of the large-scale polity known as the st.ate. It is this 
fora of polity which was imposed on the precapitalist., small-scale African 
societies by colonial conquest. 

Fealnist theory has dealt extensively with the public/private 
dichotomy. See Jaggar (1983> for an overview of the history of the 
concept. Arastron1 (1978> ar1ues that an explanation for the growth 
of a public/private distinction lies in the growth of the st.ate, and 
in women's declining ability to control and distribute resources: 
f eat.ures characteristic of western society and of African nations 
today, but not of African society in the past. Even in the present, 
under the adverse conditions described in this monograph, women 
retain a measure of control over the distribution of resources that 
has not characterized western society for centuries. 
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Perhaps because Jural-political authority superseded other kinds of 
authority in our own history, it has largely superseded them in our 
thinking as· well. The historically specific, political-Jura! .form of 
authority that evolved in the west appears to have coae, by itself, to 
signify the total concept of 'legiti .. te' authority. From this 
perspective, formal associations appear legitimate because they are 
eapowered by rational Jural-poUUcal charters. The fact that informal 
associations do not have such charters, however, neither makes the• 
ille1itilut.a nor excludes the• froa political processes. Public 
acceptance and sanction, not charters, constitute the primary basis for 
authority (2). 

tlarch and Taqqu attribution confus.ton over legitimacy to "failure to 
distinguish bet.ween several aeanings of the word 'public'". The summary by 
Van Allen <1976: 64> that they use to clarify these meanings is worth 
repeatin1: 

One notion of 'public' relates it to issues that are of concern to the 
whole community: ends served by 'political functions' are beneficial to 
the community as a whole. Although different individuals or groups may 
seek different resolutions of problems or disputes, the 'political' can 
nevertheless be seen as encompassing all those human concerns and 
probleas that are co1111on to all members of the comaunity, or at least to 
large numbers of them. 'Political' problems are shared problems that are 
appropriately dealt with through group action -- their resolutions are 
collective, not individual. This separates them from 'purely personal' 
problems. 

The second notion of 'public' is that which is distinguished from 
'secret', that is, open to everyone's view, accessible to all members of 
the community. The settling of quest.ions that concern the welfare of the 
community in a 'public' way necessitates the sharing of 'political 
knowledge' -- the knowledge needed for participation in political 
discussion -and decision. A system in which public policy is made 
publicly and the relevant knowledge is shared widely contrasts sharply 
with those systems in which a privileged few possess the relevant 
knowledge -• whet.her priestl1 mysteries or bureaucratic expertise -- and 
therefore control policy decisions. 

There are thus two meanings to the concept of 'public': "the nature of 
. the collectivity involved, and the nature of the space or style in which that. 
collectivity operates• Ctlarch and Taqqu, 1986: 3). In the west., we have 
forgotten such distinctions and assume only one, a supposedly uniform tot.al 
public in whose name policy is made. • This assumed uniformity gives rise t.o 
an idiom of public interest or common welfare which is essential to formal 
political action" (3). Only what serves this hypothetical 'public interest' 
is considered politically legitimate. Because this idiom of public interest. 
is part of a political discourse that has become dominant in the Third World, 
systems of authority that fall outside the definition are not acknowledged as 
legitimate. 
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. This is why women's organizations are seen as 'informal', and are not 
construed as part of the legitimate political structure. A further problem 
for the legitimacy of such associations lies in the fac-t that they operate in 
a less visible sphere: the world of 'wo•en's affairs'. But this does not 
aake their activity 'private'. The lover profile does not correspond to a low 
level of public acceptance and political power: to the contrary, as the case 
of the Ifelodun Yoruba women's group described above at.tests <see also Van 
Allen's classic study of Ibo voaen's custoa of •sitting on a aan"C1972l>. To 
understand the nature of 'public life' in Africa, and of women's role within 
it, va aust abandon the western conceptualization of an opposing private and 
public space. 

The WID literature has argued that it. is the public realm that has been 
privileged over the private reala, by the developaent process. On the basis 
of this critique of the public/private dichotomy, I would argue instead that 
it is the co-unity of men that bas been privileged over the community of 
woaen. Outsiders, from •issionaries to colonial officials to contemporary 
governmental elites have recognized aen 's networks as the sole legi timat.e 
'public' with which they should deal -- the uniform, undifferentiated 'public' 
which eabodies 'public interest' inclusively. As a consequence, the complex 
links between the male and female coaaunitiea, which serve to aake of a 
village a functioning 'public' whole, have been broken or distorted. 
Concoaitantly, women's community has been relegated to the status of 'private' 
or informal, in conformi t,y vi.th western ideology. As rlarch and Taqqu say, the 
view that "informal life is personal and hence apolitical -- especially among 
the poor and the powerless -- obscured the legitimacy of associations that are 
not constituted through rational-bureaucratic and legal charters"<S>. The 
denial of the African concept of p.ublic, implicit in almost all development 
efforts, has done a profound disservice to the political life of African 
co-uni ties. 

b) The nature of the 'faaily' aad the 'doaestic realm'. 

The probleu with conceptualizing family in Africa have been considered 
in section 8.2. of chapter 3, above. The foregoing discussion regarding the 
public/private dichotomy hears intiaately upon this issue as well. The notion 
of 'household' is a necessary one, as Bryceson <1985: 11) points out. Far too 
auch of the literature assumes that the 'household' is an undifferentiated 
unit, however, with no internal divisions or contradictions. Liberal and 
developaentalist approaches assuae that the household aay be taken as a unit 
of statistical analysis, that acts rationally as a corporate entity in the 
aarketplace. Developaent policies have thus oft.en targeted the household, 
without considering the differential iapact upon its different members. 

African sex-gender systeu pose special problems for considering the 
household. The complexities introduced by polygyn7 are overlooked, for 
example. Even though a aaJority of African •arriages are now monogamous, the 
idiolllB, practices and organization of space is still often structured 
according to the polygynous aarriage, which was the ideal marriage form. As a 
result of this lack of subtlety in conceptualizing family and household, 
writers resort to a reductionist attribution of women's problems within the 
family to 'male domination' -- a vague and ahistorical notion. Bryceson 
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argues that in most of the women and technology literature, "male domination 
in its cultural and institutional sense, is treated as an historical given 
fact. Having identified the extent and incidence of the edge th~t men have 
over wonn in the acquisition and control of technology, the analyses rarely 
offer an in-depth dissection of its nature.• The consequence is that 
analyses of faaily and household are "primarily descriptive" U985: 8>. 

A aore rigorous, historically grounded understanding of gender relations 
therefore requires a clearer conceptualization of the African household. A 
starting point is the recognition that Mrican households have indefinite 
boundaries. "Not only do households vary in structure, but also in function, 
often with household meabers resorting t.o part.lei.pat.ion in other groupings for 
son of their production and consuaption functions" CBryceson, 1985: 11 >. The 
reco1nition that women's labour is not 'domestic' labour is a particularly 
important aspect of th~s reconceptualization. Not only is voaen's 
agricultural v9rk not 'doaestic', but their transformation (consumption> 
activities must be seen in a different light as well. These tasks are an 
•enabling function for agricultural production. Women spend a great deal of 
time in drudgery which directly or indirectly contributes to production. A 
case· in point is the provision of water, which has most frequently been 
defined in teru of social welfare. In. fact it is properly a matter for 
agricultural policy" <Fortmann, 1981: 208>. 

Another erroneous aspect of the concept of 'family' commonly applied is 
the iaplicit assumption that i"nherit.ance and 1enealogy cent.res in the husband 
and father. For the large areas of sub-Saharan Africa characterized by the 
matrilineal descent systea, this assumption has had serious consequences. 
Rogers ( 1980: 129-38> provides an insightful analysis of the active 
suppression of matriliny by the World Bank and other agenc·ies. Taking as her 
case the World Bank's Lilongwe Land Development Program in Malawi, she shows 
how the complexities of land tenure, cooperative production and distribution, 
and inheritance are reduced in the understanding of proJect officials to a set 
of "socialistic• obstacles to progress. In the evaluation documents, 
matriliny is described "somewhat emotively as 'matriarchy'" (132>. This, of 
course, misses the point about matriliny, which is a system of inheritance and 
obligation r·evolving around the uncle/niece and nephew relationship, rather 
than around the father/children relationship. Although men are still dominant 
in matrilineal" systems, studies do reveal a greater authority for women and 
more control over comaunal assets than in patrilineal societies. 

To illustrate the conceptual errors perpetrated in the proJect, she 
comaents on a document that deals with present attitudes to inheritance. The 
evaluators 

cite survey responses froa the people they define as 'growers' (mostly 
men): "The survival of Hatriliny in Africa is a talking point among 
Sociologists and there is certainly considerable evidence of an increased 
desire amongst growers that inheritance should pass to their 
children .••• " The problems with this rationale are Ct.hat] the answers 
are likely to have been influenced by what the enumerators <themselves 
very Western-orientated, with salaries paid by the proJect> wanted to 
hear. In addition the quest.ion of what was understood by 'their own 
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children' is an open one: if, for.example, a aan felt his nephews or 
nieces to be ~is own children, and entitled to inherit his goods, he 
would probably have responded in the .affirmative" Cl31J. 
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How and why an ideology of the faaily emerged that was at variance with 
the African reality ls another subJect of enquiry. Bryceson (1980> and 
lfbilinyi C1985a; 1985b) locate the eaergence of such an. ideology in the 
political economy of colonialisa and neocolonialism. ltbilinyi argues that 

Ideology about the male doainant-feaale dependent nuclear family has been 
used in an effort to legitimise ~he periodic expulsion of women from the 
wa1e labour aarket and/or towns during times of crisis. The ideology 
pertaining to the countryside, where villagers supposedly can survive so . 
long as they work hard enough ••• helps to rationalise their forcible 
return 'home' to what is described as their tribal homeplace. Both sets 

.of imagery have arisen in the context of consistently lower wages for 
. woaen than aen in all occupations and at different education 
levels •••• Both iaageries conflict with the growing rate of urbanisation 
and the increasing number of female-headed households in villages and 
towns Olbilinyi, 1985b: 81>. 

Analyses of this kind rescue the concept of 'family' from the received truth 
of a 'natural' st.ate and locate it firmly in the African historical context. 
rtbilinyi's point is developed further in section (d) below. 

c) The economic as the socially determining level of society. 

Both neoclassical and ttarxist economics assume the primacy of economic 
aotivation in huaan life (alt.hough the structural !tarxist school of Althusser, 
Poulantzas and Laclau discussed in chapter 1 challenges this assumption>. 
Huch of the WID and feminist political economy literature sees economic 
relations as the source of ideological and political structures and practices. 
Gender relations, as well, are analysed in largely economic t.er11&, in spite of 
attempts to theorize sex-gender system as an autonomous structure in human 
society. As I have shown, a focus on the economic contribution of women, and 
upon economic diaensions of gender relations, has proved to be an important 
corrective to conceptualizations of women that treat them as marginal, non-
economic beings, inhabiting the 'private' reala and requiring 'social welfare' 
to correct their probleas • Nevertheless, it is time to take stock of the 
preoccupation with the economic. 

While it is beyond the scope of this study to provide a critique of · 
'econoaic deterainisa' or to enter the current realm of theoretical debate 
that encoapasses this and related issues, I would like to suggest the 
iaportance of examining our assuaptions in this regard. Jackson's conclusion 
about women aaking choices on political and ideolo1ical grounds rather than 
economic ones, cited in the discussion of the KRP ProJect in chapter 3, is 
suggestive. Kore so is the practical invisibility of the 'social welfare' (or 
'social reproduction'> issue of gender and health care in either the WID or 
feminist political economy literature. 
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Baudrillard, in The Mirror of Product.ion (1975>, argues that our theories 
of econoaic causality are in fact a metaphor derived from the experience of 
nineteenth century industrial life, where production was indeed the dominant 
elaaent shapin1 society. In a section titled "Materialism and Ethnocentrisa" 
(84-91>, he critiques the application of tfarxist llOdels of political economy, 
and the Marxist. aethod of historical aaterialisa, to earlier and non-western 
societies. 

Western culture was the first to critically reflect. upon it.self 
(beginning in the 18th century). But ••• it reflect.ad on itself also as a 
culture in the universal, and thus all other cultures were entered in its 
auseua aa vestiges of its own iaa1e •••• The analysis of the contradictions 
of Western society has not led to the coaprehension of earlier societies 
(or of the Third World). It has succeeded only in exporting these 
contradictions to thea. At tiaes not even the contradictions have been 
exported but very simply the solution, that is, the product.ivist 
model. ... Through its most "scientific" inclinations toward earlhr 
societies, [historical materialism] "naturalizes" them under the sign of 
the mode of product.ion ·(89-91>. 

Political economists may find Baudrillard's Judgement overly harsh. 
Nevertheless, we should perhaps be asking whether the 'productivist model' is 
an appropria.te basis for t.heorie• of African social relations, either in the 
past or present. Certainly, atteapts to explain all aspects of sex-gender 
relations in teru of relations of product.ion has proved problematical for 
theorists, while overemphasis in WID research on issues of production at the 
expense of other aspects of developaent. probleas has created a theoretical and 
empirical imbalance in the literature. Hbilinyi (1984) idenUfies economism 
as one of the chief priorities for research in East Africa. 

As the discussion of 'tradition' below reveals, and as I suggest in my 
discussion of matega above, a fruitful line of research lies in the 
application of theory about ~iscourse and ideology to our understanding of 
African political econoay. Karda• (1985> indicates that discourse analysis, 
whereby power relations are understood to be shaped by dominant visions of 
reality, is only be1innin1 to be applied to WID issues. The problem of the 
relation between power and knowled1e is discussed further in section (e) 
below. 

d> The nature of 'the traditional'. 

I have argued at various points against the conceptualization of 
developing societies as being on a unilinear course between a 'traditional' 
and 'modern' state of existence. I have also shown how precolonial elements 
of sex-gender.systems are retained in the present in a dominated and distorted 
form, providing the ideolo1ical .raw material by which women's autonomy and 
power may be constrained -- in the name of 't.radi t.i on' • Along the same lines 
of ideological enquiry suggested in point (c), it is important to investigate 
the ideology of 'tradition' as it pertains to gender relations. Studies such 
as Katz (1985) demonstrate in the context of African national politics the 
power of ideological discourses that recruit 'tradition' to their explanations 
of.how society should be~ Dominant discourses that support the r~lin1 group 
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are those that have most successfully coopted tradition to legitimate the 
group's political power. Similar work needs to be done at the local level, so 
that conteaporary ideological constructions can be distinguished from genuine 
historical social structures -- especially sex-gender systems.• Disparate 
e~idence suggests that the challenge of voaen's deaand for rights and improved 
econolliic and social conditions is aet wi'th the accusation that they have 
abandoned their 'traditional' responsibilities, and are seeking to underaine 
the faaily. Such gender discourse has a powerful effect in the creation of 
guU t aaong woaen, and in stilling their dissent. 

The political pitfalls inherent in an ahistorical view of 'tradition' are 
exeaplified by the controversy surrounding the question of clitoridectoay. 
Western radical feainists excoriated the practice as a 'barbaric tradition', 
while African apologists defended it, and at.tacked western feminist 
interference, in the name of 'honourable and functional tradition'. In 
neither case, is the appeal to a priaordial, unchanging 'tradition' helpful in 
understanding and soiving this politically sensitive and aedically urgent 
problea. An excellent analysis of gender discourse is Francille Wilson's 
article •Reinventing the Past and Circuascribing the Future: Authenticite and 
the Negative Iaage of Women's Work in Zaire• (1982>: 

/ . 

Authenticite has been a device for consolidating power and legitimizing 
antidemocratic princip~es as traditional African values. Today, it is 
clear that authenticite has been used to obtain mass support and to 
distract attention away from the pressing economic and social P.roblems 
that confront Zaire •••• The rhet.or le and reali t.y of authenU cit~ iS ,, 
paternalistic, authoritarian, and self-serving •••• Under authenticite, the 
entire responsibility for maintaining the aoraUt.y of the system rests 
vit.h voaen. nan do not hava·aoral responsibilities <190-161>. 

This study, which goes on to docuaent. the ways in which an ideology of 
'tradition' is promulgated to control and oppress voaen, serves as an example 
of the kind of research that might fruit.fully be pursued. 

Another exemplary study adds an iaportant dimension to the critique of 
ahistorical approaches to •tradition'. The Tanzanian feainist scholar 
tlarJorie llbilinyi deaonst.rates in her article ••city' and 'Countryside' in 
Colonial Tanganyika• C1985a> that colonialism created not.ions of 'traditional 
life' to serve its own exploitative ends. According to the conclusions she 
draws froa painstaking archival research, the Tanganyikan regiae constructed a 
dichotomy between rural 'traditional' African life and urban 'aodern' life 
that transforaed indigenous society in the service of •the colonial solution.R 
In reality, the colony comprised on the one hand peasant-based economies, and 
on the other hand a capitalist sector of co .. ercial urban and plantation 
enterprises, owned by first by German and later British multinational 
companies, and by individual European and Asian settlers. Both rural and 

• Glazier's (1985) study of land and the uses of tradition amongst the 
nbeere, cited above as a conceptual contribution to thinking about 
women's cooperative traditions, is an example of the kind of 
rigorous historical analysis needed at the local level. 
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urban enterprises depended on the migrant labour system; the plantations in 
particular on the largely feaale casual labour pool. 

The aim of the regime was thus •to stabilise the working class and 
restrict African settlement in town solely to peraanently eaployed workers and 
the aiddle classes. In order to successfully carry this out, the African 
extended faaily syste• was at.tacked, and the nuclear faaily was encouraged. 
The secondary econoay was heavily taxed, re1ulated, and wherever possible, 
underained.· 'Staff associations' or 'workers councils' were promoted among 
workers to counter the labour moveaent.. Woaen became central act.ors and 
targets in the struggle to iapoae the colonial solution• (tlbilinyi, 1985a: 
88>. . . 

ltbilinyi critically exaaines colonial discourse to uncover the economic 
and political reality served by the concept of a division between 'city' and 
'countryside•·: -

A contrast. bet.ween city and country permeates colonial comaentary .on the. 
society its agent.a found, and the one they stru11led to create and rule. 
In simple terms, the city was associated with non-Africans, men, adults, 
ware employment and civilization; the country, with Africans, women, 
children, 'subsistence' and 'bush'. According to colonial ideology, the 
country was •home• for Africans, in 'tribal areas', and the African in 
town was considered an 'alien' in 'foreign' territory who had 
'immigrated' and was in danger of being 'detribalised' •••• Colonial 
archives assume this contrast.. noreover, they presume that the past was 
rural and arricultural. The centuries of urbanisation and economic 
specialisation which was identified with the development. of feudal 
kingdoms, Swahili culture and t.he rise of the Zanzibar Commercial Empire, 
vanish f'roa memory. So, too, do the strugglirs between slaves and slave-
owners, queens and coaaoners, disappear <88).• 

In addition to inventing a false traditional/modern dichotomy, t.he colonial 
discourse tlbilinyi analyses could be said to pose the public/private dichotomy 
discussed in section <a> above: t.he village being t.he 'private' sphere in 
western terms, only the town being truly the 'public' domain. On the grounds 
of both dichoto•ies, the demands and needs of the 'country' could be dismissed 
by colonial policy as backward and uniaportant. 

rtbilinyi proposes concrete strategies to combat t.he biases in both the 
archival record and historians' interpretations of it. Suggeating that "the 
saae facts are subJect. to different interpret.at.ion, depending upon t.he group 
or class or sex with which the spokesperson identifies," she argues for the 
creation of opposing knowledre. But, 

• The process Hbilinyi delineates here is a precise description of the 
discourse of apartheid and t.he conceptual underpinnings of the 
Bantust.an system in South Africa, ·whereby the maJority of South 
Africans have been constructed as foreigners in their own land. 
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The creation of oppositional history is in itself a political act. By 
speaking, writing, acting, drawing, or sin1ing their own histories, 
people teach one another new ways of perceivin1 t.he11&elves and the world. 
Defiance of 'official' histories is an act. of eapoweraent •••• The main 
audience ought to be the speakers themselves and the popular classes they 
represent •••• This su1gests the production of easily readable texts and 
other aedia in the local national lan1ua1es spoken by the people <96>. 

Recently, we have seen argua,nts, both by western co-entator.s and by certain 
African leaders, that the colonial past is over and done with, and should not 
be used to explain contemporary problems. This ar1u•ent, once more, conspires 
to reinforce the vision of a backward Africa, where present dilemmas have no · 
history other than timeless African 'tradition'. I thus agree with 
tlbilinyi's view that the recap~ure of history, including that of the colonial 
era, is a vital task for the present, both as a corrective to western biases 
regarding Africa, and as a aeans of empowering local co1111unities -- and 
particularly women. 

tlbilinyi 's proposal (and the work of Tanzania's WRDP in general> offers a 
valuable tool for inserting voaen not only into the policy-making process., but. 
into the very process of constructing accurate knowledge about their 
coamunit.ies and their probleas -- the targets of development policy. 

e) Liberating subJugated knowledges. 

Inherent in all four of the above conceptual problems is a profound 
epistemological predicament, exemplified by tlbilinyi's call for a struggle to 
recapture history for Tanzanians. "uch of the crit.iq.ue of conceptual 
fraaeworks in chapters 1 and 2, and evidence throughout the study, eonfira the 
point that competing views of reality are a central aspect of"development 
dileaaas. Time and again, the review has chronicled the imposition of the 
doainant., western 'knowledge' regarding a problem, to the detriment of local 
'knowledges' that are aore appropriate constructions of local reality. Part 
of the proble• has.been poor science: inadequate theories and methodologies 
for understanding 'the family'; the nature of public life; the history of 
African societies at both the broad and local levels. But this poor science 
is itself a product of history: eaergiag as an aspect of and support for the 
power relations that subJugated Africa. By the nature of these power 
relations, knowledge of Africa was constructed by non-Africans, according to 
western categories of thought. The alienation of Africans from their own 
knowledge of themselves is the other part of the epistemological dilemma. 
Given the deep differences between the vest and Africa in both knowledge and 
practice of gender relations, and in the construct.ion of female identity, the 
crisis in knovled1e has ur1ent i•plicat.ions for WID efforts. 

It would be irresponsible Utopianism to &uggeat the possibility of return 
to a golden age of African self-knovled1e (indeed, the suggest.ion that the 
African past is more 'authentic' than the African present is impHci Uy 
ethnocentric, denying as it does Africans' right to identify themselves as 
cosmopolitan members of the world co1111unity, sharing its modern cultural 
values and practices>. Nevertheless, researchers can no longer avoid the task 
of investigating the relationship between dominant power structures, past and 
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present, and the nature of ·knowledge about Africa. Central to this task is an 
· engageent vi th the theory of discourse epi toaized by the work of ftichel 
Foucault, a thinker who is widely credited with having developed during the 
1970s a new method for the study of humans in society. 

Foucault. (see Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other Writings 
1972-1.977 Cl980bl for an introduction to his ideas> has been criticised fro• 
both left and right, and by feainists as well., as obfuscating and irrelevant. 
to conteaporary social and econoaic concerns -- a trendy theorist of the avant 
garde. Nevertheless, an increasing nuaber of scholars in the ~est, including 
feainists, are recognizing the value of his approach for a fresh understanding 
of the nature of institutions and the aechaniaas of power. The controversial 
nature of his vital contribution to recent social thought should not deter 
researchers of gender and development froa assessing his theory and adapting 
his insights in the African context. 

Foucault's work shows how ideas -- about madness, illness, crime, and 
sexuality - have been transforaed in the modern era to serve the tactical 
needs of new social systems (sea Foucault, 1965; 1979; 1980a). Out of his 
analyses of orranized forms of social life, such as prisons, hospitals, 
schools and insane asyluas, baa emeried original thinking about the nature of 
power and discourse, and the way in which our era has constructed humans as 
obJects of knowled1e. This is not accomplished by the deliberate actions of 
power-wielding practitioners, neither does it follow formal lava or rules. 
instead, cultural practices are structured by a •grid of intelligibility" 
<Dreyfus and Rabinov; 1983: 1217 ) which emerges through the subtle interplay 
of power and knovled1e. The 'grid of intelligibility', according t.o Foucault, 
is •a thoroughly heterogeneous ensemble consisting of.discourse, institutions, 
architectural forms, regulatory decisions, laws, ad•inistrat.ive measures, 
scientific.statements, philosophical, moral and philanthropic propositions --
in short, the said as much as the unsaid• <Foucault, 1980b: 194>. 

While his work focusses alaost exclusively on western institutions <and 
there is a vigorous debate as to the quality of his historical methodology>, 
Foucault's relevance to the Third World is nevertheless significant. First., 
his t.hinkin1 provides a method for an epistemological investigation into how 
the African -- and especially the African woman -- has been constructed as an 
obJect of knowled1e. Second, his insights on the relation between power and 
knowledge provide a valuable conceptual tool for understanding the emergence 
of this knowledge about Africans in the colonial and post.colonial contexts. 
He conceives of power •not as a property, but as a strategy ••• one should 
decipher in it a network of relations, constantly in tension, in activity, 
rather than a privilege that one aight. possess• (1979: 26>. Power is not 
si•ply exercised in a monolithic way by those who 'have it' over those who 'do 

., •Grid of intelligibility" is Dreyfus and Rabinov's translation of 
Foucault's term dispositif. They argue that the conventional 
translation in English edit.ions of Foucault's work, 'apparatus', is 
too vague to -convey his meaning, in that "it underestimates 
Foucault's attempt to reveal something about the Cculturall 
practices themselves" (Dreyfus and Rabinow, 1983: 121>. 
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not have it' <the notion of power in much underdevelopment theory). 
Conversely, knowledge is not soaething that can only exist apart from power 
relations. 

us 

Perhaps we should abandon the belief that power aakes mad and that, by 
the saae token, the renunciation of power is one of the conditions of 
knowledge. We should adait rather that power produces knowledge <and not 
siaply by encouraging it because it serves power or by applying it 
because it is useful>; that power and knowledge directly iaply one 
another; that there is no power relation without the correlative 
constitution of a field of knowledge, nor any knowledge that does not 
presuppose and constitute at .t.he saae tiae power relations •••• In short., 
it is not the activity of the subJect of knowledge that produces a corpus 
of knowledge, useful or resistant to power, but power-knowledge, the · 
processes and strugales that traverse it and of which it is made up; that 
deteraines the foru and possible domains of knowledae C1979: 27-28>. · 

This aonoaraph has aade the iaplicit arauaent that contemporary 
international econoaie relations, and the aid efforts that are a part of them, 
constitute a power relation which has shaped, and in turn been shaped by 
particular •foras and doaains of knowledge• about Africa and African women. 
It is not that the discourse is a coherent. and unified one: indeed, I have 
argued that knowledge about Africa and its development problems is fragmented 
among the different research/action loci and between different conceptual 
fraaeworks. As Foucault says about discourse: •It is often made up of bits 
and pieces; it iapleaents a disparate set of tools or met.hods. In spite of 
the coherence of its results ••• it cannot be localized in a particular type of 
institution or state apparatus" .(1979: 26>. 

Finally, In thinkin1 about. the utility of discourse theory for feminist 
political economy and for practical research on women, technology and 
developaent., we should pay attention to Foucault's ideas about "subJugated 
knowled1es", which are directly relevant to the point made above about the 
suppression of local 'knowledges' -- and about the struggle to retrieve them. 
Foucault. ar1ues that we are facing "an iftsurrection of subJu1ated knowled1es." 

What has emerged in the course of the last ten or fifteen years is a 
sense of the increasing vulnerability to criticism of things, 
institutions, practices, discourses. A certain fragility has bean 
discovered in the very bedrock of existence -- even, and perhaps above 
all, in those aspects of it that are aost faailiar, aost solid and most 
lntiaately related to our bodies and to our everyday behaviour. But 
together with this sense of inst.ability and this aaazing efficacy of 
discontinuous, particular and local criticism, one in fact also discovers 
soaethin1 that perhaps vas not ini Ual ly foreseen, soaet.hin1 one •i1h.t 
describe as precisely the inhibit.ing effect of global, totalitarian 
theories •••• The attempt to think in terms of a totality has in fact 
proved a hindrance to research •••• I believe that. what this essentially 
local .character of criticism indicates in reality is an autonomous, non-
cent.ral ised kind of theoretical production, one that is to say whose 
validity is not dependent on the approval of the established re1imes of 
thought •••• 
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By subJugated knowledges one should understand ••• a whole set of 
knowledges that have been disqualified as inadequate to their task or 
insufficiently elaborated: naive knowledges, located low down on the 
hierarchy, beneath the required level of co1nition or scientificity •••• It 
is throu1h the reappearance of ••• these local popular knowledges, these 
disqualified knowled1as, that criticisa perforas its work •••• With what in 
fact were these buried, subjugated knowledges really concerned? They 
were concerned with a historical knowledge of struggles. In popular 
knowledge there lay the aeaory of hostile encounters which even up t.o 
this day have bean confined to the margins of knowledge (1980b: 80-83>. 

Foucault. calls for researchers t.o •establish a historical knowledge of 
strugilas and t.o aake use of this knowledge tactically today.• The purpose 

1of such '"genealogical research" is t.o "entertain the claiu to attention of 
local, discontinuous, disqualified, illegitimate knowledges against the claims 
of a unitary body of theory which would filter, hierarchise and order them in 
the naae of some true knowledge and some arbitrary idea of what constitutes a 
science and it.a ~bJects •••• It is really against. t.ha effects of the power of a 
discourse that. is considered t.o be scientific that. the genealogy must~wage its 
struggle" (83-84>.• It. is precisely this task that such feminist 
practitioner/scholars as tfbilhtyi are at.teapting. Indeed, the feminist 
project everywhere can be construed as an at.tempt to given women and gender 
relations a historical context. The task of western scholars and aid agents 
is to take local knowledges seriously: to rescue them fro• the "margins of 
knowledge" and to incorporate thea into a scient.if ic understanding of African 
society. As well, western scholars aust recognize the dominant position of 
their own knowledge in the hierarchy, and the role that knowledge plays in 
international power relations. Sect.ion E of chapter 6 puts forward so11e 
concrete su11estlons for research that address the episte11ological issues · 
raised here • 

• The anthropologist Clifford Geertz, in Local Knowledge: Further 
Essays in Interpretive Anthropology <1983> is an iaportant 
protagonist in this struggle to establish a voice for disparate 
knovled1es, and an en1aging writ.er on the subJect.. He suggests that 
the growinl interest in interpretation and exegesis is in part "a 
result of the growin1 recognition that the established approach to 
treating such pheno .. na, laws-and-causes social physics, was not 
producing the triuaphs of prediction, control, and testability that 
had for so lon1 been promised in its naae. And in part, it is a 
result of intellectual deprovincialization. The broader currents of 
aodern thought have finally begun to impinge upon what. has been, and 
in some quarters at.ill is, a snug and insular enterpriseN CGeertz, 
1983: 3>. To the extent that development thinking has been such a 
•snug and insular enterprisew, nonchalantly dismissing the dis118l 
failures of its own predictions, tests and methods, it is long 
overdue for such •intellectual deprovincialization". For a valuable 
and highly readable introduction to interpretive social science, see 
Rabinow and Sullivan <1979). · 
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4. The Neglected Focal Points for Social Transformation 

a) Woaen's rights. 

Woaen's rights are one of the aspects of development that have bee~ 
neglected in the push to understand woaen's ecoaoaic .role. Case studies above 
have charted ways in which voaen have lost custoaary rights, particularly in 
land. There is soae iaportant work on the consequences for women of changes 
in land tenure (as the s111opaia in of Okeyo's study in the previous chapter 
attests>, although the WID literature does aot address precolonial legal 
systems as thoroughly as it should. · 

There needs to be a much aore specific focus, however, on the question of 
woaen and the law (see the many useful articles by African scholars in 
Canadian Woman Studies/lea cahiers de la femme, 1986 for the direction such 
enquiry aight take. Often there are glaring inequities in the national laws 
of African countries (a legislative atteapt to criminalize wife-beating was 
laughed out of the Kenyan Parliament several years ago, for example). Apart 
froa these obvious inequities, there has been a drift in recent years "into de 
facto attenuation of women's rights" (Guyer, 1986: 415). While discussion of 
voaen's rights in Africa is often linked with concerns about importing western 
'woaen 's liberation', claims that the rights issue is J.ust another form of 
ideological imperialism are specious. As Hovard says: "While the provision of 
women's rights cannot be separated from the attempt to develop sub-Saharan 
African countries, neither can voaen's r.ights be put aside until . .such a 
Utopian tiae as the governaent of a newly developed society sees fit to grant 
thea • U 984: 46 >. 

Rights are aore pertinent to the issue of technology and development than 
aay appear to be the case. The ability of voaen, individually and in their 
associations, to a~opt and sustain new technologies for the development of 
their communities depends upon their civil rights. Hany studies show that 
woaen rationally choose not to invest energy and income in the application of 
new technologies to productive resources which are no longer theirs by right. 
Female assessors on customary tribunals, for example CGuyer, 1986: 415> could 
ensure that customary rights• are not whittled away further. One aspect of 
woaen's rights, addressed by some feminist. political economists, is the issue 
of usufructory or use rights. Especially in patrilineal societies, where most 

• While I am using the familiar term, 'customary rights', I do so with 
reservations, as the tera connotes a dichotomy similar to the 
foraal/inforaal dichotomy discussed above. The implication is that 
there is 'law', which is the western law introduced with 
colonialism, and then there is 'custom', which does not have 'the 
force of law'. While it is true that. in the present customary law 
is subordinate to common law Cthe recent Kenyan burial case cited 
above notwithstanding), it is yet another example of ethnocentrism 
to assume that Africans in the past had •customs' but no 'laws'. A 
woman's use right to the milk of her husband's herd, or to a plot of 
land from her husband's lineage, was as legally binding -- and 
litigable -- as a title deed to an office building today. 
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properly was collectively owned by men and inherited lhrou1h lhe patrilineage, 
usufructory riihls were the preeminent form of rights in productive resources. 
The imposition of western notions of' the primacy of property ownership has 
rendered these indigenous rights invisible or ille1iti11ate. Research into 
appropriate legal refora, to protect and enhance woaen's rights under the 
adopted British co11110n law or French Napoleonic lav, is of urgent. concern. At. 
present., parallel operation of indigenous and western legal systeas work lo 
voaen's disadvantage. Bridevealtb reaaina legal, for example, as a touted 
cornerstone of 'traditional' aarriage. Yet there are no modern laws to 
control the violations of i'ndigenous law are often practiced in regard to such 
customs. -

A valuable conference on Woaen's Rights in Zambia in 1985 made a number 
of these links. 1° For example, Stella Chintu-Tembo <1985> examined women's· 
rights and health and concluded that., while women have the same rights as men 
with regard to health care, lack of education regarding these rights has 
seriously undermined health care delivery to them. She also discusses 
dile-as with regards to rights and health that are un·ique t.o women: for 

·example, the law does not insist on hospital delivery of babies, bu.l women's 
right to choose between hospital and home births is subverted by the lack of 
facilities for home delivery, and the University Teaching Hospital's policy 
•to achieve 100% hospital delivery or medically supervised delivery" (65>. 
Provision of some training for traditional midwives appears lo be al odds with 
lhe hospital policy. 

A particularly sensitive but important area for future research.on 
women's rights is the impact of draconian new versions of Shari'a law to 
Huslia societies in Africa (see El Naiem, 1984, in the context of lhe modern 
fundamentalist movement>. Quite apart froa basic questions of human rights, 
there are serious implications for the ability of such women as the Hausa of 
the KRP lo contribute meaningfully to the development of their societies. 
Again, sensitivity to the historical aspects of women's oppression under Islam 
is required. As "uslia women at the Nairobi Forum in 1985 the11Selves 
insisted, the view of Islamic ideology as unchanging, and primordially sexist, 
is ethnocentric and unscientific. These women expressed resentment towards 
western feminists for the condemnation of their religion in the name of 
western-def lned human rights. Feminist reform wit.bin Islam depends upon 
interpretation of the Isla•ic tradition, and upon an appeal to aspects ·of its 
texts that are supportive of women. 

10 The Second National Women's Rights Conference was held at lhe 
"indolo Ecumenical Foundation in Ki lve, tfarch 22-24, .· 1985 ilnd. "ii& 
supported by the Zambia Association for Research and Development 
CZARD_>. and the University of Zambia. It included sessions on women 
and human rights; women and health; women and family; and women and 
development.. Each section involved the delivery of research papers 
and the production of recommendations. The Proceedings <ZARD, 1985> 
reveal such titles as "The Situation of Handicapped Women in 
Zambia"; "The World of Mothers: The Right to Good Health"; "Women 
and Polygamy"; "The On-Going Food Crisis in Africa and the Rights of 
Female Farmers". 
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b) The role of the media . 

Little attention has been paid in either the WID or the feminist 
poli·tical economy literature to the relationship between the media· and women. 
There are two issues that need to be addressed: the first is the dissemination 
of negative stereotypes of voaen; the second is the use of the media for the 
transmission of information about new technologies and techniques. It has 
been left up to African voaen's organizations, notably AAWORD and WIN, to draw 
attention to the problem. AAWORD has focussed its attention on the former 
issue: it hosted a aeeting of professional aedia voaen and researchers, 
entitled "Women, Communication and Developaent, What Perspectives for 
Nairobi9" in Dakar, Senegal in 1984 Ct.be aeet.iag was funded by CIDA>. A 
similar meeting for women Journalists of Eastern and Southern Africa was. held 
in Nairobi the same year. Of particular concern to the Dakar meeting were the 
"trivial images of women in the media". The conclusions, substantiated by an 
ATRCW research proJect on the mass aedia in Africa <ATRCW, 198Sb> indicated 
that western images of woaen as housewives and dependents, reinforced by 
appeals to a reconstructed and false African 'tradition', were common. 
Clearly, the media trend undermines accurate perception of African women's 
real position in society, and hampers efforts to have them taken seriously by 
policy-makers. 

The WIN organization has identified a disturbing trend in the media with 
regard to the portrayal of Nigerian women <WIN, 1985a: 108-125>: in addi Uon 
to the perpetuation of erroneous stereotypes of women, there has been a 
aisogynist tendency to report negatively about women's activism, and to 
neglect. their achieveaents. The organization's co .. entary bears quoting at 
length: 

The Nigerian media tends to give disproportionate prominence to reports 
of negative activities •.•• The news that a female engineer has been 
elected to head an international body, or that a female scholar has been 
awarded an honorary degree abroad, is tucked away in the inner pages. 
Women in the est.abliahaent are given news space <alt.hough hardly 
headlines>, when they appear at iaportant functions as gracious 
hostesses, giving charity, or perforaing one welfare role or the 
ot.her •••• Howevar, on any occasion that feaale activities indicated that 
they, Cnoraally_regarded as exceptions> could be a rule, the media 
embarks on a trivialisation caapaign. Witness the contrast between the 
awed reports of the first set of women in civilian iovernment 1979-83, 
and the boisterous Jokes bandied about Cregardingl the female upsurge in 
the Legislature and Executive post-1983. 

Condemnation and ridicule are aeted out to female activism that does not 
emerge from the ruling classes. For instance, aarket. women who adhere to 
their traditional locations of trade, are portrayed as 'stubborn', while 
as tail-ends of the middle-man chain, they are reported lo be 'economic 
saboteurs'. When they try to let the government know how they are 
affected by various policies, they get less coverage than statements by 
women of the upper classes who urge them to obey government's 
direct.ives •••• Whenever an issue concerni~g women crops up, the 
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overwhelming maJority of editorials, cartoons and news analysis bring 
pressure on women to conform. For instance, crime is not only seen as a 
societal ill, but. as a direct. result. of women neglecting their homes, 
husbands and children, in their 'inordinate' pursuit.of wealth. ttale 
criminals are actuaHy pitied for having succumbed to pressure of greedy 
woaenfo·lk, who demand what their men cannot afford to supply •••• 

In the main, attention is paid to the worst aide of women, witness the 
series introduced by the Sunday Sketch at. the tail-end of the UN Decade 
of Wo .. n: 'The Wickedest Woaen in History' •. Kedia opinion also 
reinforces the societal unequal st.at.us of women, pays grudging lipservic:e 
t.o benefits grant.ad wo•n, exhorting thea t.o be grateful for the 
'concessions' and· not to regard thea as rights •••• Perhaps the most 
startling indication of the deep-seated antipathy to women was the furore 
over woaen in drug trafficking. Relentlessly the editorials, cartoons, 
and news analyses harassed women to the extent that by January, 1985, the 
word 'coc.aine' was synonymous with woaan, and female criminality was 
analogous to women's liberation CUl-116>. 

The concern with media imagery, which up to now seeas to have remained a 
preoccupation of African women alone, is an import.ant. area for investigation 
by.the research/act.ion loci. 

The role of the media as a development tool is a less thorny issue. 
·Studies have revealed that the media have been underutilized as such a tool, 
chiefly as a result of .poor planning and inadequate research as to women's 
media-related behaviour. For example, Subulola and Johnson, in a survey of 
beliefs concerning infant. feeding and child care among 143 Benin City mot.hers 
in Nigeria < 1977: 107>, found that. only five mot.hers cl t.ed radio and 
television as a source of information, in spite of regular programmes on the 
subJect. of nutrition and child care. Another study by Odumosu <1982), 
designed to chart the diffusion of government-sponsored radio messages on 
health, came Up with a similar conclusion: the message was not 1et.t.ing 
thrau1h. Odumosu and Subulola and Johnson's studies both identified lhe use 
of En1lish rather t.han the vernacular as barriers; Odumosu discovered, as 
well, that the broadcasts of the 'women's pro1ra1111es' were being made in the 
middle of the day, when most woaen, who were petty traders, were occupied away 
froa the home (108). · 

Odumosu put. in a plea for •the traditional media•, i.e. the word-of-mouth. 
met.hod of disseminating information, and the use of bell-ringers, dispersed to 
strategic points. In one survey of 200 pre1nant. woaen, he found that over 90 
percent of his sample had received tetanus shots. Although 79 percent 
possessed radios, only 4.5 percent. heard about. the immunization programme via 
this medium. The rest. learned of the programme via ward of mouth. The 
conclusions Oduaosu reached are su11estiv~ of the kind of research on media 
that. might. yield a significantly higher return for technolo1y-informat.ion 
programmes. It is worth noting, as well, that. the concern for the media as a 
tool appears to be restrict.ad to health and nutrition researchers, a fact. that. 
social scientists and development. planners should remedy. Correcting 
programme times, using the right. language, and researching methods to utilize 
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the 'traditional media' would seem to be among the more easily solved 
development dile•aas • 

c) The social diaensions of health care. 
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Several examples of the iaportance of social context were given.in the 
section of chapter 2 dealing with health technology. The discussion above-of 
women's rights also draws attention to the wider context of health care 
delivery. The issue of health aust be connected with other development 
concerns: for example, health cannot ba·separated from agricultural issues. 
If voaen are disequipped econoaically and socially, then their ability to 
retain control of faaily health aainlenance will be undermined. 'Appropriate 
technology•· for childbirth is a particularly pressing social issue. Several 
studies in the social health literature pointed out that Nigerian midwifery 
practices, if iaproved with a better understanding of cleanliness and of 
pathology requiring a physician's intervention, are the most suited to 
conditions of low levels of st.ate-provided health care. As well, they aka 
the aost efficient use of society's resources, given the supportive social 
conditions prevailing in the village, including woaen's familial and co .. unity 
organizations. In particular, obstetrical practices that are under criticism 
in the vest but that have been introduced lo Africa <such as the use of the 
lithotoay posit.ion, where a voaan gives birth on her back), are criticised. 

·Problematical in a context where high-technology inputs are available (such as 
fetal monitors>, such practices are even aore problematical where such 
equipaent is not available. 

Pamela Brink, a nurse-anthropologist who conducted a detailed U982 > 
study of Nigeria midwives involving observation as well as statistical 
aethods, reported that voaen will attend hospital or community health centre 
ante-natal clinics, but are reluctant to deliver there, preferring their local 
midwives. The reasons they give is that •the hospital will not allo~ them to 
squat for delivery and that the aidwife is not in constant attendance upon 
them during the entire process as their village Traditional Birth Attendant 
is. When asked why they attend antenatal classes if they do not intend to be 
delivered by the nurse-midwife, they state that they attend antenatal clinics 
to receive the medicine and the vitaains necessary to make their baby 
healthy.• Her ensuing report of the sound aidvifery techniques practiced, as 
wall as of the supportive faaily environaent for the birth, substantiated the 
women's Judgeaent that home deliver1 was the rational choice. 

A further social aspect of health care is the iaportance of involving 
women's organizations in health developaent. A study b1 Feuerstein in Nigeria 
C1976> coapared a cholera prevention prograaae in one community, where 
traditional western aethods of attempting to influence people individuall1 
were used, with a p·rogra-e in another community which aimed at obtaining 
coaaunit7 approval for the health policy bein1 promoted. In the first, onl1 
45 percent of villagers reported for immunization, while 73 percent of the 
second village caae for their shots. Feuerstein discovered, however, that the 
medical profession shoved little appreciation of the contribution communities 
could aake to health care. She found a sentiment among doctors and nurses 
that public health was secondary to hospital medical care, and that training 
professionals was more important than tra·ining health leaders. "[These) 
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attitudes are as difficult. to change as traditional health beliefs because of 
their cultural and psychological aspect.Sn <52>. · · 

·A survey of 400 Kenyan village women by ".K. Were <1977>, t.o determine 
their attitude towards equal rights and towards their opportunities within the 
comaunity, yielded a clear consensus among the woaen that their organized 
groups were t.be appropriate basis for unaging health care. They felt that 
they could achieve more through collective act.ion than through individual 
effort. in 110ving towards what they called 'healthy living' <529>. 

· These findings, when combined with the tools for analysin1 social and 
econoaic process developed in chapter 4, show the possible direct.ion for 
future work on the social context. of health technology transfer. 

d> Indi1enous technology and invention. 

While it would seem self-evident that indigenous technology was well 
adapted· to African conditions, 1iven Africans' success in populating a 
continent. and creating a culturally rich and diversified civilization over 
several millennia, little has been done to determine what aspects of such 
technology should receive active encouragement for retention. Indeed, little 
is known of inventions and technology that lost out in the face of cheap 
industrial imports over the last. one hundred years. The Haya of East Africa 
were making steel in blast furnaces almost. two thousand years before it was 
invented in Geruny; the decline of smithing of all kinds as a result. of 
colonial trade in iapleaents froa Sheffield is a better known phenomenon. 
ttacKenzie (1986) records in detail the sound agricultural practices of Kikuyu 
woaen; in the use of fertilizer, contoured fields, windbreaks and so on. A 
nuaber of the case studies presented in this monograph imply the 
appropriateness of indigenous technology: ln physical teras, in social terms, 
or both. The case of the reJected oil palm presses, cited in chapter 3, 
demonstrates both. The account of new stove technology illustrates the great 
soCial significance of traditional cooking technology. The starting point 
for research into this iaportant issue is the assumption that African 
technology is not inherently 'backward', but that it is adaptive. The 
conditions to which it was adapt.ad -- social, economic and environmental --
aay have changed, and thus new technolo1y may be required. But it cannot be 
assuaed that in every circuastanca, a new vay of doing things is better than 
the old. 

As an exaaple of the kind of speculative thinking that might be of use: I 
doubt if any researcher has considered the possible connection bet.ween the 
short-handled hoes women use, that are oft.en decried for the way they make 
women bend over for hours every day, and the strong backs and necks necessary 
for carryin1 heavy head loads. In a continent where draught animals have been 
historically barred by tsetse fly, or where terrain or economy has made use of 
such animals difficult or impossible, the human head has been the chief means 
of transportation. Yet back .prob'lems are not common among. African women. It 
is unrealistic to assume, given the conditions of poverty in Africa, that head 
loading will be abandoned in the near future. Changing other aspects of 
women's physical work, however, such as providin1 them with hoes that do not 
require bending, might prevent development of strong backs that are not 
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inJured by heavy head loading. This statement is based on a hunch, developed 
from hours of watching Kikuyu women at work. Given our discovery that our own 
unexamined assumplions about our artefacts and our bodies have caused problems 
in technology transfer, such iaaginative connections need to be made, in order 
to break free of our biases. One aight wonder, for example, what effect. on 
'appropriate technology' design western attitudes to women's auscular strength 
aight have had. The idea that an)'t.hing weighing over twenty pounds requires a 
man's help in carrying would flabbergast a Kikuyu woman, for whom loads of 100 
pounds are possible over long distances <heavy children, of course, do not 
evoke the same chivalrous response as a suitcase in our society, interestingly 
enough: our own auscular strength is expected to vary according to the 
legitimacy of the load>. The point of thinking about interrelationships 
between technology related tasks, and about such. questions as auscular 
strength, is that we cannot assume to know the connections between one kind of 
technological practice and another unless we conduct the research. 

As for invention, rather than searching in vain for documentation of 
conteaporary African exaaples, I will simply draw the attention of the reader 
to the .phenomenon observable in any African village or town: a child running 
down the street with the aost aarvellous wheeled contraption, full of aoving 
parts and complicated hardware. To argue that Africans are uninventive, or 
that invention does not continue daily, is to be at best ignorant of ordinary 
African life, and at worst racist. What must be examined are the social and 
ideological reasons why African inventiveness has not been translated into a 
culture of mechanical competence, as exists among Asians, by contrast. 

e> The conscienUzaUon of HD. 

Sexist bias at all levels of policy aaking was on~ of the major findings 
in the review presented in chapter 3. Western feminists have agonized for 
years, in academia and in aid agencies, about how to make their male 
colleagues read their arlicles, attend their workshops, and integrate the 
substantial analyses and findings of feainist research into their own work. 
We have found no solution as yet, although there have been advances on some 
fronts.'' The question of conscientization of African men, then, exists in a 
worldwide context of aassive indifference towards the efforts of feminists, 
aale and female, to insert women and gender into knowledge about human 
society. In Africa, the issue is very sensitive politically. It is ironic 
that in a continent where formerly woaen enJoyed greater power and autonomy 
than in aost other regions of the world, in the present, efforts to change 
•en's ainds are seen as profoundly threatening. From the level of political 

'' The annual aeeting of the Canadian Association of African Studies, 
held in Edmonton, Alberta in ltay 1987 was differen·t from meetings of 
even a few years ago, Good attendance at the 'women's sessions'., 
references in men's papers to women and to gender relations, and 
even feminist papers by African male scholars, indicate a newly 
established_-- if still contested -- legitimacy for feminism and 
gender issues in African Studies in Canada. The depth of the 
commitment to what has become a fashionable scholarly stance remains 
to be seen, however. 
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'theory, to the level of operationaliziD1 technology-transfer schemes, research 
on sexist ideology and how it may be overcome is required. 

5. The Boundary Problea 

This problea baa been extensively docuaented in chapters 1 and 2, and has 
been deaonstrated through several of the case studies presented. Rather than 
repeat the assertions aade above, I leave a consideration of practical ways to 
overco .. the problea to chapter 6, where concrete research 1uidelines are 
spelled out. One su11estion that it is iaporta~t to make, in spite of the 
self-evident value of the point, is that agenci"ea make a policy of identifying 
the brid1e-building su11estions that are often made in the studies they 
coaaission, and actively work t.o operationalize thea wit.bin the structure of 
their or1anization. · 

6. Who Does The Research? 

African woaen's sensitivity to the question of outside researchers was 
addressed in chapter 2; the problea of the subordination of local 'knowledges' 
is discussed above in section 3, on conceptual problems. While the 1oal 
should be for Africa to take char1e of the product.ion of knovled1e about 

·itself, it is iaportant for us to recognize, as soae African feminist 
researchers do, that a simplistic attitude favouring any African research over 
all outside research will inevitably lead to certain biases, and to the 
perpetuation of conceptual errors that indi1enization is intended to overcome. 
tfbilinyi, in particular, is clearsighted about the problems of an 'African 
women only stance'. As mentioned above, unequal access to research resources 
and to channels of disseaination will ensure that elite women will dominate 
research efforts, and that the voice of ordinary African women will once more 
be silenced. Feminist political economy has revealed how elite women have 
been coopted ideologically, economically and politically to the western-
dominated interests of their class. Only those research organizations, such 
as Woon in Nigeria, Women's Action Group <Ziilbabwe>, Women's Research and 
Documentation ProJect <Tanzania) and a few others, which have analysed class · 
structure and sought to account for it in their research design, may succeed 
in overcoain1 the liaitations of existing conceptual frameworks, and generate 
proaraa.ies for research and develop .. nt based on accurate knowledge of sex-
gender aysteas and the local coaaunity. These organizations seem to be 
operatin1 on the best principles of woaen's (genuinely) traditional 
cooperation: research n1vatio.· 

A review of the literature on woaan, technolo1y and develop•ent in Africa 
has indeed revealed that the significant divide in conceptual approaches is 
not between Africans and non-Africans. No magical insights are bestowed on 
intellects siaply because they are African: neither does a white skin doom a 
researcher to error. The distinction between valuable and inappropriate 
research lies quite specifically in the conceptual framework used, as I have 
su1gested throughout the •onograph. And African scholars have contributed to 
each conceptual framework discussed. To suggest that an African's ethnic 
background is the key determinant of the validity of his or her ideas 
trivializes the co•plexity of the intellectual issues involved; the suggestion 
may in fact be considered ethnocentric and condescending <equivalent to the 
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backhanded compliment that "blacks have rhythm"). Projects that uncritically 
seek African researchers, failing to scrutinize their credentials or the 
quality their work, convey t~e aessage that the issue is not important enough 
for the application of our own rigorous standards of analysis and criticism. 

-"Given our relative advantages, and the unequal power relations between 
the vest. and Africa, the task of critiquing African scholarship and action is 
an extremely sensit.ive one, however. On the one hand, the criteria by which 
judge•ent is passed •ust be scrupulous in avoiding the ethnocentric bias 
described for so auch of the literature and policy on Africa -- i.e. ve must 
avoid the oft.en-levelled charge of 'intellectual colonialism'. On the other 
hand, ve aust ensure that the standards we apply are as rigorous as those ve 
de .. nd for research on our own society. 

Beyond this, the .reality that a substantial proportion of the resources 
for research and action reside in the vest, both in agencies and among 
scholars, ensures that vork on Africa will inevitably continue here. Our 
aoral responsibility in. this regard is twofold. First, we should ensure that 
our efforts genuinely serve African interests and derive from a sounder 
knowledge than we have displayed up to now. Second, we should aake a priority 
of identifying and supporting those research efforts in Africa that are. 
tackling the conceptual problems of development., and that. are engaging in 
useful, development-oriented feminist political economy. Both 
responsibilities require respectful participation in current African attempts 
to uncover and assert local knowledges. 



CHAPTER 6 

FRAMXNG FUTURE RESEARCH 

The previous chapter has suggested a number proaising directions for new 
research, both in teras of specific aethodologies and approaches to the 
problea of technolo1y transfer, and in ter1111 of lar1er theoretical questions 
that will provide a grounding for a sounder understanding of technology, 
gender and developaant in Africa. This brief chapter proposes some concrete 
1uidelines for conductin1 such researchl or1anized around five tasks. The 
first proposal suggests a checklist of research topics for the task of 
classifyin1 sex-gender systems. The second proposal puts forward the idea of 
a teaplate for explorin1 interrelati.onships bet.ween development pol icy and 
social s7steaa. The third offers a aodel for concrete action regarding 
technolo1y disseaination, that takes'""iCCO'unt of the need for comaunity 
participation in such disseaination, and the scarcity of resources for it. 
The fourth introduces the idea of a programme inventory to catalogue 
successful development efforts. The fifth proposal presents an exercise in 
the application of theory to a practical aid issue, the aid expert/aid 
recipient relationship, as an example of how to tackle the task of addressing 
the knowledge crisis in Africa. 

These guidelines should not be construed as posing a unified, singular 
approach to research problems and opportunities: rather, they spin off in 
several methodolo1ical directions, the aim bein1 to stimulate imagination as 
to possible methods and objects of more fruitful research. 

A. Classifying Sex-Gender Systems 

One of the major findings of this monograph is the lack of understanding 
regarding sex-gender systeas, in both the developmentalist and WID literature: 
the historical and. cultural specificity of gender practices have been almost 
entirely ignored in the former, and given only descriptive treatment in the 
latter. neanwhile, feminist political economists have ·an the whole not paid 
detailed attention to issues regarding technology transfer. Knowledge needs· 
to be 1enerated in a systematic way for African societies, using a 
standardized fraaework of analysis so that comparisons .can be drawn between 
co .. unities, and so that generalizations can be made -- or reJected if they 
are inappropriate. It would be particularly useful for policy planners to 
know, for exaaple, t.hat the experience of the Kamba in Kenya with regard to 
the adoption of a particular prograame is likely to be si~ilar to that of the 
Ibo of Nigeria, 1iven similar sex-gender systems. At the same time, the 
different political economies of these two groups can be taken .into account. 

What I am suggesting is a typification of sex-gender systems, as they 
existed in the past, and as they have been transformed in the present. From 

·such a framework, one would be able to make the generalization that in 
patrilineal bridewealth societies, land tenure arrangements were- X and Y, and 
have become A, B and C in the present; in matrilineal bridewealth societies, 
by contrast, land tenure operated according to P, Q and R, and contemporary 
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political economy has transformed it. in a way different. from that of. 
patri lineal brideweal th societies. 

Such a t)'pification will on the one hand allow the space within which t.o 
analyse each target co .. unity in historical and .cu·ltural terms, and on the 
other hand provide the fraaevork for generalizing, coaparin1, and applyin1 
successful results froa one area to another. The t)'pif ication must draw upon: 

1> Good, non-et.hnocentri·c and non-elitist existin1 studies, especially those · 
done by African researchers. 

2> Interpretive readin1 of older texts, particularly the early 
ant.hropolo1ical literature, trader's diaries etc. While many of these 
texts are sexist., they contain crucial iaforaat.ion regarding precolonial 
sex-gender systems and •odes of product.ion. Contemporary oral. history is 
too far removed from these to be of as much use. An excellent example is 
Leakey's C1977U933l> coapendious study of the Kikuyu before 1903. 
Several feainist scholars, such as Clark C1980) and in particular 
"8ckenzie (1986), have used this text a mine of information. 

3> New research focussing on sex-gender systems,· and in particular on 
women's coaaunal activity. 

The t)'pification of sex-gender systems aay be operationalized by 
following a checklist. of research questions, to be·- covered by archival work, 
interviews, observation, and use of secondary sources. The study should have 
detailed inforaaUon about., and analysis of, the· following: 

a) Contemporary political economy: 

i> Political system of the nation of which the community is 
a part.: military dictatorship; nominally democratic; 
socialist.; multi-party; etc. 

ii) Local formal power structure: ·system of local government, 
District Administration; paver of political parties at the 
local level, role of government-sponsored cooperatives, 
etc. 

iii) 

iv> 

Economy: resource base, e.g. pastoral or agricultural., or 
mixed; ·degree to which co .. odificat.ion of produc.t.ion and. 
inte1ration into the national and international market has 
occurred; nature of crops and their price history. 

Et.hnfcity: 'Tribalism' must be treated historically. 
Ethnic divisions are auch sharper in the present than they 
were in the past. What. have been the advantages or 
disadvanta1es facing the ethnic 1roup under consideration? 
How does it st.and in relation to national political power, 
and distribution of resources~ 
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b> Precolonial poli t.ical economy: 

i> Kinship and residence system: patrilineal/patrilocal; 
mat.rUocal etc. Ct.his will drav on classical ethnological 
material). Closely linked to the topic of kinship is 

ii> 

iii). 

iv> 

v) 

vi> 

vii> 

Sex-gender syst.ea: structure, ideolo1y and practice of 
sender relations Ct.his will drav on recent. theory and 
research for aodels>. Particular attention should be paid 
to the relations and ri1ht.s of co-wives, with respect. t.o 
each other, and to their husband and his linea1e. As 
well, voaen's differing status and ri1hts as wives and as 
sisters should be explored. 

Land tenure, stock ownership and inheritance lava. 

As a particular aspect of the above to be targeted, 
usufructory <use) rights of both men and voaen. 

Related to all four of the above, the household and 
village division of labour, especially the sexual division 
of labour. 

Local power/knowledge regarding the functioning of 
society., specifically, in this cont.ext: 

Agriculture 
Health practices 
Nut.ri t.ion 

To what degree did this power/knowledge reside in 
individuals, and to what. degree in community 
organizations, fro• elders' councils <male and female> t.o 
women's groups to co-wives'? 

·.Organized forms of women's association. Was this 
formalized in age grades, trading groups or secret . 
societies'? If not, what. kind of ad hoc association 
characterized voaen's cooperation among themselves'? What 
functions, responsibilities, and authority did women's 
associations carry'? What was the relation between men's 
and women's authorH)"? What wast.he relation bet.ween 
women's.position as wives and their position as community 
members'? 

c> The process of transformation: 

Each of the above seven research topics should be taken and viewed 
as dynamic historical process. Once a picture of precolonial 
society has been created, the basis has been laid for considering 
the elements in transftion. For example, the way in which women's 
traditional organizations have been transformed should be 
investigated. The researcher should be particularly concerned to 
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discover the ways.in which special-purpose groups, such as a church 
group, a rent-strike group, a weeding group, become the basi.s for 
wider political action or for other tasks in the community. It is 
iaportant to consider the process of transformation in terms of the 
co .. unity as a vhole Clinked to the wider political economy>, ~ather 
than in teras of changes for individuals. 

Exaaples of specific quest.ions that. aay be asked are: 

i) 

ii> 

iii) 

iv) 

Kinship and residence: What iapact have housing projects 
with a western design had upon polygyny'? Where co-wives 
share a dwelUng, how has this affected wives' rights and 
responsibilities, and the family's ability to perform its 
economic and caretaking tasks'? 

Sex-gender syst.ea: The above quest.ions may also be 
considered as questions about changes in the sex-gender 
system. What has happened to the practice of bridewealth, 
and what are the iaplicat.ions of these changes for the 
status and autonomy of wives and daughters'? Has there 
been a shift to monogamy, and if so, how has this affected 
voaen's rights, and their role and authority as mothers? 
What has been the impact of Christia~ity on gender 
relations'? 

Land tenure, inheritance: How has the individualization 
of ownership of land and stock affected resource use and 
control, and inheritance patterns? Has the shift to 
individual ownership negatively or positively affected 
families' self-sufficiency'I In the context of the move 
towards a pat.rilocal nuclear family, how have matrilineal 
land tenure and inheritance rights been affected, and what 
does this mean for the education and health care of 
children? 

Usufructory rights: Closely related to the above, how has 
individualized land tenure affected women's use rights in 
land and/or livestock'? Have these changes affected 
women's ability to carry out their economic 
responsibilities'? It is iaportant to consider., as well, 
the use rights of sons, vho aay be excluded from access to 
family resources by individualized ownership. 

v> Division of labour: How have the above four issues 
affected the village division of labour, especially the 
sexual division of labour? What has been the impact of 
male out-migration upon the division of labour, especially 
upon women's work? Has mechanization altered the division 
of ·labour, and if so, has this been to women's 
disadvantage'? 
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vi> Local power/knowledge: What has been the impact of the 
domination of western knowledge <formerly under 
colonialisa and today in the context of independence and 
develop .. nt aid) upon traditional knowledge? How has this 
affected local comaunities' ability to make informed and 
relevant decisions, specifically vith regard to health 
practices, agriculture and nutrit.ion'l Has community-based 
knowledge, resi4ing in aen's and women's councils and 
groups, 1iven vay to specialized knowledge monopolized by 
certain individuals in the comaunity, or by 'expert' 
outsiders'! Have woaen lost out to their husbands and/or 
the co .. unity regarding the production and disseaination 
of knovledge'1 Given _the breadth of this point of enquiry, 
the quest.ions should be focussed on concrete, specific 
practices. 

vii) Woaen 's organizations: What is the fora and function of 
conteaporary women's organizations, from household to· 
district'! How do these relate to former organizations? 
To what degree are voaen's groups -- whether for trading, 
cultivation, processing, social events, or religious 
purposes -- locally generated, or imposed from above? 
What has bean the relative development success of locally 
generated groups versus imposed groups? · 

Note that these are selected examples of the questions that may be 
asked about the process of transformation, and are as such far from 
exhaustive. Beyond a general analysis of the broad changes with 
regard to each of the above topics, studies will pose those specific 
questions which bear most directly upon their practical concerns. 
Those concerned with health technology should focus particularly 
sharply upon questions of power/knowledge, which bear dramatically 
upon a family's ability to manage its own health care or solicit 
necessary medical intervention • 

. B. Overcoaing the Boundary Problem 

In.addition to the soul-searching I recommended at several points in the 
study, research/action loci may draw upon a practical tool that will allow 
pro1ress to be made, while the larger political and philosophical issues are 
being worked through within the organization. The following is a template for 
making interconnect.ions between previously unrelated or poorly related areas · 
of concern. To begin, efforts should be made to conduct a study modelled on 
the above guidelines in every area for which a development programae is 
planned. It may not always be possible to conduct a full-scale study, but, 
with the use of secondary sources, and this focussed methodology, an analysis 
of some degree of depth should be within the reach of most projects. The case 
study thus obtained becomes the necessary basis for the applied research that 
will generate the specific project. 

The technique here is to ask a series of questions about the proposed 
technology transfer programme, relating to whether women's participation/ 
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knowledge/organizational practices and abilities/resources have been taken 
into account. As well, the questions should uncover the impact of the new 
technology upon gender relations, both within the faaily and in the community 
at large. In turn, consideration should be given to the possible ways that 
existing organizations aight divert the proposed programme, or support and 
enhance it, given the nature of their econoaic and political interests. The 
following is a teaplate of interrelationships, with soae exaaples. Once 
again, the exaaples are far fro• exhaustive: considerable effort should be 
put into working out the lists of correlating factors to be examined, 
according to the practical ahas of the proposed research. 
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TEtfPLATE OF INTERRELATIONSHIPS FOR 
STUDYING TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 

II 
- vaccine progra-as and II traditional health practices and beliefs 

II regarding the disease in question 
II . 
II decision-making power regarding health 
II 
II.· usual methods of. information dissemination 
II 
II co .. unity involvement. II . 
II etc. ______________ 11 ___________________ _ 

- water procurement and 
II 
II sexual division of labour 
II 
II decision-making power regarding different 
II types of technology 
II 
II impact. on daily social routine 
II 
II etc. 
II ______________ 11 ___________________ _ 

- AIDS education and 
II 
11 Sex-gender system 
II 
II Decision-making power regarding sex 
II 
II Customary control of knowledge regarding sex 
II matters 
II 
II the economics and culture of prostitution 
II 
II etc. 

--------------"--------------------
- Information technology 
(e.g~ radios> !ru! 

" II control within the household over consumer 
·If products and their use· 
II 
II Daily schedule of tasks of community 

. II members relative to time of instructional 
11 programmes 
II 
II etc. 
II -------------- --------------------
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c. Organizing for the Dissemination of Technology 

This study has substantively de•onstrated the value of women's grassroots 
organizations, and their power <even if construed as 'informal'> to influence 
villa1e develop•ents. The study has also shown the problems with the top-down 
approach, fro• sexist bias in policy to inadequate account of women's 
participation in developaent. What is also clear is that the resources for 
disseainatin1 new knovled1e are limited. This scarcity aay be turned to 
advanta1e, however, in that it forces a more cost-effective use of existing 
resources. Use of local huaan resources is also a aore desirable approach 
froa a political and ethical point of view. Self-reproducing schemes are the 
aost desi.rable of all. Rachlan C1986> discusses the •Human Action Hodel" 
~hich has been developed at the Environaent Research Center of the Institute 
of Technology in Bandung, Indonesia. This aodel has been applied with success 
in pilot rural environment development proJects. The proJect was aimed at 
"si1nificant and efficient use of available inputs to produce optimum outputs 
and at the continuous use, dissemination, reconstruction and development of 
outputs by the target beneficiaries to accelerate the achievement of social 
and economic welfare of, and most iaportantly instill sense of independency 
from outsiders in, the rural population" (i). 

The mechanism used to disseminate technologies for improving the 
environment is known as "Horizontal Dissemination of Technology by Vertical · 
Changes of Roles." This method.produces 

more and more non-paid villagg extension agents who continuously try to 
improve their knowledge and practical skills to get better social status 
in their community. The physical impact seems lo Justify this mechanism. 
By spending about 60X of the originally planned inputs the amount of 
hectarage treated by the ever improved technologies is 12 times as many 
as originally targeted •••• Experience shows that by applying the 
horizontal dissemination of technology the government monetized inputs 
decreases at each phase of the disse•ination process. At the 
demonstration phase the government input is purely advice, and at t~e 
diffusion phase the 1overnaent field extension worker visits the farmer 
group only by request (10>. 

The full development of this model in the context of African village 
IJ'Oups is the research task suggested here. Given the vigour of community 
level groups in Africa, the prognosis for the effective funttioning of a model 
of this kind should be excellent. The followin1 charts (from Rachlan, 1986: 
11> provide a •odel that could be evaluated for, and tested in the African 
context. The first chart sets out the process whereby villa1es become 
••powered as disseminators of technology; the second shows the four phases: 
pilot, •odel, demonstration and diffusion. The Indonesian statistics in this 
second chart are exemplary of the change in ratio of inputs, from a majority 
by government in the pilot year, to a maJority by villagers in the diffusion 
year. 
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1. HORIZONTAL DISSEftINATION OF TECHNOLOGY BY 
VERTICAL CHANGES Of ROLES 

CHANGE OF ROLE 

YEAR EXTENSION TARGET BENEFICIARIES OF 
WORKER 

1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

ONE FACILITATOR LEARNERS 

TWO nOTIVATOR FACILITATOR LEARNERS 

THREE ADVISOR ftOTIVATORS FACILITATORS LEARNERS 

FOUR RESOURCE ADVISORS HOTIVATORS FACILITATORS LEARNERS 
PERSON 

.. 
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YEAR 

1 

ONE 

TWO 

THREE 

FOUR 

COMPARISON BETWEEN GOVERNJtENT'S AND VILLAGERS' INPUTS 
OVER THE COURSE OF THE HORIZONTAL DISSEMINATION PROJECT 

DEVELOPttENT PERCENTAGE OF INPUTS 
PHASES 

GOVERNMENT VILLAGERS -
2 3 4 

PILOT 70Y. 301. 

nODEL SOY. SOY. 

DEJtONSTRATION 301. 701. 

DIFFUSION lOY. 90Y. 
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D. Inventory of Successful Initiatives 

This study has made the point that the problem for gender, technology and 
develop•ent in Africa is not a lack of material on the subJect, but rather 
that the 88terial is fragmented, divided among the research/action loci, 
buried in documents that fail to cross tbe boundar1 between one area of 
expertise and another, and divorced from Africans' knowledge of the problems. 
Of particular concern to African women is the failure to document successful 
development initiatives -- a concern which motivated the 1985 Tanzanian 
Workshop on .. Resources, Power and Wonn .. <ILO, 1985; see the discussion of 
this workshop in chapter two section C)~ A crucial research task to meet this 
concern is the development of· an inventor1 of successful initiatives, whether 
they were aid.agency proJects or locally devised efforts. Part of this task 
is development of criteria by which we might measure 'success' <clearly a 
water supply proJect that puts a water tap in the village but leaves women 
more harried than before should be excluded fro• the definition, for example). 

Another dimension of the research is a determination of the time span 
that should have elapsed before Judgement on an initiative's success is 
rendered.. Review of lhe continuing benefits of a proJect several years later 
sometimes reveals a less sanguine picture of the effort's success than 
appeared immediately after the proJect's completion. Yet setbacks to an 
initially successfu~ proJect should not disqualify it from inclusion in the 
inventory: useful lessons may be learned from both the posi.tive and negative 
aspects of the initiative, as the case summary below of the "raru women's bus 
service shows. 

1. The Natura of the Inventory 

Documents of four kinds should be reviewed. The first three comprise 
material produced by development-oriented research/action loci; the fourth is 
more specifically academic. First, case studies that capture the struggles of· 
development and the achievements of women in all their rich texture and detail 
are invaluable for assessing the interplay of social and technical factors in 
a successful endeavour.· These narrative accounts, moreover, would prove 
particularly useful for women in other villages seeking to pur"sue similar 
technological innovations. Second, studies that provide overviews of 
development efforts in a broad area of technology transfer, such as water and 
sanitation, are useful for the comparative context .and the framework of 
assessment that they generate. While the first type of study provides 
detailed analysis but few if any comparisons, the second type of study 
provides the comparisons without much detail: the two thus necessarily 
complement each other. A third type of document is the research project which 
assesses a particular piece of technology, for example mechanical flour 
milling, and evaluates its development and application in the African context. 
Academic texts comprise the fourth category of document to be scanned for 
inventory material: both case studies and overviews should be searched out. 
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a) Case Studies. 

An exa•ple of the kind of case study that. should be reviewed and 
catalogued is the initiative of the Tait.a wo•en of nraru, Eastern Kenya, to-
solve their problem of getting their produce to 11arkel. Their story, Village 
Wo•en Organize: The tlraru Bus Service, written and photographed by Jill 
Kneeria <1980>, was published in the SEEDS pa•phlet series. The SEEDS series 
is exeaplary of the kind of docuaenlalion being called for here. A Join.Uy 
sponsored proJect. of the Carnegie ·corporation, the Ford Founda.tion 'and the 
Population Council, il was developed ,,.. 

to aeet. requests from all over the world for information about. innovative 
and practical prograa ideas developed by and for low income women. The 
pamphlets are designed as a aeans to share information and spark new 
proJect.s based on the positive experiences of women who are _working to 
help themselves and other women improve their economic status. The 
proJects described in this and future issues of SEEDS have been selected 
because they provide Vo•en with cash income, involve women in decision-
11aking as well as earning, are based on sound economic criteria, and are 
working successfully to overco•e obstacles co .. only encountered. The 
reports are not meant. to be prescriptive, since every development effort 
will face so•ewhat different problems and resources. Rather, they have 
been written to describe the history of an idea and its implementation in 
the hope that the lessons learned can be useful in a variety of settings. 
They are also being written to~bring lo the at.lent.ion of those in 
decision-11aking positions the fact that inco•e-generating projects for 
and by wo•en are viable and have important roles to play in development 
<Kneerim, 1980: i). 

The nraru Women's Group is typical of the self-help groups all over 
Kenya, with features much like the groups of nit.era described in chapter 4 
above. In 1971, the women made the decision to raise funds in order lo 
purchase a bus to carry them lo aarket in nearby Voi town. They were impelled 
by the difficulties they faced getting a seal on the local bus service, people 
fro• aore reaote villages, and aen, usually preempting all the space. Over 
several years, and with the help of various agencies, as well as the bank, the 
WOiien succeeded in raising the funds and solving the logistical problems of 
orderina and purchasina a saall bus. The bus entered service in 1975, and for 
several years aade rood profits. By 1977, the bank loan was paid off, and 
substantial savings were being realized. The group invested lhem in diverse 
other proJects, including a village st.ore and a herd of goats. neanwhile, 
they succeeded in aanaging the technical aspects of keeping the bus serviced 
and repaired. For aoae tiae, their efforts were taken as a model of what 
voaen could achieve through their own efforts and on the basis of needs 
defined by theaselves. The life of the village was indeed improved, with its 
reliable access to Voi (a benefit. also for those needing hospital services>, 
and with its women-managed local stores supplies. As well, there were 
substantial intangible benefits in the form of women's greater voice in 
village affairs, and the addition of a whole new dimension of organizational 
skills to their traditional repertoire. 
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When the bus wore out, however, the ftraru women were left. without 
sufficient. capital to purchase a new one at the vastly higher prices of 1979. 
When the review was written in 1980, they were. pursuing several strategies: 
first, to save the additional 60,000 shillings (about t6,000) necessary for a 
down pa)'lltlnt, and second,- to have the land and buildings they owned in Hraru 
surveyed so that the shop could be accepted as collateral for a long term 
loan. The author draws a number of general lessons from both the positive and 

·negative aspects of the "raru experience, that.could usefully be applied in 
other contexts. One that is particularly iaportant for Kenyan women is that 
they avoid the proclivity of small businesses to diversify hastily wit.bout. 
attention to long-tera capital needs (see Marris and Somerset, 1971, for an 
analysis of this phenomenon in Kenya). In sua: 

The ftraru Women's Group has shown unusual creativity and persistence in 
identifying co11110n needs and organizin1 to aeet them. They have also 
deaonstrated that a small, private organization with few resources can 
effectively call on the skills and resources of other agencies, both 
public and private, to help them achieve their goals, while remaining 
independent and self-reliant <Kneeria, 1980: 1>. 

b) Overviews of Development Efforts. 

An example of the second type of study, the overview of technology 
transfer endeavours, is the briefing docuaent prepared by INSTRAW and UNICEF 
for the 1985 United Nations Decade for Women Conference <INSTRAW and UNICEF, 
1985>, on the subJect of woaen and drinking water supply. Referring to the 
world water supply and sanitation crisis, and the International Drinking Water 
Supply and Sanitation Decade <IDWSSD> launched in 1980, the document proposes 
a two-pronged plan of act.ion: first, development. of a strategy for "the 
enhancement of the role of women within the IDWSSD" <21>; second, assistance 
in ongoing activities associated with Decade programmes. Amongst the latter, 
it proposed that it "initiate and undertake act.ion-oriented research to · 
improve the data base, following identification of specific issues, countries 
and pilot projects; and that it "promote awareness from community through 
international levels through collation and disseaination of inf ormat.ion and 
experiences about the stake and potential of women in improved vat.er supply 
and sanitation• <21>. 

By way of introduction, the docuaent suamarizes efforts in the field by 
international agencies, including the FAO; the United Nations Department of 
Technical Cooperation for Development; the United Nations Development Fund for 
Woaen; UNICEF; UNESCO; WHO; the United Nations Development Programme; and the 
regional commissions such as the ECA. The two main par.ts of the publication 
are an annex on "strategies for enhancing women's women's participation in 
water supply and sanitation activities" -- the recommendations of the inter-
agency task force on women and water of the IDWSSD steering committee <23-31>; 
and an annex entitled "Insights from Field Practice -- How Women Have Been and 
Could be Involved in Water and Sanitation at the Couunit.y Level" <32-45). 

The latter is the most interesting section for the proposed inventory of 
successful programmes. I.t surveys a wide range of water and sanitation 
proJect.s, and organizes conclusions about. their value or inappropriateness 
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into useful categories. It considers the past and possible future involvement 
of woaen in the different aspects of water and. sanitation proJects: planning 
at the community level; needs assessment; data collection; design and choice 
of technology; implementation (construction, and operation and maintenance>, 
aonitoring and evaluation; and the special issues of training, and health and 
h71iene education. As well, the docuaent reviews the broader context of 
priaar7 health care, voaen's involveaent in the coaaunit7, and women and 
developaent. The section on design and choice of technology is typical of the 
useful (and soaetimes huable> prescriptions that the document has produced • 
For exa•ple: 

c) 

In reaching technology decisions, full advantage must be taken of women's 
knowledge in water and sanitation aspects of the environment, including 
water source and water quantity during dry and vet seasons. Women as 
vat.er drawers can provide iaportant information. for example ••• in 
Panama,. women took the enaineers to a fresh water source on the shore of 
the island which had not been found during the. feasibility · 
survey •••• Consu-1 ting with woaen on the design of latrines can often 
result. in siaple technological changes which aake latrines more 
accept.able to users. For example, in Nicaragua the latrine was not used 
by voaen because their feet. could be seen.from the outside •••• CJNSTRAW 
and UNICEF, 1985: 38). 

Assessments of Specific Technologies. 

While aany technical assessaents ignore or treat simplistically the 
social factors iaplicated in the piece technology being reviewed, some may be 
found which take adequate account of them. These are particularly valuable, 
because aid policy askers cannot read sociological analyses to put real 
equipaent in place in African villages. Unfortunately, far too much of the 
criticism of technology transfer has been of a general, sociological kind; the 
·interface between the new uterial ob.Jects and the, individuals and coamunit.ies 
which are to utilize them tends to be given short shrift. Well researched and 
organized technology assesaaent.s should be sought out, both to provide 
concrete, detailed inforaation on the technology under consideration, and to 
provide aodels of how future assessments uy be carried out. 

An exaaple of such a docuaent is An End to Pounding: A New Mechanical 
Flour nilling Systea in Use in Africa, commissioned by the IDRC <Eastman, 
1980). The booklet, which considers several prototype dehullers and grinders 
designed to produce acceptable flour from both cereal and legume crops, "is 
not intended to be a coaprehensive instruction aanual; rather it at.tempts to 
review the accumulated knowledge and experience gained during the development, 
t.estiag and operation of the several •ills referred to" CS>. The dehuller 
that is singled out for its special aerits in the context of societies in 
Africa's semi-arid tropics is prototype designed in Saskatoon and later 
aodif ied in Botswana. The booklet begins by discussing the need for a special 
ailling systea for the semi-arid regions of Africa, in which millet and 
sorghum are the human staples, pointing out. the problems with traditional 
flour-making •et.hods, and listing various environment.al and economic·factors 
contributing to the need. "The most convincing reason for developing a 
simple, dry mechanical milling process is that people in the Third World want 
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it.. In a survey done in seve.ral villages in Senegal, t.he three most. desirable 
additions t.o village life were reported as a reliable water supply followed by 
grindina and dehullina facilities that would produce an acceptable product 
fro• local 1rains" (8). 

The study proceeds to discuss developaent of the technology, giving an 
account of the first pilot •ill in Haiduguri, Nigeria. Following purely · 
technical sections on the dehuller and •illin1 s1ste11S, focussing on their 
suitability for the cereals of se•i-arid areas, the booklet gives guidelines 
on planning a •ill. Two types of •ill are considered, a continuous flow mill 
which would serve a large urket area and operate as a regular factory, and a 
service ·aill, desianed to process the produce of local grovers, for their own 
consu111>tion. !leven planning steps are proposed for the latter: these include 
analysis of grain production and consumption patterns; selection of 
appropriate sorahua growing areas; conducting a mill utilization survey; 
testing existing grain and flour samples to ensure a popular flour from the 
mill; choosing a mill site; and budgeting, financing and implementing mill 
construction. The final section, the most important for our purposes, 
evaluates t.he milling syste11& discussed in the previous sections. On the 
basis of a number of technical, economic and social factors, the service mill 
is suggested as more appropriate than the continuous flow mill in many rural 
contexts Ct.he latter being of value to provide food supplies for urban 
populations>. 

nill planners must. recognize that. mechanical milling is apt to cause some 
changes in a society. for example, in many rural colllllunities, much of 
the social interchange revolves around routine household tasks such as 
dehulling and grinding cereal. A continuous-flow system aay remove this 
focus for co .. unity socializing, whereas a service mill provides the 
opportunity for social interchanges. In addition, if a continuous-flow 
mill is functioning with full co .. unity support., the local economy is 
based on trust -- trust that the grain that. is sold now will be available 
later in the fora of flour. Service processing does not. require the same 
degree of performance fro• or confidence in the mill and in the 
marketplace <Easton, 198.0: 43). · 

d) Academic Texts. 

In addition t.o surveyin1 the two types of development-oriented studies 
described above, the inventory of successful programaes should also review the 
aore strictly academic literature for cases, and for overviews of projects. 
The corn mill societies in Caaeroon, whose success is chronicled in African 
Women South of the Sahara <Wipper, 1984: 75-76; see chapter 3 8.1), and 
exampl,s throughout section D of chapter 3, are evidence of the value of this 
literature~ These cases are oft.en aaon1st the aost. interesting; because they 
are set. in social science analyses, and often in the cont.ext. of feminist. 
critique. Overviews written from an academic perspective are also valuable, 
in that they provide a critique that is independent of allegiance to 
commissioning agencies or governments. -Barbara Rogers's book, The 
Domestication of Women <1980 -- see footnote 4 in chapter 2> is-8'n example of 
a hard-hitting analysis of the aid process and its impact. on women, with 

· evidence from a number of specific development. cases. 
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2. . Research Tasks for Creating the Inventory 

The following tasks eaerge froa the concerns raised above and in other 
parts of the aonograph, and froa consideration of the nature of the material 
to be included in the inventory. 

i) Set the criteria by which a proJect or initiative will be Judged 
successful (does the proJect. treat woaen as central actors' Is the co•aunity 
adequately involved as a collective decision-.. ker9 Does the interface 
between the .. terial technology and voaen's physical and social attributes, 
preferences, needs etc. work saoothl)"? Is the technology sustainable at the 
village level, particularly in teras of voaen's knowledge and work patterns'? 
Does the technology transfer enhance, or at. least sustain women's authority 
and autonomy in the community'? etc.>. 

iH Determine t.iaespan to be exaained. On the basis of case reports which 
cover a nuaber of years and identify the point at which problems appear, such 
as the ltraru study, establish guidelines according to different types of 
technology transfer. Where otherwise useful cases do not inclu_de an adequate 
time dimension, it may be considered worth while in certain circumstances to 
conduct a follow-up a&sessaeat in the field (see below> • 

iii> Systematize inf or ma ti on from the i n·i ti ati ves researched according lo the 
four types of documents described above: case studies; overviews of 
developaent efforts; assessments of specific technologies; and academic texts. 
Case studies should be identif led according to whether they were agency-
ini Uated, community initiated or government initiated, lo determine the 
possibility of a correlation between the origin of the initiative and its 
success. 

iv) Where the time span covered is not adequate to evaluate the long term 
success of the initiative, or where inadequate information has been given in 
terms of the established criteria for success, follow-up investigation in the 
field should be considered. 

v) Eventually, specific field research should be designed to recover 
inforaation regarding initiatives that have escaped the attention of aid 
agencies, governaents or acadeaics. This is likely to be particularly true of 
coaaunity-initiated efforts. 

vi) Conduct research on how to disseminate the inventory, for wide use 
amongst research/action loci and coaaunities. The inventory, or parts of it, 
could be compiled in different. ways according to the desired audience. For 
exaaple, the inventory aight be presented in a more narrative form for 
coaaunity groups. Where the inventory has revealed comparable social and 
econoaic problems in the application of two different types of technology, a 
partial inventory that includes both types could be constructed, so that 
villagers concerned with one type of technology could benefit from the lessons 
learned regarding the other type. A computerized inventory could, indeed, be 
used to generate custom-aade part-inventories for specific communities or 
research/action loci. 
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E. Transforming the Aid Expert/Aid Recipient Relat.ionshi-p: An Exercise in 
Appl.line Theory 

I have identified a crisis in knowledge about Africa, and in particular 
lhe episte110logical dHe ... re1arding Africans' alienation froa their own 
knowledge of themselves, African women being lhe most. alienated of all. The 
task of addressing this dileaaa is a huge and daunting one, but a start can be 
aade that has practical value for aid efforts. The relationship between aid 
expert. (as scholar ~r practitioner, whet.her African or foreign) and aid 
recipient. <as individual or comunity> is a transfer point. of both power and 
knovled1e: as such it. provides a distinct. object of inquiry, around which a 
number of the problematic issues of development. policy can be brought into 
play~ nost. importantly, the conditions for the presence or .absence of locally 
1enerated knowledge about development problems may be illuminated by such 
research. The aid expert/aid recipient relationship is thus suggested here as 
a topic of research; at the same time, the discussion below is an exercise in 
applyin1 theory to practical aid issues. The argument., and the su11estions 
for research that follow, proceed by way of reference to the general problems 
in knowledge about Africans as aid recipients, rather than through specific 
reference to women at every point. Implicit throughout, however, is the 
general purpose of this monograph: to elucidate the problems for women, 
technology and development in Africa. 

t. thinking about theory· 

The context for conceptualizing the aid expert/aid recipient relationship 
as an obJect of enquiry is, once again, the thinking of "ichel Foucault. <see 
chapter 5 section Cel for· a preliminary discussion of his work>. While it is 
difficult. to characterize his ideas without caricaturing them, one may make 
the general statement that he has, through his "genealogies" of contemporary 
cultural practices, diagnosed a trend towards more and more pervasive 
organization of society. As the excellent comaent.ators on Foucault., Dreyfus 
and Rabinow (1983>, put it, this comprises 

t:he increasing ordering f.n all realms under t.he guise of improving the 
welfare of t.he ·individual and the population. To the genealogist. this 
order reveals itself l_o be a strategy, with no one directing it. and 
everyone increasingly enmeshed in it, whose only end is the increase of 
power and order itself (xxvi>. -

Although there are other ways of interpreting contemporary history, and other 
thinkers, such as Nietzsche, Weber and Heidegger have interpreted it this way 
before Foucault, his special contribution is his focus on the link bet.ween 
"the aost. minute social practices" and the "large scale or1anization of 
power". He argues that human beings have, in t.he last two centuries, been 
increasingly constructed as subjects and obJect.s of knowledge, elaborating his 
argument via several powerful examples, including the evolution of penal 
institutions and the development of modern ideas about sexuality, to cite two 
of them (see Foucault 1979; 1980a>. These examples "show us how our culture 
attempts to normalize individuals through increasingly rationalized means, by 
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turning them into meaningful subjects and docile objects" <Dre)'fus and 
Rabinow, 1983: xxvii>. 

Following his thinking, ve can observe that first colonialism and then 
the international aid effort required that the colonized and later aid-
dependent peoples becoae obJects of knowl~dge in a new way, so that they could 
be categorized and rendered .. nageable -- first as colonial subJects, and 
subsequently as aid recipients. 1 Given our own i .. ersion in the western 
system of knowledge, it is hard for us to stand back and recognize the degree 
to which what is known about Third World peoples, how it is known, and how 
auch, is not what they have known about the11aelves: the very categories we -
eaploy, the systematization and seneralisation of knowledge about them, are 
all a product of our own will to knowledge, rather than theirs. This 
knowledge is, moreover·, at one and the same time a product of the power 
relations bet.ween west and Third World, and a shaping force in those 
relations. z 

Foucault is "frustratingly elusive when it comes to capturing our current 
condition in general foraulae" <Dre)'fus ·and Rabinow, 1983: xxvi>. But his 
refusal to give us a grand theory is consistent with the conclusions of his 
analysis: "Once one sees the pervasiveness, dispersion, intricacy, 
contingency, and layering of our social practices, one also sees thal any 
atteapt to sum up what is going on is bound to be a potentially dangerous 
distortion" <xxvi>. Another problem in applying his ideas lies in the 
interpretive nature of his work: · 

Foucault says that he is writing the history of the present, and we call 
the method that enables him to do this interpretive analytics. This is 
to say that while the analysis of our present practices and their 
historical development is a disciplined, concrete demonstration which 

a 

• 

The synopsis of the Norld Bank's 1986 report on Africa in Chapter 2, 
sect.ion A of this aonograph, and particularly the quotation on page 
23, exemplifies the overt aim of aid discourse to construct 
manageable populations of aid recipients. Governments are called 
upon to create a "social consensus• around the World Bank's family 
planning, resource and agriculture policies. What will create a 
coapliant population is, quite explicitly, acceptance of the World 
Bank's understanding of developaent problems, and it is African 
governments' responsibility to inculcate this understanding. 

This is not to argue that western aid is devoid of deep altruism. 
As Foucault says, within the grand atrate1ias by which history 
proceeds, the 'inventors' of tactics are "often without hypocrisy" 
C1980: 95>. It is instructive to reaeaber, however, that 
colonialism was animated by a powerful discourse of altruism, 
expressed -<and eventually caricatured> as the "White ttan's Burden." 
For a critique of the aid enterprise as an indispensable tactic of 
contemporary economic imperialism -- a new version of the "White 
ttan's Burden" -- see Cheryl Payer, The World Bank: A Critical 
Analysis (1982>. 
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could serve as.the. basis of a research program, the diagnosis that the 
increasing organization.of everything is the central issue of our time is 
not. in any way empirically demonstrable, but. rat.her emerges as an 
interpret.at.ion. This interpret.at.ion 1rows out of pragmatic concerns and 
has pragmatic intent, and for that very reason can be contested by other 
interpret.at.ions grovi'ng out of other concerns Cxxvi>. 

To bring this proble• into the context of thinking about development: 
critics such as ttbilinyi U985a; see chapter SCdl), ·whose pragmatic concerns 
lead them to interpret. colonial discourse, for exaaple, in a particular way, 
could find a challenge froa the poaition of quite different concerns -- male 
dominated post.colonial elites, for example -- which insist on interpreting the 
same evidence differently. 'Interpretive anal,t.ics' are always open to such 
challenges. 

In spite of this and other problems in Foucault's work (such as a concept 
of ·power which is ult.iaat.ely so inclusive as to weaken its utility>, the 
insistence on st.anding back froa our ovn systems of meaning creates refreshing 
possibilities for tackling the episte•ological dilemmas at. issue here. 
Precisely because it. is an interpretive met.hod, it is useful for drawing 
'local knowledges' out from under dominant. systems of thought.. Hinson <1985> 
tells us succinctly what. we should and should not. do with Foucault's theory: 

The most appropriate respect. for Foucault. need not necessarily consist in 
devotedly awaiting and consuming his every last word on every subJect.. 
There is something absurd in Foucault's intellectual heroisat.ion. His 
enduring value will, I believe, be found t.o lie in a series of quite 
unspectacular suggest.ions (including soa instructive eri:ors> on a 
limited set of theoretical, historical and political questions •••• To my 
mind, the most appropriate tribute Cto his memory following his death in 
19841 is on the one hand unremitting critical attention to his arguments, 
whilst on the other hand, producing arguments of one's own in the areas 
he has done so much to open up (Hinson, 1985: ix) 

To demonstrate the utility of Foucault's approach for our purposes, while 
suggesting a concrete programae of research regarding the aid expert/aid 
recipient relationship, I drav on his concept of "'local centers' of power-
knowledge• (Foucault, 1980a: 98). He argues that in discourse, objects of 
scientific inquiry are not external to the "economic or ideological 
requirements of power." For example, in the discourse on sexuality that has 
developed since the eighteenth century: 

If sexualit7 was constituted as an area of investigation, this was only 
because relations of power had established it as a possible object; and 
conversel7, if power was able to take it as a tars.et, this was because 
techniques of knowledge and procedures of discourse were capable of 
investing it (98>. 

'Local cent.res' of power/knowledge are the nexus of this intertwined process. 
Examples of 'local cent.res' are "the relations that. obtain between.penitents 
and confessors, ·or the faithful and their directors of conscience. Here, 
guided by the theme of the 'flesh' that must be mastered, different forms of 
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discourse -- self-examination, questionings, admissions, interpretations, 
interviews -- were the vehicle of a kind of incessant back-and-forth movement 
of foras of subJugat.ion and schemas of knowledge" (98) The relation between 
aadical professionals and their patients is another such 'local centre' that. 
has eaergad in the last several hundred years, and which is now a particularly 
potent force in cont.eaporary society throughout the world • 

I propose that· the aid expert/aid recipient. relationship is precisely 
such a 'local centre' of power/knowlad1a: a key point in ~he technology 
transfer process and, aore broadly, a si1nificant site of the foraulation of 
both power relations and knowledge about the aid recipient.. to adapt the 
above quot.at.ion, the recipient. of development. aid was "constituted as an area 
of invest.i1at.ion" because "relations of power had established it as a possible 
obJect.." Conversely, people and co-unities could become a target of power 

. relations because "techniques of knowled1e" had developed which could 
construct. them as 'aid recipient.a'.· In other words, knowledge about Mrican 
peoples as aid recipients constructed during the aid process in turn is used 
to inform, organize and expand aid both as a discourse of development and as a 
sat of practices. A concrete example of this process can be found in Rogers'a 
discussion of the World Bank's Lilongwe Land Davelopaent Program (referred to 
in chapter 5 sect.ion 3 Cbl -- see Rogers Cl980: 120-38J>. Here, shows how 
knowledge about matriliny is constructed out. of the relationship bet.ween the 
aid expert -- the World Bank -- and the aid recipient -- matrilineal 
tlalawians. This knowledge of aatriliny as 'socialistic' and 'matriarchal' is 
then used to shape appropriate (i:.e. ant.i-matrilineal> policies; as well, it 
provides the aatrix (or •grid of intelligibility"> into which any further 

.· inforaation about kinship is inserted. The discourse and practice of 
development. in the Lilongwe project. thus both act. to suppress mat.riliny, and 
seriously to underahe women's rights and control of resources. 

Aid is a particularly powerful exaaple of the permeation of new relations 
of power/knowledge throughout societies because of the overt, intentional and 
aasaiva nature of the enterprise. ihe transformation of penal institutions 
and of ideas about the criminal explored by Fo~cault. in Discipline and Punish 
(1979·) was pieceaeal and followed no overt, global strategy <although the . 
outcoae is a global approach to prisons and to prison refora>. By contrast to 
this and other social practices Foucault has exaained, aid is premised on a 
aassive and obvious disequillbriu• in scientific knowledge between the giver 
and the receiver, which is to be at least partially redressed by the aid 
process. While it. is possibl'e to argue that. the body of knowledge which 
inforas penology and our current understanding of criminality is a pseudo-
science (or at least a 'dubious science•a>, and even that much of the 
supposedly obJective knowledge about Africa is 'pseudo-scientific', there is 
an irreducible core of technical and scientific knowledge implicated in 
technology that cannot be wished away by critiques of development discourse. 

See Dreyfus and Rabinow, 1983: 162-67 for a discussion of thinking 
about the inherent contradictions that make it impossible for the 
~ocial sciences to be 'normal science', in the sense ~f physics or 
astronomy. 
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"oreover, no liberation of subjugated knowledges can redress the inequality in 
relations of power/knowledge that is based on this irreducible core. Our task 
of transforaing the aid expert/aid recipient relationship requires us to 
identify that which is truly superior knowledge, and that. which is ideology or 
poor science masked as superior knowledge. 

What. is the intellectual process whereby insights developed in a quit.a 
different. ••pirical cont.ext. appea:r as releYant. and useful for the study of 
developaent aid in Africa'l Applyin1 theor1 always proceeds in part on 
intuit.ion., as aost scholars wU 1 at.test.: the interconnect.ions do not 
necessarUy e•r1e at- the level of linear reasoning. In the case of Africa on 
the ~ne band and voaen on the other as obJects of inquiry, tbou1hts about the 
relations between power and knowledia appear as obviously useful, 1iven the 
overt systems of- dollinatioa in which Africa in general and women in particular 
are enaeshed. Africanists ~ both indigenous and foreign -- have reflected 
for many years on the history of knowledge about Africa (see for example Basil 
Davidson's eloquent critique h The African Genius [1969: 17-31])~ A primary· 
impetus for twentieth century feminisa has been the recognition that knowledge 
about women and gender relations is entangled in male-dominated systems of 
power. 

I have chosen the ideas of nichel Foucault here as an exercise in the 
imaginative application of theory, but there· are other philosophical and 
sociological tradi t.ions that might f'rui tfully become the object of 'hunches' _ 
about. new possibillties for research. The most. developed current model for 
the dual process of critique and application of the~ry is the thorough-going 
debate of the past twenty years about the relevance of Harxist thought for the 

_study of Africa. The consequence has been a rich and heterodox adaptation 
· of tfarxist method and theory to illu•inate African political economy. the 
fruitful results of this exercise, specifically within feminist political 
economy, have been referred to in parts I and II of the monograph. -

It may appear contradictory to be suggesting yet further use of western 
scholarly traditions to elucidate the African condition, given the strongly 
argued point abou·t subjugated knowledges. The contradiction is only an 
apparent one, however. The key here is that u~eful theories and methods, not 
empirical homologies, are being identified (by contrast., for example, to the 
polU.ical science of the early 1960s that. descri,bed new African political 
institutions as variants of the American or European systeas -- see the 
influential Almond and Coleun, 1960). The solution for subjugated knowledges 
cannot simply be a geographic one, as Africans themselves are the first to 
attest.. The utility of a theoretical framework is precisely the space it 
provides for identifying and rectifying culturally relative, ethnocentric and 
sexist. explanations of non-western s.ocieties. 1'.his utility does not depend 
upon whether the theorist addressed non-western society or not <Foucault did 
not. do so in any substantial wa1>, nor does it even depend on the theorist 
being free of empirical error and ethnocentrism if non-western society has 
been addressed <tfarx's writings on India are regarded as Eurocentric and 
incorrect CKatz, 19871>. The point is that both theorists offer Africans the 
tools to critique non-African knowledge about Africa, and to place it. in a 
historical context. - It is· no accident that Marxist thought has proved so 
attractive to African critical thinkers; it will not be surprising to find 
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African scholars engaging in discourse theory and applying Foucault's thought 
in a substantial way in coming years. 

The aid expert/aid recipient relationship is but one possible area for 
applying ideas about discourse (and one of the aost important for the present 
task of elucidating the problems of technology transfer and render>. There 
are other obJects of aid-related inquiry which aay be submitted to scrutiny, 
such as the concepts of population and health. For anyone familiar with 
current western preoccupation with birth rates in the Third World, the 
following stateaent about the changing politics of health in the eighteenth 
century will seem in .. ny ways apt for our own tiae: 

The great eighteenth-century demographic upswing in Western Europe, the 
necessity for co-ordinating and integrating it into the apparatus of 
production and the urgency of controlling it with finer and more adequate 
power mechanisms cause 'population', with its numerical variables of 
space and chronology, longevity and health, to eaerge not only as a 
problem but as an object of surveillance, analysis, intervention, 
aodification etc. The proJect of a technology of population begins to be 
sketched: demographic eatiutes, the calculation of the pyramid of ages, 
different life expectations and levels of .mortality, studies of the 
reciprocal relations of growth of wealth and growth of population •••• The 
biological traits of a population becoae relevant factors for economic 
aanagement, and it becomes necessary to organise around them an apparatus 
which will ensure not only their subJection but the constant increase of 
their utility CFoucault., 1980b: 171-172>. 

This is not to argue that high birthrates pose no real danger in Africa: 
rather, it is to indicate that it is one of western aid's most important 
proJects to define and aanage African peoples as 'populations', and as the 
wilful authors of a para-ount economic problem for Africa, "the continent's 
troublesome population trends'" <Sai, 1986: 130>. This aspect of developmen.t 
discourse has proved one of the most poli t.ically sens! t.i ve and controversial 
aaongst Africans.and African governments. 

2. Applying theoretical insights: six hYpotheses about the aid expert/aid 
recipient relationship 

The following hnotheses are suggested by the application of discourse 
analysis to the development literature, and to commentaries on development 
policies. The·hnotheses draw on .. ny of the conclusions reached in the 
preceding chapters. These hypotheses could be useful in shaping questions 
about the premises underlying aid research and policy, in the context of 
studying individual cases, or of studying a genre of aid proJects (such as 
health technology transfer, or agricultural extension work>. I do not suggest 
that all aid projects are inforaed by this development discourse, nor that the 
aims articulated by the discourse are necessarily inappropriate or wrong. 
Rather, I suggest that the source of many of the problems with aid efforts 
that. I have identified in this monograph is the construction of a particular 
kind of knowledge about the problems and their solutions, and in particular 
about the relationship between aid expert and recipient. 
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a) Individuals are constructed., ·both at. t.he level of general aid policy and 
at. the level of individual proJect.s, as a collectivity of 'resources' t.o be 
mobilized for development. Thought of this way, people in developing 
countries cannot easily be envisa1ed as act.ive decision-makers regarding 
development.policy: 'resource' conveys the meaning of an essentially inanimate 
object, part of a system where useful and unusable elements are decided in 
advance. The only possible participation for people as 'resources' is 
acquiescence to a predeter•ined vision of their problem and its solutions.• 
The dile ... is particularly poignant. for African woaea, whose active agency in 
their own societies has been ignored or t.rivialized since colonial Umes. The 

·not.ion of aid recipient.a as 'resources' baa co .. to the forefront. in the 
present era of econoaic constraints and crises: in more prosperous 1970s, 
which allowed a less cost-conscious approach, aid recipients were referred to 
more oft.en as 'beneficiaries' -- another passive definition, which construed 
developing peoples as recipients of largess. The discussion of women as 
'welfare' subJects in chapter 3 (issue S> addresses a concrete aspect of the 
problem of t.hinkin1 about. Africans as passive recipients of aid. 

b) ~ more negative conceptualization of African peoples can be found in much 
of the discussion about econoaic growth. Once growth· is taken as a self-
evident. good, as it.is.in most. development thinking, any fact.ors that do not 
contribute t.o the preconceived pat.tern of growth are inevitably in a position 
of logical opposition to that. growth, i.e. they become 'obstacles t.o growth' 
or 'constraints on growth'. People's problems, people's attitudes, and 

• Here, Foucault's concept. of 'bio-power', developed in the context of 
his analysis of t.ransf ormat.ions in west.era society over t.he past two 
hundred years, is particularly relevant.. Beginning in the 
eighteenth century, Nthere was a rapid development of various 
disciplines -- universities, secondary schools, barracks, workshops; 
there was also the emer1ence, in the field of political practices 
and economic observation, of the problems of birthrate, _longevity, 
public health, housing, and migration. Hence there was an explosion 
of numerous and diverse techniques for achieving t.he subjugation of 
bodies and the control of populations, marking the beginning of an 
era of 'bio-power•• <1980a: 140). This description· is readily 
applicable to the Third World in the second half of the twentieth 
century. On the promulgation of the notion of humans as 'resources' 
for the developing nation, we again find Foucault's thinking about 
western societ1 useful. Regarding the emergence of the modern state 
and the conversion of politics into "bio-politics", "from the idea 
that the st.ate has its own nature and its own finality, t.o the idea 
that 11an is the true obJect. ·of the stat.e's power, as far as he 
produces a surplus strength, as far as he is a living, working, 
speakin1 being, as far as he constitutes a society, and as far as he 
belongs to a population in an environment., we can see the increasing 
intervention of the st.ate in the life of the individual" <Foucault, 
lecture delivered at Stanford Un·iversity, 1979, cited by Dreyfus and 
Rabinow, 1983: 138>. In our cont.ext., such intervention is not by 

. the st.ate alone, but. by an entire international apparatus set in 
mot.ion t.o recruit humans as resources for development.. 
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sometimes people themselves, are among the obstacles to be addressed by 
development aid policy. 'Resource' at least connotes an inherent value in a 
developing country's populace; 'obstacle', on the other hand, devalues the 
humanity and distorts the problems of the. very people aid is supposed to 
support. Occasional concessions to local rationality c•Poor people in Africa, 
as elsewhere, find it in their interest to have large families" -- World Bank, 
1986: 26> do little to alt.irate the nerative and punitive approach to aid 
recipients' own choices found in so many aid documents. This hypothesis is 
intiaately linked to the problem of conceptualizing 'the traditional' as a 
tiaeless pole of the tradition/modernity dichotoay, discussed in chapter 5 

. section 3 Cd>. 

c> Where recipients are not talked about as collectivities ~- 'population',. 
'resources' or 'obstacles', they are constructed as 'targets' of aid policy. 
In many cases, it is the individual rather than a community that is the 
target. Indeed, Africa's traditional patterns of collective economic activity 
-- with regard to land tenure and use, for example -- have been seen as an 
.obstacle to development; as a consequence aid policy fostered the individual· 
at the expense of the collectivity (see Leonard, 1986: 198>. Yet, as current 
development thinkers themselves adait, •it is now clear that these concept.ions 
greatly underestimate the adaptability of collective land tenure 
systems •••• 'Traditional' systems have not fn fact inhibited agricultural 
development •••• There are few costs and many benefits to land tenure systems 
under the control of local communities" (Leondard, 1986: 198>.a The aid 
policy problem goes deeper than the distaste for dealing with communities: the 

. very notion of human lives that find their primary identity and expression as 
inseparable elements of a co1111unit.y is foreign to most. western thought. That· 
this epistemological problem is an urgent one for aid research and policy is 
substantiated. in numerous instances throughout the aonograph. 

d) Individual aid recipients are not only 'targets' of development policy: 
they are problematic targets. The problematization of women's attitudes and 
practices is a common feature of proJect analyses, even where the intent of 
the project is a laudable involvement of women in the development effort. 
Getechah 's useful assessment of Kenyan women's ro.le in water development 
discussed in chapter 2 section A is nevertheless symptomatic of the treatment. 
of aid recipients as problematic. Her· discussion of women's possible 
contribution to water supply proJects is set in "conditions of poverty,. 
i1norance, and lack of technical know-how a•ong rural women" <1981: 86>. 
Voaen lack •self-reliance", which paradoxically is to be instigated from above 
Ct.his paradox, and the struggle surrounding it, is at the heart of the 
aoveaent in Kenya to prod rural vo•en into self-help groups>. Where groups 
are genuinely 'self-help', i.e. originating locally out of women's collective 
needs and practices, they oft.en fall outside the net of administrative control 

Note that the language still poses the question of land tenure in 
strictly economic, rather than social or ethical terms. 
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and aid. As such, they are either ignored or treated as targets for 
'assistance',. to be drawn into the management net.• 

The notion of a lack in the qualities of aid recipients has as a 
necessary correlate the notion of 'potential' <•Although the women are making 
a su~tantial contribution, their potential has no_t been fully exhausted" --
Getachah, 1981: 87). Thus, even though recipients are problematic, they also 
provide an empty slate of unfUlfHled 'potential' upon which the latest fads 
in development aid can be written, from the 1950s preoccupation with promoting 
the virtuous·, cleanly housewife7 ; to fostering the creative, income-
generating craftswoman; to creating the fuel-efficient, tree-planting 
environmentalist; to restoring the aurturin1, breast-feeding earth mother. 
Once again, I am not denigrating the 1oals associated with these images: 
rather, I am seeking to expose the degree to which development discourse is 
based upon such imagery, which often' has more to do with western political or 
cultural preoccupations than with the real needs of the women concerned. 

e> In sum, recipients, as coaaunities or individuals, are constructed by 
development discourse as subJects to be managed, whose input is limited to 
•feedback to the research system" <Leonard, 1986: 197>. The site of 
interaction is 'extension', a term with a venerable history in western 
agricultural development that poses particular problems for understanding the 
development task in the Third World. The aid expert/aid recipient 
relationship, which is the most crucial point of transfer for both technology 
and other aspects of development, becomes an outpost of a system, a frontier, 
whose boundary .is the extension worker, and on the other side of which is the 
aid recipient. The World Bank's Training and Visit System of agricultural 
extension <T & V>, which appears to be one of the most acclaimed solutions to 
the problems of agricultural development, nevertheless epitomizes the 
construction of the aid expert/aid recipient relationship as a 'management 
system.' <see World Bank, 1983: 94-95 for a description>. "A highly 
disciplined approach to extension management,• the T & V system is "the best 
available solution t.o these management demands" <Leonard, 1986: 196-97>. 

Even the excellent model for the dissemination of technology presented in 
section C above succumbs to the concepts of 'resource', 'target' and 
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The National Film Board of Canada's Studio D teaa that filmed Forum 
'85, Ca documentary ent.itled •speaking of Nairobi•) could be 
forgiven their perplexity at my answer to their question about what 
"proJect• the Hitero village woaen's enterprise was a part of. 
Given the 'project' hype at the Nairobi Forum, they had to work to 
grasp the local nature of the group effort whose celebration they attended. 

"lt is most difficult for an African housewife to keep her floors in 
such a condition that she can dways have beautiful mats on them" 
<·Esther Koeune, The A!r i can Housewife and Her Home, 1983 C 1952 l : 
46). It is instructive that this book as been in print since its 
first publication in 1952. Revised in 1961, it has been reprinted 
six times since by the government publishing house, the Kenya 
Literature Burea~. 
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'beneficiary'. Obviously, aid programmes by their nature are 'systems' that 
extend inf oraation and technology from an area where these are known to an 
area where they are unknown. What I aa suggesting here is that researchers 
and policy aakers should be aore aware of the power relations and domination 
over local knowledges entrained in this logic of dlsseeination. 

f> Noaen's knowledge is inYisible in developaent discourse. 
Anthropological studies have shown that production and use of knowledge in 
Africa has large areas that are gender specific. In the older anthropological 
literature this fact eaerged by default, as evidenced, for example, by the 
following astonishing entry in Lambert's study of political institutions 
aeongst the Kikuyu: •"en say they do not know for certain whether ••• gatherings 
of voaen are aerely called for specific purposes or whether they are ad hoc 
co-ittees of permanent and organized chiaaa [councils]" <1956: 96). Like 
aany social scientists, Laabert was content to leave women's areas of 
knowledge in the shadows, reported vaguely by aale informants <the idea of 
interviewing women directly did not aeea to occur to him). 

Developaent studies have continued the tradition, so that women's 
knowledge about faaily, a1riculture, health aaintenance, nutrition, and 
associated technolo1ies bas never been systeaatically solicited and analysed. 
Consequently, aid proJects have been built on erroneous and incomplete 
knovled1e, as .&ny examples throughout this monograph reveal. nale-dominated 
aid institutions and governments seek out aale knowledge in the 'local 
centres' of power/knowledge, thereby unwittingly reinfor·cing male domination, 
disruptin1 the local relations of power/knowledge, and creating the alienation 
of woaen from the development process. The incoaplete male knowledge 
structure is taken to stand for. local knowledge in its entirety. Women's 
knowledge, if it is thou1ht about at all, is considered as part of a private 
real• outside the purview and Jurisdiction of the aid proJect, a type of 
knowledge on a par with a stereotypical western housewife's knowledge about 
which laundry detergent or diaper to use. The suppression of women's 
knowled1e, and the distortion of the local relations of power/knowledge, is 
one of the most tragic consequences of western aid as it has been practised in 
Africa over the last thirty years. 

3. Research tasks for the transformation of the aid expert/aid recipient 
relationship 

The theoreUcal exercise outlined above only has value (beyond its · 
possible contribution to scholarship) if it provides a aeans first for a 
sharper uadarstandin1 of inappropriate aid policy and practice, and second a 
.. ans for transforaiag such policy and practice. By engaging in what 
Althusser calls a "s)'llptoaatic readin1• of texts (1977:. 253>, we have 
generated in the above hypotheses a set of concrete ideas about how knowledge· 
of development proble11& is structured. Testing the hypotheses against 
existing aid proJects, and using them to inform the design of future efforts, 
aa·y open the way to a transformed aid expert/aid recipient relationship. The 
following are some suggested research tasks: 

a> A survey of those aid efforts that have taken account of local knowledges 
and local agency, not Just with regard to women, but with regard to community 
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decision~making structures and practices. A starting point would be a review 
of the literature in each resaarch/acU.on locus. Soae development agencies · 
have made a particular effort to survey and assess such efforts: the IDRC's 
study, Coaing Full Circle: Farmers' Participation in the Development of 
Techaolory (1984> bein1 a notable example. The survey should seek out in 
particular those studies such as the above that eaphasize participatory 
research. The survey should scheutize proposals f.or and experiences with 
such participation, evaluate the nature of t.he aid experts' knowledge about 
the aid recipient., and explore how they utilize and characterize local 
knowledges. In thinkin1 about voaen as aid recipients, it is necessary but 
not enou1h to review the position papers and proceedin1s of all ·the WID 
conferences, as these all too often aerely aive prescriptions, backed by brief 
summary stateaents about proJects <see, for example, the paper by INSTRAW and 
UNICEF on voaea and the international drinkins water supply CINSTRAW, 1985]~ 
This docuaent is discussed in section D above>. 

b) The extraction and codification of key principles for a transformed aid 
expert/aid recipient relationship fro• the docuaents identified in the above 
survey, both specific cases, and overviews such as Coming Full Circle. The 
boundary problea has ensured that. the insights from tne few good studies that 
have emerged seldoa circulate beyond the specialists in the field surveyed. 
The IDRC study on farmers' participation cited above may be taken to exemplify 
the possibilities for crossing the boundary. Amongst a number of other 
useful tasks, the study presents and assesses the "research-development-
production" CROP> approach to a1ricultural development, in which "farmers' 
participation is required, first, in diagnosing the problems, second, in 
designing technical iaproveaents, and, third, in using and evaluating the 
innovations• <IDRC, 1984: 12>. RDP comprises three categories of methods. 
The first is evaluations that arise from close collaboration between 
experienced researchers and faraers, and that "take into account relationships 
between ~he ecological and technical environaents, between techniques and 
faraing systea&, and between techniques and societies." The second category 
of methods is experiments that do not rely on research station methodology, 
but that develop techniques and statistical tools for farmer-managed tests. 
•soae researchers consider f araer-managed tests an extension of experiments 
started on the station; others see the• as the beginning of experiments -- the 
true framework for dialogue with the farmer. The tests ••• provide information 
about actual production and consuaption at the level of the plot, the farm, 
the rural co-unity, and the count.ry.• Third~ "adopt.ion, extension, and 
adaptation• involves the precise adaptation of innovations developed both on 
th• farm and in controlled environaents to other locaHt.ies and types of 
production CIDRC, 1984: 12-13>. 

In this axaaple, the proposed codification of principles for research and 
policy would take the three categories of aethods and create generalizations 
that could be applied in other contexts. For example, agricultural programmes 
that focussed specifically on woaen farmers could include in the first 
category of methods an evaluation of the knowledge about techniques, soil 
conditions etc. that is specific to voaen, and an assessment of how this 
gender-specific knowledge may be drawn upon and integrated with techniques 
proposed by aid experts. With regard to the second category of methods, 
farmer-managed tests could be specifically designed to take account of the 
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opportunities and limitations presented by the female farmers' multiple 
responsibiHties and daUy schedule. Again,_ with regard to the third category 
of aethods, research could be designed to ensure t.he collection of data on t.he 
iaplicat.iona of a particular innovation for women's farmin1 act.iviti~s. 

Beyond the agricultural set.ting, the RDP ·approach could be assessed for 
its adaptability to the health technology field. The eaphasis on 
participation and dialogue, and on the need for a recipient-cent.red testing 
and evaluation, would provide a salutary shift away froa the t.reat.aent of 
health care recipients as passive individua.l obJects of research and service 
delivery. This task is likely to be a difficult one, given the much less 
obvious 'expertise' of t.he health-care recipient in coaparison to the farmer, 
and the specialized nature of medical knowledge. Regarding research 
aethodology it.self, as a parallel to the faraer-aanaged tests, medical 
research methodology could be weaned from a hospital orientation and adapted 
to rural clinics and to the abilities and knowhow of paramedics, traditional 
healers, and aidwives. 

c> A critical exaaination of the discourse of development. underlying 
selected proJect.s, with the proJecta being viewed as 'local cent.res' of power 
knowledge. nuch la aade of the importance of identifying and replicating 
success, and rightly so; no at.tent.ion is paid to the instructive value of poor 
policy and research. Feminist. and other critics of aid projects tend to make 
general condemnations and not to explore in detail how and why a particular 
aid policy is poor and is implicated in an inappropriate exercise of power 
over the recipients <whether by the foreign aid experts or by the recipients' 
government.>. The critical .examination should at.tempt. to aake links between 
proJect failures and the fraaework of knowledge in which the project. was 
initially embedded. This task is not as eccentric as it. may seem: the 
aistakes in developaent research and aid policy, so often repeated, are 
destined to further repetition unless a clearer and more systematized 
understanding of the mistakes is created. Ult.iaat.ely, this task could yield a 
docuaent cataloguing and explaining probleas in approaches to developmen.t aid. 

d) The formulation of alternative concept.ions of the aid expert/aid recipi-ent 
relationship through a survey and analysis of research proJect.s that. are 
preaised on local eapoverment. African voaen'a research/action loci would 
appear to be the best. candidates for such research. The Woaen's Research and 
Docuaentation ProJect. of Tanzania <WRDP>, for example, aight. serve as a model. 

·Begun as a small study group of academic and non-academic women in 1978, it 
was constituted as a part of the University of Dar es Salaam's Institute for 
Development. Studies <IDS> in 1980. •rundameat.al differences over principles 
of organization" between the group aellbers and the male aaJorit.y of IDS, as 
veil as efforts •to hiJack the funds and equipaent which the group had 
succeeded in acquiring," led to departure from the IDS and the formal 
constitution oft.he WRDP in 1982 (tfbilinyi, 1985b: 75-76). Now an affiliate 
of the International Council of Adult. Education Women's Programme and of the 
African Adult. Education Association, the proJect exemplifies the lessons to be 
learned about. the struggle to establish women-directed and women-centred 
development research. Priority is currently being given to a life history 
project that. relates the experience of social change and development problems 
to personal lives. The WRDP has as a central tenet of its research and act.ion 
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the involvement. of ordinary Tanzanian women in the research and.development. 
process <see the suaaary of the WRDP's objectives and activities in Canadian 
Woaan Studies, 1986: 67-68). 

e) The recovery of women's knowledge is an urgent research task for the 
developaent effort. The above-cited WRDP history project is one very 
excellent aet.hod. Ot.her types of fieldwork should also be called upon: 
conteaporary African history and sociolo17 sh~uld be explored for useful 
methodology. Feainist. scholars in particular have developed field techniques 
useful for researching woaen.'s knowledge. As well as new fieldwork, the task 
should encoapass a thorough surver of published ethnologies to extract 
inforaation regarding individual societies, syst.eas of aale and female 
knowledge, and the actual content. of women's knowled1e. The recovery of 
aaterial froa fieldwork done in the past. need not stop at published documents; 
living ethnologists may be solicited for relevant material in their 
unpublished research notes. 

A model for the research task suggested here is a document on. population 
in East Africa written a number of years ago: Angela Holnos's four-volume 
Cultural Source Materials for Population Planning in East Africa (1972-1973>. 
The first volume reviews socio-cultural research between 1952 and 1972; the 

· second deals with innovations in East African societies, in particular with 
regard to f aaily planning. Part two of volume II surveys these themes in 
twenty eight. East African ethnic groups; the third volume deals with the 
traditional beliefs and practices of these groups. The survey of the groups 
forms t.he empirical core of t.he study. The fourth volume comprises a 
bibliography by ethnic group. In addition t.o reviewing published texts for 
t.he project., Holnos solicited contributions frQJI thirty seven social 
scientists. Many were the original ethnographers of t.he twenty eight. groups · 
<for example, Philip Gulliver for the Turkana of Kenya and Honica Wilson for 
t.he Nyakyusa of Tanzania>, but they had not written about. fertility, attitudes· 
to children and other fact.ors specifically relevant to population planning •. 
Indeed, .as a consequence of Kolnos's solicit.at.ion, we now have a unique body 
of comparative material focussed on gender relations which would otherwise 
have been lost in t.he heads and unpublished notes of major anthropologists. 

One central eleaent. in the document's success was the careful select.ion 
of the anthropological contributors. Holnos sought out those whose fullness 
of field work and interest in issues of social process in the family would 
render them moat likel7 to have answers to her questions i.n their raw data. 
Another aspect of it.s success was the meticulous methodology she devised for 
ensuring an enthusiastic and systematic response froa her contributors. Her 
effort, sponsored by the University of Nairobi's Institute of African Studies 
and funded by the Ford Foundation, ranks as one of the brilliant, unsung 
efforts in applied social science. 

* * * 
A central dilemma lies at the heart of efforts to transform t.he aid 

expert/aid recipient. relationship. By the very nature of aid, there is a 
giver and a receiver. Yet as t.he above exercise -- and the monograph as a 
whole -- has shown, the constitution of African people as recipients by the 
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aid process has entailed conceptualizing them as passive targets; as 
obstacles; as beneficiaries who are somehow receiving a handout for which they 
have not worked. How to continue giving while rethinking the way the gift is 
given, and while turning the receiver into a genuine partner in the 
transaction? With regard to voaen and technology transfer in Africa, we may 

· only Hnd a solution through the insights of those African women and men who 
have struggled with the question theaselves • 
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